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Concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient in separating dilute solid
mixtures of 4He in 3He
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The kinetics of the separation of dilute solid mixtures of4He in 3He is investigated in the ranges
of temperature 100–200 mK,4He concentrationx52.2– 3.3%, and pressure 32–35 bar. It
is found that the characteristic timet required for the separating mixture to come to equilibrium
depends substantially on the degree of supercooling. When the mixture is supercooled by
more than 40–50 mK relative to the separation temperature of the initial mixture, the characteristic
time t,103 s and remains practically unchanged as the temperature is lowered further. At
low supercoolings the values oft reach 43104 s and decrease noticeably with further decrease
in temperature. A relation between the measured values oft and the effective coefficient
of mass diffusion is established using the solution of the diffusion problem with allowance for
the surface resistance arising when the4He impurity atoms leave the solution and enter
new-phase inclusions. It is shown that an adequate description of the experimental data in the
framework of the kinetic theory of tunneling transport of impurities under conditions of
an appreciable interaction between them can be obtained under the assumption that the diffusion
coefficient of4He in 3He is proportional tox24/3. The concentration of nuclei and the
average size of the region associated to each nucleus are determined. Analysis of the experimental
results on the kinetics of nucleation in phase separation shows that they can be explained by
the theory of homogeneous nucleation. The values thus obtained for the coefficient of interphase
surface tension agree with the existing data. The relaxation time due to the finite resistance
to the penetration of an impurity through the boundary between the matrix and new-phase
inclusion is determined for the first time. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614231#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rather detailed information has by now been obtain
about diffusion processes in dilute solid mixtures of3He in
4He, and practically all the laws of quantum diffusion pr
dicted by Andreev and Lifshits1 and in a number of subse
quent papers2–5 have been observed. This is made possi
by the nonzero nuclear spin of3He, which allows one to
track its motion by means of nuclear magnetic resona
~NMR!. The4He atom does not have nuclear spin, and inf
mation about the character of its motion can only be
tracted from indirect data. Recently developed methods
quantitative analysis of the kinetics of decomposition
solid solutions at low temperatures6,7 alter that situation and
make it possible to study the diffusion mechanism for m
tures of4He in 3He as well.

One of the interesting problems in this area is to expl
how the motion of the impurities is influenced by the elas
fields that arise in the crystal because of the noticeable
ference in the amplitudes of zero-point vibrations of the3He
and4He atoms and which give rise to an interaction betwe
impurities. For3He impurities in4He this problem was con
sidered theoretically in Refs. 8–10 for impurity concent
8831063-777X/2003/29(11)/6/$24.00
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tions large enough that their interaction must be taken i
account, and the following concentration dependence of
diffusion coefficientD was predicted:

D;x24/3. ~1!

Relation~1! is in fact the only one of the predicted quantu
diffusion relations that has not found confirmation in expe
ment. The reason is that for mixtures of3He in 4He this
relation holds in an extremely narrow interval of concent
tions between the region of band motion of the impuritie
whereD;x21, and the region of self-trapping of impurit
excitations, whereD is a rapidly falling function. In addition,
a dependenceD;x24/3 is very close to the relation
D;x21 that obtains at sufficiently low values ofx.

It is remarkable that in deriving relation~1!, Andreev8

proceeded from a band picture of the impurity motion wh
both Landesman9 and Sacco and Widom10 considered an in-
coherent tunneling motion of the impurities, but neverthel
the same result was obtained in all cases:

Dx5A
J2a2

V0x4/3, ~2!
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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whereJ is the exchange integral for impurity3He in 4He, a
is the distance between nearest neighbors,V0 is the ampli-
tude of the elastic interaction of impurities, andA is a nu-
merical coefficient for which the expressionA
5(16/3)G(4/3)(8.77)24/3'0.26 was obtained in Ref. 9
~here G(x) is the gamma function!. The agreement of the
results of Ref. 8 with Refs. 9 and 10 gives us grounds
assume that relation~2! is universal for all cases in which i
is necessary to take into account the slowing of the dif
sional motion due to the disturbing of the energy levels
the impurities in neighboring lattice sites as a result of
interaction between impurities, and, in particular, it may
used in treating the diffusion of4He in 3He.

It is known that the random distribution of nuclear spi
at temperatures below the nuclear ordering temperatur
solid 3He make band motion of the impurities impossib
and therefore4He atoms in3He move by random tunneling
hops. Motion by this mechanism leads to a diffusion coe
cient that is independent of temperature and, at low eno
concentrations, independent of concentration as well.
course, against such a background it is much easier to d
dependence~2!, and it is quite promising to look for it in
mixtures of4He in 3He.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

In this paper we report an experimental study of t
kinetics of separation of dilute solid mixtures of4He in 3He
in the temperature interval 100–200 mK at pressures
33–35 bar. A method of precision measurement of
change in pressure in the sample upon a stepwise lowerin
the temperature is used. The change in pressureDP is
uniquely related to the change in concentrationDx of the
matrix by the Mullin relation.11 At low concentrations

Dx52.5VmbDP, ~3!

whereVm andb are the molar volume (cm3/mole) and com-
pressibility of the sample.

The samples studied were in the form of disks 9 mm
diameter and 1.5 mm in height and were grown by the
capillary blocking method from an initial mixture containin
x052% 4He. The4He content in the grown sample was r
fined with the aid of Eq.~3! from the value ofDP0 corre-
sponding to phase separation of the mixture into pure c
ponents. After growth the samples were subjected to a k
of heat treatment by repeated temperature cycling in the
terval 100–270 mK. It had been established in previous s
ies that this produces high-quality, uniform samples
which reproducible results can be obtained. In particu
upon the subsequent phase separation of such samples
possible to obtain impurity concentrations in the mat
which correspond within the error limits to the equilibriu
phase diagram.12 The method of preparing the samples a
the measurement technique are described in more deta
Ref. 7.

The samples obtained in this way were subjected t
stepwise cooling in which the pressure in the sample w
measured at each step. The change in pressureP(t) was of
an exponential character and was described by a depend

Pf2P~ t !5~Pf2Pi !exp~2t/t!, ~4!
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wherePi andPf are the initial and final~equilibrium! pres-
sure in the sample. The values ofPf and of the characteristic
time t were found by computer processing.

The first steps, corresponding to cooling from the u
form mixture region, had values ofDT1 varying from 5 to
;100 mK, while the subsequent steps were 10–15 mK~see
Fig. 1!. It was found that forDT1 values exceeding 40–5
mK the characteristic timet was;500– 700 s and remaine
practically constant as the temperature was lowered furt
For small values ofDT1 the characteristic timet was signifi-
cantly greater, up to 43104 s. Also, in that case a significan
decrease oft in subsequent steps was observed. Figur
shows the time dependence of the relative change in pres
in different successive steps for one of the samples at a s
valueDT1526 mK. A noticeable increase in the rate of a
proach to equilibrium with decreasing temperature may
seen, especially at high temperatures.

3. RELATION OF THE SEPARATION TIME CONSTANT TO
THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

The presence of short, temperature-independent timt
was noted previously13 by the authors in connection with th
situation when4He clusters are formed around vacancies i
3He matrix. It was conjectured13 that such behavior arise

FIG. 1. Diagram of the experimental procedure. The solid curve is a
of the phase diagram according to the data of Edwards and Balibar23 for
P533 bar.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the relative change in pressure with time fo
sample withx053.34%4He, Vm524.2 cm3/mole, andDT1526 mK at dif-
ferent temperaturesTi andTf @mK#: 221 and 195~j!; 195 and 185~m!; 175
and 162~s!; 121 and 107~d!.
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because the probability that an impurity atom arriving at
boundary will penetrate into the cluster is less than unity. I
natural to assume that a similar situation can arise in
present case as well if the concentration of new-phase nu
is large enough that the diffusive transport time is less t
the time spent by an atom on the surface of a nucleus. S
a picture should obtain at high degrees of supersatura
under conditions of homogeneous nucleation; argume
supporting the existence of such conditions in3He–4He solid
mixtures are given in Refs. 14 and 15.

When the degree of supercooling decreases, the con
tration of nuclei falls off rapidly~exponentially!, leading to
growth of the diffusion timetD , which can ultimately be the
dominant contribution tot. The temperature dependen
t(T) observed in that case is a consequence of the con
tration dependence of the diffusion coefficient, since
equilibrium concentration at phase separation is set by
temperature. Figure 3 shows an illustration of the concen
tion dependencet(x) obtained by processing the data of Fi
2. The concentration for each step was taken as the ave
between the initial and final concentrationsxi and xf . It is
seen thatt decreases noticeably with concentration, es
cially at high concentrations. For comparison a plot of t
relation t;x4/3 is shown; it is close to the experiment
curve in this region. Some characteristics of the sample s
ied are listed in Table I.

For a quantitative treatment analogous to that given
Ref. 7 for a mixture of3He in 4He, the solution of the diffu-
sion problem in spherical coordinates, with boundary a
initial conditions corresponding to the experimental setup
used.

The solution of the diffusion equation

]x

]t
5DS ]2x

]r2 1
2

r

]x

]r
D ~5!

under the initial conditionx(r,0)5xi and boundary condi-
tions

]x

]rU
r5R

50, D
]x

]rU
r5r

5K~x2xf ! ~6!

has the form~see, e.g., Ref. 16!

FIG. 3. Dependence of the characteristic separation time on the4He con-
centration: experimental points~d!; t;x4/3 ~---!; tD @Eq. ~12!# ~...!; tS @Eq.
~13!# ~–•–!; Eq. ~11! ~—!.
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x~r,t !5xf1~xi2xf ! (
n51

`

Ane2Dln
2t

sin@ln~r2r !1nn#

r
,

~7!

wherexi andxf are the initial and final concentrations of4He
in the matrix,r is the radius of a new-phase nucleus,R is the
radius of an equivalent sphere of volume equal to the volu
from which impurities reach this nucleus,K is a coefficient
characterizing the probability of penetration of an impuri
into the nucleus,An andnn are known constant coefficients
andln are the roots of the transcendental equation

tanln~R2r !5
ln~hrR1R2r !

ln
2rR1hr11

, h5
K

D
. ~8!

The solution of the diffusion problem is obtained fo
constantr andD; this can be justified by the comparativel
small changes of these quantities for each step. The influe
of their nonconstancy is partially taken into account by t
use of the average values for each step. Estimates show
even at smallt one need keep only the first term in Eq.~7!.
The pressure change measured in the experiment is pro
tional to the change of the average concentrationx̄(t), which
can be found by averaging~7! in the interval fromr to R:

x̄~ t !5
3

~R32r 3!
E

r

R

x~r,t !r2dr5xf13
xi2xf

R32r 3 Ã1e2t/t,

~9!

whereÃ1 is a constant.
The time dependence of interest to us is characterized

the quantity

t5
1

Dl2 , ~l[l1!, ~10!

wherel is found from the solution of equation~8!. This is
easily done under the conditionl(R2r ),1 by expanding
tanl(R2r) in a series. If terms up to orderl3(R2r )3 are
kept in the series expansion and the relation betweenR andr

TABLE I. Some characteristics of the sample withx053.34% 4He, Vm

524.2 cm3/mole, andDT1526 mK.

Note: Tf is the final temperature,t are the characteristic times for establish
ment of equilibrium according to experiment,xi and xf are the initial and
final impurity concentrations in the matrix,z5r /R is the ratio of the radius
of a new-phase inclusion to the size of the region associated to each nuc
D43 is the effective coefficient of diffusion of4He in a3He matrix,tD is the
characteristic diffusion time according to Eq.~12!, andts is the character-
istic ‘‘surface’’ time according to Eq.~13!.
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is determined by the condition that the4He is conserved
within the volume of the sphere of radiusR, one can obtain
the following equation:

t5
1

Dl2 5
R2

3D

~12z!3

z
1

R

3K

12z3

z2 , ~11!

where

z5
r

R
5

3Ax02 x̄

122x̄
.

In practice, formula~11! means that in the approximatio
considered, the measured relaxation time can be regarde
being the sum of the diffusion time

tD5
R2

3D

~12z!3

z
~12!

and the ‘‘surface’’ time

ts5
R

3K

12z3

z2 . ~13!

We note that the expression fortD is exactly that which is
obtained for the solution of the diffusion problem in the sa
approximation in the case when there is no resistance to
transition of an impurity into a nucleus. The dependence
ts on the concentration~temperature! is due to the change o
the ratio of the volume of the matrix to the total surface a
of the new-phase inclusions. It follows from Eq.~11! that

tD f 1~z!5
R2

3
1

RD

3K
f 2~z!, ~14!

where

f 1~z!5
z

~12z!3 , f 2~z!5
1

z
1

3

~12z!2 .

Thus if one plotstD f 1(z) as a function ofD f 2(z), one
should obtain a straight line whose intercept with the or
nate can be used to findR and whose slope can be used
determineK.

In processing the electronic data further it is natural
identify the diffusion coefficient appearing in Eq.~11! with
Dx from ~2!. In the case of dilute mixtures of3He in 4He the
quantityJ34 appearing in~2! can be determined quite reliabl
in experimental studies of quantum diffusion and turns ou
be approximately 5–6 times smaller than the exchange i
gral J33 in pure 3He at the same molar volumes~see, e.g.,
Ref. 17!. The decrease ofJ34 in comparison withJ33 is due
to two factors: the fact that a heavier atom is involved in
tunneling exchange, and the larger amplitude of the ze
point vibrations of the3He atom, the distance between whic
and its nearest neighbor is larger than the average la
spacing. Both of these factors decrease the tunneling p
ability and bring about the difference found. As to the e
change integralJ43 of 4He in 3He, there is no reliable infor-
mation available. However, since in that case the two fac
act in opposite directions, one can assume thatJ43'J33.
Using the known value ofJ33 ~Ref. 18! and the value ofV0 ,
which characterizes the interaction of4He impurities in bcc
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3He, estimated by Kal’no� and Strzhemechny�19 ~adjusted to
our molar volume!, we obtain the following expression:

Dx58.8310211x24/3 cm2/s. ~15!

It should be noted that at smallx the value ofDx from
~15! is larger than the spin diffusion coefficientD33 in pure
3He, as it must not be under our assumption of equalJ33 and
J43, since the diffusion in3He takes place in the complet
absence of retarding elastic interactions. To eliminate suc
situation we should use the effective diffusion coefficient

D435
DxD33

Dx1D33
, ~16!

which results in the condition D43<D3355.0
310234Vm

19 cm2/s.20,21 Physically the origin of formula~16!
can apparently be regarded as being a consequence o
coexistence of microscopic regions in the sample with a r
dom concentration difference. In regions with lower conce
tration the impurities do not ‘‘feel’’ one another, and the d
fusion takes place as in pure3He, with the coefficientD33,
while in regions with higher concentration the interaction
the impurities leads to a dependence of the type~15!. The set
of such processes can give a diffusion coefficient descri
by formula ~16!. Figure 4 shows the concentration depe
dence ofD43. For comparison the value ofD33 and the func-
tion Dx(x) are also plotted. It is seen thatD43 approaches
D33 at low concentrations and decreases substantially w
increasingx.

A plot of relation~14! under the assumptions mentione
is presented in Fig. 5. One sees a good linear dependenc
that the value of the parametersR and K can be reliably
determined:R5(6.460.2)31023 cm, and K5(2.760.2)
31025 cm/s. We note that the maximum value foun
lR(12z)'0.7, justifies the neglect of higher than cub
powers in the expansion of tanl(R2r) in ~8!. Substituting
the values found forR andK into Eq. ~11!, we can describe
the experimental data obtained. The solid curve in Fig
corresponds to a calculation using Eq.~11!. Also shown here
aretD(x) andts(x) according to formulas~12! and~13!. As
expected, the contribution oftD is dominant at high concen
trations and that ofts is dominant at low concentrations.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the diffusion coefficient of impurity4He on the
concentration according to Eq.~16!.
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4. CONCENTRATION OF NUCLEI AND THE INTERPHASE
TENSION

TheR value found can be used to determine the conc
tration of new-phase nucleiNm5ã3/R353.6310217, ã is
the interatomic distance determined by the fluctuat
4pã3/35Vm /NA (NA is Avogadro’s number!.

In the framework of the theory of homogeneous nuc
ation, Slezov and Shmel’tser22 calculated the concentratio
of nuclei as a function of the impurity concentration, tem
perature, and degree of supersaturation. As applied to
separation of a solid mixture of helium isotopes it can
written

Nm5b23/8xi
7/4expH 2

3b3F118
T0

Tf
~xi2xf !G

8 ln2
xi

xf

J , ~17!

where b5(8p/3)(sã2/Tf), T0 is the temperature of the
maximum of the separation curve,Tf is the final temperature
ands is the surface tension at the boundary of the nucle

Formula~17! differs from that given in Refs. 22 and 1
by the presence of the factor in square brackets in the a
ment of the exponential function; this factor has been int
duced to take into account the nonideality of3He–4He solid
mixtures~see Ref. 23!. A calculation ofNm with the use of
formula ~17! shows that in this case practically all the nuc
arise in the first cooling step, so that the number of nuc
and the equivalent radiusR can be assumed to be the same
all steps. TheNm value found is approximately two orders o
magnitude smaller than in Ref. 15, primarily as a result
the appreciable difference in the degree of supercoooling
estimate of the interphase surface tension by formula~17!
gives s51.931022 erg/cm2, which is comparable to the
value 1.531022 erg/cm2 found in Ref. 14 in a study of the
separation kinetics at different degrees of supercooling.1 The
close values ofs obtained in experiments of different type
~see also Ref. 15! is, in our view, a weighty argument in
favor of the position that homogeneous nucleation conditi
are realized in3He–4He solid mixtures.

FIG. 5. Plot oftD43f 1(z) versusD43f 2(z) according to Eq.~14!.
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5. CONCLUSION

We have carried out studies of the kinetics of separat
of dilute solid mixtures of4He in 3He. We have establishe
that the characteristic separation timet has a substantial de
pendence on the degree of supercooling from the region
the uniform mixture. It was found that at high degrees
supercooling the separation time is several hundred sec
and is independent of temperature. At low supercoolings
observed longer times, up to 43103 s at high temperatures
and a noticeable decrease oft as the temperature was low
ered. Such behavior oft is due to the change of the diffusio
coefficient according to the lawD;x24/3, which has been
predicted for impurity diffusion in quantum crystals und
conditions of a substantial interaction between impuriti
For quantitative processing of the results we used the s
tion of the diffusion problem with allowance for the finit
resistance of the boundary. A comparison of the experime
and calculated results made it possible for the first time
separate out the relaxation time due to the boundary re
tance and also to estimate the average size of the re
associated to each new-phase nucleus and the concentr
of nucleiNm . The value ofNm was used in the homogeneou
nucleation theory to calculate the coefficient of interpha
surface tensions, which turned out to be close to the valu
found in other experiments. The agreement of the valuess
obtained in different experiments can be taken as evidenc
the realization of homogeneous nucleation conditions
rather perfect samples of3He–4He solid mixtures and an
indication of the possibility that this system may serve as
example for the quantitative study of the kinetics of firs
order phase transitions.

This study was supported by the State Foundation
Ukraine for Basic Research~Project 02.07/00391, Agree
ment F7/286-2001!.

*E-mail: syrnikov@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!Here we have introduced a value ofs corrected for the fact that in the

calculation of s from the value found forb, one uses the paramete
a5(Vm /NA)1/3 instead ofã.
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charge-carrier density at TÄ0
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The basic system of equations of the theory of superconductivity atT50 is obtained in an
approximation linear in the nonadiabaticity, and analytic solutions for the order parameterD and
the chemical potentialm are found in two limiting cases:m@D, andm;D. The dependence
of these quantities on the density of charge carriers is investigated. It is found that the order
parameterD can be increased by a factor of four to five in comparison with ordinary
superconductors owing to the effects of nonadiabaticity and strong electronic correlations. The
influence of the nonadiabaticity on the BCS–Bose crossover in the region of low charge-
carrier densities is also investigated. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Considerable progress has been made in the study o
properties of materials having high-temperature superc
ductivity ~HTSC!. However, because of the complexity
the systems considered, the mechanism of HTSC has stil
been established. Theoretical studies must be done on
plified models which take into account individual features
these materials.

Among such features are the overlap of the energy ba
at the Fermi surface~see, e.g., Refs. 1–4 and the referenc
cited therein!, the presence of van Hove singularities and fl
parts in the electron spectrum,5–7 strong electron–phonon
coupling,8,9 and an anharmonic character of the latti
vibrations.10 In addition, HTSC materials are characteriz
by a lowered dimensionality~layered structure!, strong elec-
tronic correlations, and a low density of charge carrie
These systems are nonadiabatic; the relationv0;«F holds in
them (v0 is the Debye frequency, and«F is the Fermi en-
ergy!, and at very low charge-carrier densities the relat
v0@«F can hold.

Such factors as the nonadiabaticity and strong electro
correlations inherent to these materials violate the Mig
theorem11 and make it necessary to take additional ma
particle effects into account as compared with the case
ordinary superconductors, in which the relation«F@v0

holds. As was shown in Refs. 12 and 13, these effects ca
interpreted as the mechanism leading to the high value
Tc .

An important role in the theory of superconductivity
played by the value of the charge-carrier density. At a re
tively low charge density a two-dimensional system can
dergo a transition from the BCS regime with Cooper pairs
a Schaffroth regime of a Bose condensate of local pairs.14–20

In Refs. 14–19 the studies were based on a single-band
model, while in Ref. 20 the overlap of two energy bands
8891063-777X/2003/29(11)/6/$24.00
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the Fermi surface was taken into account. In the papers c
above, studies have been done on the basis of a simpl
Migdal–Eliashberg theory suitable for adiabatic superc
ductors (v0!«F).

The goal of the present study is to construct a theory
superconductivity for nonadiabatic systems, in which t
Migdal theorem11 is violated because the conditionv0!«F

does not hold and also because of the presence of st
electronic correlations.

In Sec. 2 expressions are obtained for the diagonalSN

and off-diagonalSS parts of the mass operator and for th
Green’s functions~normal and anomalous! in the linear
approximation in the nonadiabaticity. In Sec. 3 a system of
equations is obtained for the order parameterD at T50
and for the chemical potentialm at arbitrary charge-carrie
density, and two limiting cases are considered:m@D, and
m;D. Section 4 is devoted to a calculation of the vertex a
crossing functions in a two-dimensional system in the we
coupling approximation and for small values of the exchan
momentumq. Numerical results and conclusions are giv
in Sec. 5.

2. MODEL AND BASIC EQUATIONS OF A NONADIABATIC
SYSTEM

We start from a Hamiltonian describing an electron
phonon system:

H5H01(
s

E dx cs
1~xs!C~xs!w~x!, ~1!

where H0 is the Hamiltonian of the free electrons an
phonons, the second term corresponds to the electr
phonon interaction,C~xs! is the annihilation operator for an
electron at pointx with spin s, andw~x! is the phonon op-
erator.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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On the basis of perturbation theory21 at T50, we obtain
the following diagram representations for the normalSN and
anomalousSS self-energies:

~2!

~3!

Here a straight line corresponds to the total electron Gre
function—the normal~→! and the anomalous~↔!—and the
wavy line to the phonon Green’s function. The above per
bation series together with the expressions for ordinary
perconductors contain diagrams with a crossing of two li
of electron–phonon interaction; this corresponds to tak
into account the vertex and ‘‘crossing’’ functions to a fir
approximation in the nonadiabaticity13 and, consequently
goes beyond the framework of the Migdal theorem.11

For simplicity we choose the Einstein spectrum a
write the phonon Green’s function in the form

D~p2p1 ,V2V1!52ugpp1
u2

v0
2

~V2V1!21v0
2

5ugpp1
u2D~V,V1!. ~4!

The presence of strong electronic correlations in the sys
due to the Coulomb interaction alters the electron–pho
interaction substantially. In accordance with the studies
Refs. 22 and 23, the value ofugpp1

u2 increases slowly with
increasing exchange momentumq5p2p1 and then falls off
sharply. This circumstance allows us to write the electro
phonon coupling constant in the form

ugpp1
u25

p

Qc
g2Q~gc2up2p1u!; Qc5

qc

2pF
. ~5!

HereQ is the step function, andqc is the cutoff momentum
of the electron–phonon interaction.

The factor ofp/Qc , which corresponds to the case of
two-dimensional system, is introduced in order that aver
ing over the Fermi surface will giveg2, and so in this mode
the constantl5N0g2 is independent ofqc , in agreement
with the results of Ref. 22. On the basis of Eqs.~2! and ~3!
we obtain for the mass operatorsSN andSS

SN~p,V!5
1

bV (
p1V1

VN~p,p1 ,V,V1!G~p1 ,V1!, ~6!

SS~p,V!5
1

bV (
p1V1

VS~p,p1 ,V,V1!F~p1 ,V1!, ~7!

where

VN~p,p1 ,V,V1!52g2D~V,V1!Q~qc2up2p1u!

3
p

Qc
@11lPV~p,p1 ,V,V1!#, ~8!
’s

r-
u-
s
g

m
n
f

–

-

VS~p,p1 ,V,V1!52g2D~V,V1!Q~qc2up2p1u!
p

Qc

3@112lPV~p,p1 ,V,V1!

1lPC~p,p1 ,V,V1!#, ~9!

andPV andPC are the vertex and crossing functions, defin
by the relations

PV~p,p1 ,V,V1!52
p

N0Qc

1

bV (
p2 ,V2

Q~qc2up

2p2u!G~p2 ,V2!3G~p11p22p,V1

1V22V!D~V,V2!. ~10!

PC~p,p1 ,V,V1!'2
p

N0Qc

1

bV (
p2 ,V2

Q~qc2up2p2u!

3G~p2 ,V2!G~p22p2p1 ,V2

2V2V1!D~V,V2!. ~11!

For the temperature Green’s functions, the normalG(p,V)
and the anomalousF(p,V), we obtain the relations

G~p,V!52
iVZ1 «̃p

~VZ!21 «̃p
21uSS~p,V!u2

,

F~p,V!5
SS~p,V!

~VZ!21 «̃p
21uSS~p,V!u2

, ~12!

where

Z5Z~V!512
1

V
Im SN~p,V!;

«̃p5«p1ReSN~p,V!. ~13!

In expression~11!, which determines the crossing functio
where the summation overp1 and p2 is mixed, we restrict
consideration to the approximation13 D(p12p2 ,V12V2)
→D(p2p2 ,V2V2).

After averaging over the Fermi surface we reduce
pressions~6! and ~7! to the form

SN~V!5
1

bV
g2 (

p1 ,V1

v0
2

~V2V1!21v0
2

3@11lPV~Qc ,V,V1!#G~p1 ,V1!, ~14!

SS~V!5
1

bV
g2 (

p1 ,V1

v0
2

~V2V1!21v0
2

3@112lPV~Qc ,V,V1!

1lPC~Qc ,V,V1!#F~p1 ,V1!, ~15!

where

PV,C~Qc ,V,V1!5 K p

QC
Q~qc2up2p1u!

3PV,C~p,p1 ,V,V1!L
FS

.
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3. ORDER PARAMETER AND CHEMICAL POTENTIAL

Let us consider the weak-coupling approximation (v0

@D), which allows us to neglect the contribution of the la
diagram, containing only the anomalous Green’s functio
in expression~3!. Furthermore, this approximation allows u
to obtain analytical expressions for the functionsPV andPC

and for the order parameterD and chemical potentialm. Fol-
lowing Ref. 13, we take the functionsPV and PC out from
under the summation sign atV50, V15v0 and introduce
the notation

lZ5l@11lPV~Qc,0,v0!#,

lD5l@112lPV~Qc,0,v0!1lPV~Qc,0,v0!#. ~16!

As a result, after formula~12! is substituted in, Eq.~15!
becomes

SS~V!5lD

1

N0

1

bV (
p1 ,V1

v0
2

~V2V1!21v0
2

3
SS~V1!

~ZV1!21 «̃p1

2 1SS
2~V1!

. ~17!

We use the approximation

v0
2

~V2V1!21v0
2 →

v0
2

V21v0
2

v0
2

V1
21v0

2

and make a series of transformations in~16!, as is done in the
study of superconducting systems with retardation.13,24–26

The system of equations for determining the order param
D and the quantityZ can be reduced to the form

15lD

1

bVN0
(

p1 ,V1

v0
4

~V1
21v0

2!2

1

V1
21 «̄p1

2 1D2

1

Z
, ~18!

Z~V!511lZ

1

V

1

bVN0

3 (
p1 ,V1

v0
2

~V2V1!21v0
2

V1

V1
21 «̄p1

2 1D2

1

Z
, ~19!

where

«̄p5 «̃p /Z, D5SS /Z.

In these equations we do the integration over energy (2m
,«p1

,W2m; m is the chemical potential,W is the width of
the energy band! and the integration overV1 between infi-
nite limits in the standard manner. In the approximation
weak electron–phonon coupling we separate out the loga
mic singularity with respect toD and in the terms determine
by the nonadiabaticity effect we neglect terms;D/v0!1. In
this way expressions~18! and~19! are conveniently reduce
to the form
t
s,

er

f
h-

Z

lD

5
1

2
F ln~W2m̄1A~W2m̄ !21D2!

2 ln~2m̄1Am̄21D2!2 ln
m̄1v0

v0

2 ln
W2m̄1v0

v0
G2

1

4
F m̄

v01m̄
1

W2m̄

v01W2m̄
G ,

~20!

Z5Z~0!511
lZ

2 F W2m

W2m1v0
1

m

m1v0
G . ~21!

We supplement~20! with the expression determining th
chemical potentialm for a two-dimensional system:

2«F5
n

N0
5W5A~W2m̄ !21D21Am̄21D2,

W5W/Z, m̄5m/Z. ~22!

wheren is the density of charge carriers andN05m/2p is
the electron density of states. The values ofD and m are
determined by solving the system of equations~20!, ~22!. We
shall consider two limiting cases:m@D, andm;D. In the
first case Eq.~22! leads to the relation«F'm, as it should.
On the basis of~20! we then have

D52v0A m̄~W2m̄ !

e~m̄1v0!~W2m̄2v0!

3expS 2
Z

lD

1
1

4
F v0

m̄1v0

2
v0

W2m̄1v0
G D . ~23!

Comparing this expression with the value obtained pre
ously forTc in nonadiabatic systems,29,30 we obtain the rela-
tion known from BCS theory:

D

Tc
5

p

ge
'1.76.

Consequently, this ratio is not influenced by nonadiabatic
effects in the weak-coupling approximation under consid
ation.

In the casem;D!v0 we introduce the notation

A5
2Z0

lD
0

1 ln
W1v0

v0

1
1

2

W

W1v0

~24!

and write Eq.~20! in the form

W2m̄1A~W2m̄ !21D2

Am̄1D22m̄
5eA. ~25!

The solution of the system of equations~22!, ~25! leads
to the relations

D25
«F~W2«F!

sh2~A/2!
; m̄5«F coth

A

2
2

W

2 Fcoth
L

2
21G .

~26!

If in these formulas we take the limitv0→`, we will obtain
the results that follow from the BCS model.27,28 In our case
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the quantities appearing in Eq.~26! are redefined because o
the nonadiabaticity of the system and the presence of st
electronic correlations.

We consider the weak-coupling approximation (A@1).
In that approximation we have

D5A2«Fu«bu, m̄5«F2
u«bu
2

, ~27!

where the energy of a two-particle bound state is given
the relation

u«bu5
2v0

11v0 /W
expH 2

2Z0

lD
0

1
1

2

1

11v0 /W
J . ~28!

For systems with wide energy bands (v0 /W!1) this
expression can be rewritten as

u«bu5
2v0

Ae
expH 2

2Z0

lD0
0 J , ~29!

where Z0
0 and lD0

0 are determined from formulas~21! and
~16!, respectively, form50 andW→`.

The energy of a two-particle bound state in a nonadia
ticity system arises through the exchange of intermed
bosons, leading to the appearance of a pre-exponential fa
of v0 , the energy of the bosons.

Expression ~29! differs from the case of adiabati
systems27,28 by a renormalization of the coupling constantl
and the quantityZ on account of nonadiabaticity effects, an
also by the presence of a pre-exponential factor ofe21/2 due
to the use of a factorization procedure for the phon
Green’s function@see the transition from Eq.~17! to Eq.
~18!#. The same factor appears in the definition ofD ~23! and
Tc ~Refs. 29 and 30! for «F@D,Tc .

We note that the case of adiabatic systems in the fac
ization approximation presented above is considered in R
31, for example.

Thus the contribution of nonadiabaticity to the definitio
of D andm ~27! in the region of low charge-carrier densitie
is determined by a redefinition of the value of the bindi
energy«b of the two-particle state. In systems with stron
electronic correlations, in which the exchange momentum
small (qc!2pF), the vertex functionPV is a positive quan-
tity. This circumstance leads to an increase in the coup
constantl and binding energyu«bu in nonadiabatic system
in comparison with adiabatic ones. Here the order param
D increases in accordance with Eq.~27!.

The presence of a two-particle bound state leads to
Schaffroth picture of condensation of local pairs.16 The ab-
sence of such a state leads to the Cooper pairing picture
band language, the transition from the Cooper to the Sc
froth regime is due to the excursion of the chemical poten
m into the forbidden band, whereupon the energy gap in
superconductor is given by the quantityAm21D2. In accor-
dance with Eq.~27! we havem̄.0 for «F.u«bu/2. Such a
situation corresponds to the Cooper pairing picture. In
casem̄,0 for «F,u«bu/2, local-pair condensation arises~the
Schaffroth scenario!. At the pointm̄50, «F

cr5u«bu/2 there is a
crossover from Cooper pairing of particles to a state of c
densation of local pairs. This crossover occurs at higher
ues of«F in nonadiabatic systems than in adiabatic syste
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4. VERTEX AND CROSSING FUNCTIONS

To elucidate the dependence ofD andm on the charge-
carrier densityn or Fermi energy«F it is necessary to calcu
late the vertexPV and crossingPC functions in accordance
with their definition~10!, ~11!.

We use the method of direct calculation developed
Refs. 11–13 with allowance for the small values of the cut
momentum of the electron–phonon interaction (qc!2pF).
We also consider the weak-coupling approximationD
!v0), which makes it possible to use in calculating t
functionsPV andPC the expressions for the Green’s functio
~12! for the normal state (SS5DZ50). At values m
.2EQc

2 (Qc
2!1, E54«F) we find that the quantities

PV,C~Qc ,V,V1!5
p

Qc
!Q~qc2up2p1u!

3PV,C~p,p1 ,V,V1! ~30!

are given in the particular caseV50, V15v0 ~see Refs. 29
and 30 for the more general case! by the expressions

PV~Qc,0,v0!5
A~0,v0!

v0
2

E2

v0
2 FA~0,v0!

v0
2v0B~0,v0!G12 Qc

4.

PC~QC,0,v0!5
A~0,v0!

v0
2

E2

v0
2 FA~0,v0!

v0
2v0B~0,v0!G

3
11

6
Qc

41
E

v0
C~0,v0!Qc

2, ~31!

where

A~0,v0!

v0
5

p

4
2

1

2 S tan21
v0

m1v0
1tan21

v0

W2m1v0
D ,

v0B~0,v0!52
v02~m1v0!@~m1v0!212v0

2#

2@~m1v0!21v0
2#2

2
v0~W2m1v0!

2@~W2m2v0!21v0
2#2 @~W2m1v0!2

12v0
2#.

C~0,v0!5
1

2
ln

~W2m2v0!

m1v0

2
1

4
ln

~W2m2v0!21v0
2

~m1v0!22v0
2 . ~32!

In calculating the functionsPV and PC at values in the
regionm;D!v0 we can limit consideration to the casem
50, D50, allowing us to set«F50. In this way we obtain
the following expression forPV,C

0 5PV,Cum50 :

PV
0~Qc,0,v0!5PC

0 ~Qc,0,v0!5
p

8
2

1

2
tan21

v0

v02W
.

~33!

5. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the behavior of the order param
D and chemical potentialm at T50 in the whole range of
values of the charge-carrier density (0,«F,`) in quasi-
two-dimensional systems with strong electronic correlatio
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The latter were taken into account indirectly through a cut
of the electron–phonon interaction at a small value of
exchange momentumqc,2pF ~Refs. 22 and 23!. In the defi-
nition of the mass operatorsSS and SN the terms linear in
the nonadiabaticity are taken into account in analogy w
Ref. 13, making it possible to estimate the contribution of
many-particle effects that lead to violation of the Migd
theorem11 and to the corresponding change in the Eliashb
equations.32

We have considered the weak-coupling approximat
(D!v0), which made it possible to calculate the vertex a
crossing functions~10!, ~11! and to write the system of equa
tions for determiningD and m in the form ~20!–~22!. This
system admits analytical solution. Form@D Eq. ~22! implies
that m'«F , and the parameterD is given by expression
~23!.

Figure 1 shows the dependence ofD on «F for all values
m'«F@D. This region, of course, also includes the valu
«F;v0 , sinceD!v0 . We have a bell-shaped dependen
of D on «F . The height and width of this bell curve increa
with increasing energy band widthW. At points near the
maximum the parameterD can reach values corresponding
certain oxide ceramics even at an electron–phonon coup
constantl50.5, the value used in these calculations.

This picture is radically different from the results fo
adiabatic systems (PV5PC50), which are shown by the
straight line3 in this figure~see Refs. 27 and 28!.

We note that a ‘‘bell-shaped’’ dependence ofTc andD on
the charge-carrier density is observed in numerous exp
ments on the superconducting materials of today~see, e.g.,
the review33!.

In the region of valuesm;D («F!v0) the solution of
the system of equations~20!–~22! in the weak-coupling ap-
proximation leads to the results~27!. The dependence ofD
and m on «F is presented in Figs. 2 and 3, respective
Curves1 in these figures correspond to nonadiabatic s

FIG. 1. Dependence of the order parameterD on the charge-carrier densit
~Fermi energy«F) in a nonadiabatic system~curves1 and 2! and in an
adiabatic system~curve3!.
ff
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tems, while curves2 correspond to adiabatic systems (PV

5PC50). It follows from Fig. 2 that nonadiabaticity effect
increase the values of the order parameterD by more than a
factor of two in comparison with the case of ordinary sup
conductors in the region of values considered,«F!v0 .
However, at values in the region«F;v0 ~see Fig. 1! the
nonadiabaticity effects can lead to a 4–5-fold increase in
order parameter in comparison with the results of Migda
Eliashberg theory. Figure 3 shows the growth of the chem
potential from negative to positive values with increasing«F

near the crossover from Cooper pairs to the condensatio

FIG. 2. Dependence of the order parameterD on the Fermi energy«F in the
region of low charge-carrier densities.

FIG. 3. Relation between the chemical potentialm and the Fermi energy«F

near the crossover from the BCS state to the condensation of local pa
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local pairs. Nonadiabaticity effects increase the value of«F
cr

at which this crossover occurs at the pointm50. In the
weak-coupling approximation (D!v0) for D;m the region
of the Schaffroth states is small («F /v0!1).

This transition is more intense for the strong-coupli
case (D;v0), which requires a separate treatment and m
effort, since the calculation ofPV and PC for the case of
nonadiabatic systems is complicated, and there is a w
range of«F values for which Bose condensation of loc
pairs can occur. However, by taking into account the subs
tial contribution of the nonadiabatic corrections for«F;v0

in the weak-coupling approximation, one can say with c
tainty that the picture of the dependence ofD on «F is altered
both quantitatively and qualitatively in comparison with t
case of adiabatic systems.27,28 Our studies permit us to draw
the following conclusions:

~1! Nonadiabatic effects and strong electronic correlatio
which violate the Migdal theorem, can be regarded in
wide range of«F values ~see Fig. 1! as mechanisms
which lead to a substantial increase of the order par
eter atT50, to values typical of high-Tc superconduct-
ing materials.

~2! The dependence of the order parameter on the cha
carrier density has the form of a bell curve, the width a
height of which increase with increasing width of th
energy band.

~3! For m;D and«F!v0 the scenario of superconductivit
can change due to a transition from Cooper pairing
particles to the Schaffroth condensation of local pa
Here in systems with strong electronic correlations
nonadiabatic effects increase the binding energy of
two-particle state, and that in turn leads to an increas
the order parameter and to a decrease of the chem
potential in comparison with ordinary superconducto
The crossover from the BCS to the Schaffroth scena
of superconductivity in nonadiabatic systems with stro
electronic correlations takes place at charge-carrier d
sities~values of the Fermi energy! larger than in ordinary
superconductors.

*E-mail: statphys@asm.md
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The features of the pseudogap state in doped layered cuprate antiferromagnets and underdoped
high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs! are investigated. It is shown that the transition to the
pseudogap state is a dimensional crossover from three-dimensional motion to two-dimensional
motion of charges in the copper–oxygen planes, which leads to the coexistence of light
charge carriers and Jahn–Teller polarons and to the development of strong local correlations, as
are characteristic for two-dimensional doped Mott–Hubbard insulators. In a doped
antiferromagnet thed-wave pairing of light charge carriers and Jahn–Teller polarons leads to the
formation of magnetic and bosonic clusters, i.e., substantial inhomogeneity of the
copper–oxygen planes arises. It is found that the change in the properties of a doped layered
cuprate antiferromagnetic insulator and in the metallic and superconducting states of an
underdoped HTSC with decreasing temperature is due to a repeated dynamic reduction of their
dimensionality. A model phase diagram in terms of the temperature and dopant
concentration is proposed. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614233#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has become obvious that an understanding of the
ture of the pseudogap state of underdoped cuprate higTc

superconductors~HTSCs! will be the key to the problem o
high-temperature superconductivity. This assertion is ba
on the observation of changes in the density of states aT
<T* and the formation of a coherent superconducting s
at Tc at a practically constant density, and also evidence
the development of superconducting fluctuations atT* .T
.Tc ~hereT* (d) is the temperature of the transition to th
pseudogap state, which depends on the dopant concentr
d!. Measurements of the optical conductivity1–3 and spin sus-
ceptibility at T* .T.Tc ~Ref. 4! suggest the coexistence o
heavy charge carriers~small polarons! and light charge car-
riers ~holes and electrons, in view of the nesting of the h
and electron parts of the Fermi surface!.

Upon doping of cuprate antiferromagnets, because of
Jahn–Teller effect the purely electronic degeneracy is
placed by a more complex vibrational degeneracy of
whole complex around the Cu21 ion, i.e., are strong Jahn–
Teller distortions arise. In the present paper it is shown t
the transition of a doped layered cuprate antiferromagne
the pseudogap state is a dimensional crossover from th
dimensional motion to two-dimensional motion of charges
the copper–oxygen (CuO2) planes. For such an antiferro
magnet this two-dimensionality atT<T* is responsible for
the important role of the Jahn–Teller~JT! distortions, which
lead to the formation of two-site Jahn–Teller~TSJT! po-
larons, which are simultaneously both ‘‘heavy’’ charge car
ers and carriers of the antiferromagnetic~AF! properties of
the CuO2 planes. Then it becomes important to take in
account the strong local correlations characteristic for a t
dimensional doped insulator.5 We consider the possibility o
the formation of local pairs consisting of a TSJT polaron a
a light charge carrier atT<T* , both in a doped AF insulato
8951063-777X/2003/29(11)/6/$24.00
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and in the metallic state of a doped antiferromagnet. T
gives rise to local ordering of the spins of the holes and
spins of the Cu21 ion in the CuO2 planes and leads to th
formation of magnetic and bosonic clusters. The magn
clusters, formed by TSJT polaron–electron pairs in the
sence of magnetic field are regions with local AF orderin
The charge of such a cluster is equal to zero, and the t
spin is equal to 1 or 0. In the metallic state of a dop
antiferromagnet as the temperature is lowered, TS
polaron–hole pairs are formed, with a charge of 2e and a
total spin equal to zero; these lead to bosonic clusters an
the development of superconducting fluctuations.

2. DIMENSIONAL CROSSOVER OF THE CHARGE MOTION

For doped AF insulators and underdoped HTSCs
kBT.tc

2(T)/tab the coherent transport of charge along thec
axis occurs on account of thermal fluctuations (tc andtab are
the probability of tunneling of a charge along thec axis and
in the CuO2 plane!. As the temperature rises, thermal flu
tuations limit the tunneling of charge along thec axis, and
the conductivity of charge carriers in the plane increas
This leads to an unscreened long-range Coulomb interac
which is a characteristic feature for a two-dimensional dop
Mott insulator; as a result, the motion of the charge along
c axis is governed by the cooperative motion of charges
the plane.5,6 Here the tunneling probabilitytc is substantially
temperature-dependent. With decreasing temperature
thermal fluctuations no longer are sufficient for charge tra
port along thec axis, so that at

kBT* 5tc
2~T* !/tab

a dimensional crossover occurs from three-dimensional
tion of the charge to two-dimensional, i.e., the transition
the pseudogap state is a result of a dynamic reduction of
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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dimensionality of the charge motion.7 For this reason one
can assume that the pseudogap is an analog of the dyn
Coulomb gap~Ref. 5!.1!

The two-dimensional character of the charge motion
T<T* leads to a substantial change of the states of h
quasiparticles interacting with JT phonon modes—to the
pearance of quasilocal and local hole states—independe
of the interaction potential. The interactions of hole exci
tions with the JT modesQ4 andQ5 give rise to the formation
of local states—three-spin polarons with spin 1/2 and pa
lel Cu21 spins, chains of which form narrow stripes in th
CuO2 planes.7,8 The interaction of holes with the JT mode Q2

of vibrations of the seven oxygen ions surrounding two
jacent copper ions with a common oxygen ion at the s
mi , j 21 ( i and j are the numbers of rows and columns w
O22 ions; Fig. 1! leads to a quasilocal hole state, i.e., to
TSJT polaron with total spin 1/2~see Ref. 7 and reference
cited therein!. The TSJT polaron is simultaneously a char
carrier and a carrier of AF properties of the plane, i.e.
heavy charge carrier with an AF core. This hole, whi
moves with low damping in the CuO2 plane via the oxygen
complexes of the two copper ions nearest to the sitemi , j 21

with Jahn–Teller distortion of the positions of the O22 ions
by the Q2 mode, which corresponds, for example, to t
displacements of the TSJT polaron via the sitesmi , j 21

→mi 21,j→mi , j 11→mi 11,j ~Fig. 1!. As is seen in Fig. 1, it is
only for the 12 oxygen ions at the boundaries of the reg
around the four copper ions, one of which is divalent, t
the position is almost undistorted by theQ2 mode. For small
d,dcr (dcr is the maximum doping that does not destroy t
AF state; Fig. 2! and T2DXY,T,T* , whereT2DXY is the
temperature of the two-dimensionalXY ordering, the number
of charge carriers is small, and the mobility of the TS
polarons is low.

In doped antiferromagnets the dispersion relations
the holes and electrons typically are nested, the Fermi
face consisting of electron and hole parts which are ne
coincident upon translation in certain directions by a wa

FIG. 1. JT distortions of the positions of the oxygen ions~s! in the copper–
oxygen plane around four nearest copper ions~d! due to the JT phonon
mode Q2 of vibrations of the O22 ions of the oxygen complex of two
adjacent copper ions, with a common oxygen ion at the sitemi , j 21 ( i and j
are the numbers of the rows and columns containing O22 ions!.
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vector Q of the AF cell (Q5K /2, whereK is a reciprocal
lattice vector of the crystal!. Allowance for the existence o
electrons ~light charge carriers from a nesting region
width Q! is especially important for the pseudogap state o
doped AF insulator, when almost all of the holes beco
polarons, i.e., heavy charge carriers. As the dopant con
tration increases and there is more than one charge carrie
each transition metal ion, a doped AF insulator~e.g.,
WO32x ; Ref. 9! goes into a metallic state with heavy char
carriers ~JT polarons! and light charge carriers~holes and
electrons from the nesting region!. Convincing evidence tha
the heavy charge carriers forT<T* have a magnetic natur
both in the AF insulator and in the metallic state is provid
by the observation of a doublet structure of the two-magn
absorption band in metallic YBCO films, where the fir
component of the doublet is identical to the absorption ba
in the AF insulator.10 Then it becomes possible in principl
for TSJT polaron–light charge carrier pairs to form both
the doped AF insulator fordcr,d,dsc and in the metallic
state fordsc,d,dopt. Heredsc is the minimum dopant con
centration at which the transition to the superconduct
state is observed, anddopt is the optimal dopant concentra
tion of the HTSC~Fig. 2!.

FIG. 2. Model phase diagram of doped layered antiferromagnets
HTSCs in terms of the concentrationd. Heredcr is the maximum doping that
does not destroy the AF state;dsc is the minimum concentration at which
transition to a superconducting state is observed;dopt is the optimal dopant
concentration of the HTSC;TN is the Néel temperature for the AF state
~region1!; T2DXY is the temperature of the transition from the magnetica
disordered region6 to two-dimensionalXY magnetic ordering of the coppe
spins~region4!; Tf is the temperature of the local ordering of the hole sp
and spins of the copper in the CuO2 plane~regions2,5!; Tg is the tempera-
ture of the transition to a three-dimensional cluster-spin-glass state~region2
in a doped AF insulator and region213 in a three-dimensional supercon
ducting state!; T* is the temperature of the transition to the pseudogap s
~region 5!; Tc is the temperature of the transition to a three-dimensio
superconducting state~regions 3D and213); TBKT is the temperature of the
Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless transition to a superconducting state~re-
gion 2D!. For THSCs with a dopant concentrationdsc,d,dopt the forma-
tion of local pairs of TSJT polarons and holes occurs at the temperatureTcr ;
T2D andT3D are the temperatures of the transition to 2D and 3D superc
ducting fluctuations.
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3. FORMATION OF HEAVY–LIGHT CHARGE CARRIER
PAIRS IN THE CuO2 PLANES

For underdoped HTSCs the coexistence of heavy
light charge carriers atT* .T.Tc has stimulated interest in
studying the possibility of their pairing, but the mechanis
of suppression of the one-site Coulomb repulsion has b
unclear.11 It was first shown by Kudinov12 that it is possible
in principle for the one-site Coulomb repulsion to be su
pressed by the polaron energy shift in the pairing o
Zhang–Rice polaron with a hole. The Kudinov model is e
ily generalized to TSJT polarons interacting with light char
carriers if all the renormalized interactions between cha
carriers are conserved in the Hamiltonian after a canon
transformation. In doped antiferromagnets the number
TSJT polaronsnp.nh (nh is the number of holes!, and
therefore, being interested in the interactions of TSJT
larons with light charge carriers, we must take into acco
both the hole contribution and the contribution of electro
from the nesting region. The Coulomb interaction betwe
charge carriers,

Hc5 (
m,s,s8

A~m1 ,m2 ,m3 ,m4!am1s
1 am2s

1 am3s8am4s8 ,

~1!

with m15m4 , m25m3 , does not involve actual transport o
charge with spins from sitemi to sitemj , does not change
after the canonical transformation

U5)
m

expU i x0

\ (
s

nmspmU,
wherex0 is the coordinate of the oxygen ion about which
is vibrating, and pm is its momentum.12 Here nms

5ams
1 ams5bms

1 bms , ñms5dms
1 dms , with the creation op-

erators for light and heavy charge carriers with spins at site
m: ams

1 for a hole,bms
1 5exp(ix0pm)ams

1 is a TSJT polaron,
and dms

1 for an electron from the nesting region. Assumi
that there is no magnetic and charge ordering, we may k
in ~1! the one-site terms with Hubbard repulsionAph.0 be-
tween the JT polarons and holes, and with the attrac
Ape,0 between the TSJT polarons and electrons from
nesting region:

Hc52Aph(
m

nm↑nm↓12Ape(
m

nm↑~ ñm↑1ñm↓!. ~2!

Generalization of the Kudinov model12 for TSJT polarons
with spin 1/2 in the lowest approximation in the interactio
J between holes andJ1,J between holes and electrons fro
the nesting region leads to the Hamiltonian

H5HH1V1V1 ,

HH5 (
m,g,s

@2~2Ep1Aph!nm↑nm↓

12Apenm↑~ ñm↑1ñm↓!#, ~3!

V5J (
m,g,s

~Lams
1 am1g,s1L1/2ams

1 bm1g,s!,

V15J1 (
m,g,s

L1/2bms
1 dm1g,s . ~4!
d
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Here HH is a Hamiltonian with attraction of the Hubbar
type, andEp is the polaron energy shift, which is propo
tional to the JT stabilization energy. In formulas~4! we have
taken into account the renormalizationL5exp(2Ep /\v) of
the interactionJ between holes by the canonical transform
tion and the renormalizationL1/2 of the interactions ofJ1

between light and heavy charge carriers~v is the frequency
of TSJT vibrations of the oxygen ions!. It can be seen in~3!
that it is possible in principle to form a TSJT polaron–lig
charge carrier pair, which occupies the TSJT polaron co
plex. The circumstance that the TSJT polaron is simu
neously a heavy charge carrier and a carrier of the AF pr
erties of the CuO2 plane requires that the order parameter
symmetry-compatible with the magnetism, i.e., ad-wave
symmetry. The formation of local TSJT polaron–hole pa
occurs only in the case when the Coulomb repulsion is co
pensated by a polaron shiftuEpu.Aph at temperatures
Tcr(d);u2Ep1Aphu. For Ape,0 the temperature of forma
tion of TSJT polaron–electron pairs,Tf(d), can be called the
local ordering temperature for the spins of charge carr
and the spins of the copper in the CuO2 planes of the doped
antiferromagnet. In the AF state at low concentrationsd
,dcr the ordering processes for the hole and copper sp
occur independently—the hole spins order at the tempera
Tf(d), while the copper spins order atTN(d) ~see Fig. 2!.
With increasing concentration atd.dcr the local ordering of
the spins leads forT<Tg(d) to a transition to a three
dimensional cluster-spin-glass state.13 For dcr,d,dsc in the
pseudogap state of a doped AF insulator, local order
of the spins of the charge carriers and copper occurs
T<Tf(d)<T* (d) as a result of the formation of TSJ
polaron–electron pairs, which causes a decrease in the n
ber of charge carriers. The charge of such a pair is equa
zero, while the total spin is equal to unity if the spins of t
polaron and electron are parallel, or to zero if they are a
parallel. In the metallic state of a doped antiferromagnet
dsc,d,dopt, in addition to the TSJT polaron–electron pa
for T<Tcr(d) TSJT polaron–hole pairs also form~bosons
with charge 2e).

4. GROUND-STATE WAVE FUNCTIONS

The ground-state wave functions of this system of ca
ers in the CuO2 plane for u2Ep1Aphu@JL1/2 and Ape

@J1L1/2 can be sought in the BCS model by breaking t
Hamiltonian~3! into two parts:

H5H11H2 ,

H15 (
m,g,s

2~2Ep1Aph!nm↑nm↓1V, ~5!

H25 (
m,g,s

2Apenm↑~ ñm↑1ñm↓!1V1 , ~6!

where H1 includes only the interaction between TSJT p
larons and holes andH2 that between TSJT polarons an
electrons from the nesting region.

There is no long-range order in the plane and there is
phase coherence ink space, since the ground-state wa
functionsCph(x) of the TSJT polaron–hole pairs~with wave
vector equal to zero! and Cpe(x,Q) of the local pairs be-
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tween TSJT polarons and electrons from the nesting reg
~with pair wave vectorQ) depend on the real functio
x(k)Þconst

cph~x!5)
k

~uk1eix~k!vkak↑
1 b2k↓

1 !u0&, ~7!

cpe~x,Q!5)
k

~uk81eix~k!vk8dk1Q/2↑
1 ~b2k1Q/2,↓

1

1b2k1Q/2↑!u0&, ~8!

where the variational parametersvk , uk andvk8 , uk8 are pe-
riodic and analytic functions of the wave vectork. After
going over to a product over lattice sites in~7! and ~8!, we
have

cph~x!5c1)
m

expR̂1~m!u0&, ~9!

R̂1~m!5
1

2 (
G

S1~G!~am↑
1 bm2G,↓

1 1am2G,↑
1 bm↓

1 !,

Cpe~x,Q!5c2)
m

expR̂2~m!u0&, ~10!

R̂2~m!5
1

2 (
G

S2~G!@~dm↑
1 bm2G,↑

1 1dm2G,↑
1 bm↑

1 !

1~dm↑
1 bm2G,↓

1 1dm2G,↑
1 bm↓

1 !#.

Here G is an arbitrary lattice vector in the copper–oxyg
plane,c1 andc2 are arbitrary constants, and the functions

S1~G!5(
k

vk

uk
expi ~kG1x~k!!,

S2~G!5(
k

vk8

uk8
expi @~k1Q/2!G1x~k!# ~11!

for uGu→` fall off faster than any power ofuGu21. The
contribution to the wave functionsCph(x) andCpe(X,Q) in
~9!, ~10! from states withuGu→` falls off exponentially with
a characteristic correlation lengthL;\vF /kTcr.4RCu–O

(vF is the velocity on the Fermi surface!. The phase incoher
ence in~11! can be neglected only for sufficiently largeG
.x(k)/k, for which the clusters become three-dimension
Taking the phase incoherence in the CuO2 plane into account
leads to phase fluctuations with a characteristic energy s
;u2Ep1Aphu for the TSJT polaron–hole pairs and;Ape

for the TSJT polaron–nesting-region electron pairs and a
to the formation of bosonic and magnetic clusters at temp
turesT<Tcr(d);u2Ep1Aphu and T<Tf(d);Ape , respec-
tively.

The operators expR̂1(m) and expR̂2(m) acting on the
vacuumu0& create different clusters, bosonic and two types
magnetic, with a central oxygen ion at sitem and a charac-
teristic lengthL. The bosonic clusters formed by the TS
polaron–hole pairs are associated with zero-dimensio
~0D! superconducting fluctuations forT<Tcr(d). The mag-
netic clusters formed by the TSJT polaron–electron pairs
associated with local ordering of the spins of the charge
riers and the spins of the copper in the CuO2 plane. The
minimum sizes of these clusters are determined by the s
n
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of the regions of TSJT distortions within which the TSJ
polaron–light charge carrier pair is delocalized, i.e., appro
mately 3–4 lattice periods of the CuO2 plane. As we see in
Fig. 1, the JT phonon modeQ2 causes substantial distortion
of all twelve O22 ions around the four central copper ion
one of which is divalent. This leads, for example, to d
placements of both the TSJT polaron and of the TS
polaron–light charge carrier pair via the sitesmi , j 21

→mi 21,j→mi , j 11→mi 11,j ~Fig. 1!.
Magnetic clusters with total spinS50 are clusters with

local AF order. Magnetic clusters withS51 can be regarded
as vortexlike excitations with an AF core.2! It is important
that in the pseudogap state both the clusters with local
order and the vortexlike excitations with an AF core app
in the CuO2 plane atd.dcr in both doped AF insulators an
in the metallic state of a doped antiferromagnet. The m
netic clusters coexist with bosonic clusters in regions wit
two-dimensional character of the superconducting fluct
tions forT3D,T,T2D , whereT3D is the temperature of the
transition to three-dimensional superconducting fluctuatio
In underdoped HTSCs, in which the number of TSJT p
larons,np , is greater than the number of holes,nh , the vor-
texlike excitations with an AF core can also exist forTg

,T,TBKT , where the superconducting state has a tw
dimensional character.14,15 Here TBKT is the temperature o
the Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless superconducting tran
tion in an isolated CuO2 plane~Fig. 2!.

The structure of the wave functionsCph(x) and
Cpe(x,Q) is characteristic for Mott localization and, as wa
shown by Kudinov, is inherent not only to the insulating sta
but also to the superconducting state in the BCS mode16

This means that forT<T* the two-dimensionality of the
charge motion in the CuO2 planes leads to the absence
competition between the formation of local pairs of char
carriers and their delocalization on clusters. The fact that
formation of the local pairs involves TSJT polarons, whi
are simultaneously both heavy charge carriers and carrie
the AF properties of the CuO2 plane, requires that the sym
metry of the pairing order parameter be compatible with
magnetism, i.e., ad-wave symmetry both in the AF insulato
and in the metallic state of the doped antiferromagnet.

Thus in the pseudogap state of a doped layered cup
antiferromagnet the pair correlations withd-wave symmetry
of the order parameter are ‘‘built into’’ the CuO2 plane and
are a consequence of the strong local correlations which
characteristic for a two-dimensional doped Mott–Hubba
insulator.5,16 The first evidence of strong local correlation
and of the existence of dispersion similar tod-wave modu-
lation for the AF gap was obtained17 in photoemission stud-
ies ~ARPES! of the insulator Ca2CuO2Cl2 . In the absence of
magnetic field the total spins of individual vortexlike excit
tions are directed randomly. Under the influence of a field
spins order, and the vortexlike excitations are manifested
the Nernst effect,18,19 and after the magnetic field is turne
off, they can be reduced to a weak residual magnetizatio
the sample in the pseudogap state.20,21 For dcr,d,dopt the
CuO2 planes are found in an inhomogeneous state wit
different local density of states in the bosonic and magn
clusters. Direct evidence of local pairing in HTSCs wi
cluster dimensions;14 Å has recently been obtained22 in
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scanning tunneling microscope~STM! measurements of th
local density of states and the energy of the superconduc
gap in the superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x .

5. DYNAMIC REDUCTION OF DIMENSIONALITY IN THE
PSEUDOGAP AND SUPERCONDUCTING STATES

In Secs. 3 and 4 it was shown that the dimensional cro
over at T<T* leads to elimination of the competition be
tween the formation of local TSJT polaron–light charge c
rier pairs and their delocalization on clusters. T
characteristic correlation lengthL of the bosonic clusters
~i.e., 0D superconducting fluctuations! increases with de-
creasing temperature, so that at a temperatureTc,T,T2D

,Tcr they begin to overlap, and a dimensional crosso
occurs from the 0D superconducting fluctuations to tw
dimensional~2D! ones. As was shown in Ref. 6, this trans
tion leads to temperature dependence of the coherence le
in the CuO2 plane,jab(T)5jab(TBKT)(T/TBKT21)21/2 and
of the probability of charge tunneling along thec axis,

tc~T!5
jc

2~TBKT!

jab
2 ~TBKT!

S T

TBKT
21D ,

where jc is the coherence length along thec axis for T
5TBKT . The functiontc(T) decreases with decreasing tem
perature, and atT3D there is a transition to three-dimension
~3D! fluctuations. The superconducting transition occurs a
two-dimensional transition with a bounded region of 3D s
perconducting fluctuations, while the transition temperat
is determined by the Katz inequalityTc /EF>tc(Tc):

6,23

Tc>TBKT

jc
2EF

jc
2EF2jab

2 TBKT
,

whereEF is the Fermi energy. Indeed, analysis of the resu
of measurements6 of the resistance along thec axis in a
Bi-2212 single crystal withTc580 K showed that the region
of 0D12D superconducting fluctuations (Tcr2T3D)
'120 K and that the region of 3D fluctuations (T3D2Tc)
'10 K. The value estimated in Ref. 6 for the temperat
TBKT;56 K agrees with the universal estimate of the reg
of three-dimensionality of the superconducting state forTc

.T.TBKT;0.7Tc , obtained from the results of measur
ments of the temperature dependence of the magnetic
penetration depth, which has a universal character for un
doped HTSCs withTc,Tc,max ~see relation~7! and Fig. 1 of
Ref. 15!. Here the transition to 2D superconducting state
T<TBKT occurs with decreasing temperature whenjc(T)
becomes less than the distance between CuO2 planes.

Thus with decreasing temperature the dynamic reduc
of dimensionality of underdoped HTSCs withdsc,d,dopt

occurs in a pseudogap state atT* , Tcr , T2D , andT3D and is
also observed in the superconducting state atTBKT andTg .
In doped AF insulators withdcr,d,dsc the reduction of
dimensionality occurs at temperaturesT* andTg . Reduction
of the dimensionality is manifested in changes in the pr
erties of underdoped HTSCs and doped AF insulators
these temperatures and leads to a complex magnetic p
diagram as a function of concentrationd. A model of such a
diagram is shown in Fig. 2.3! As is seen in Fig. 2, in a dope
antiferromagnet the lineTf(d) at dopant concentrationsd
ng
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.dcr separates the region of the disordered state of the c
per and hole spins and the region of their local ordering. T
ordering forT<Tf(d) leads to a decrease of the number
light and heavy charge carriers and to the appearanc
magnetic clusters with local AF order and vortexlike exci
tions with an AF core. For the pseudogap state their e
tence region is bounded by the curvesTf(d), T* (d), Tg(d),
and T3D(d), and for Tcr(d).T@T3D(d) these excitations
coexist with bosonic clusters.

6. CONCLUSION

We have shown that for doped cuprate layered antife
magnets the transition to the pseudogap state is a result
dynamic reduction of the dimensionality of the charge m
tion from three-dimensional to two-dimensional. The tw
dimensionality leads to the coexistence of light charge ca
ers and JT polarons, which are simultaneously both he
charge carriers and carriers of the antiferromagnetic pro
ties of the copper–oxygen planes. For underdoped HTS
the coexistence of heavy and light charge carriers play
decisive role, since the polaron energy shift is compensa
by the one-site Coulomb repulsion of the JT polarons a
holes and leads to attraction between them forT,Tcr(d)
,T* . We have established that in the pseudogap state
possible in principle to form local JT polaron–light charg
carrier pairs, the symmetry of the order parameter of wh
must be compatible with the AF core of the JT polaron
Here the pair correlations withd-wave symmetry of the or-
der parameter are ‘‘built into’’ the CuO2 plane and are a
consequence of the strong local correlations characteristic
a two-dimensional doped Mott–Hubbard insulator.

We have shown that thed-wave pairing of light and
heavy charge carriers in the pseudogap state leads to
formation of clusters with a local AF ordering of the copp
spins in them, i.e., to an inhomogeneous state of the C2
planes. In a doped AF insulator the TSJT polaron–elect
pairs cause the formation of two types of magnetic cluste
In the metallic state of a doped antiferromagnet the TS
polaron–hole pairs lead to bosonic clusters forT,Tcr(d). In
the case of a two-dimensional character of the supercond
ing fluctuationsTcr(d).T.T3D(d) of the pseudogap stat
and of the superconducting stateTg,T,TBKT , magnetic
clusters coexist with bosonic clusters, i.e., the CuO2 plane is
found in a substantially inhomogeneous state.4!

We have found that as the temperature is lowered,
changes of the properties of the doped AF insulator and
of the metallic and superconducting states of a doped AF
due to a repeated dynamic reduction of the dimensiona
The superconducting transition occurs as a result of a
peated dynamic reduction of the dimensionality of the sup
conducting fluctuations~from zero-dimensional to three
dimensional!, as a two-dimensional transition with a limite
region of three-dimensional superconducting fluctuations
of the three-dimensional superconducting state. A mode
the magnetic phase diagram in terms of temperature and
dopant concentration of the antiferromagnet is proposed

*E-mail: gsergeeva@kipt.kharkov.ua
1!It is shown in T. D. Stanesky and P. Phillips, Phys. Rev. Lett.91, 017002/

1–4 ~2003! that the pseudogap state is a manifestation of the finitenes
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the phase space, in which it is important to take into account the st
correlations on neighboring sites.
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3!In constructing this diagram a universal estimate of the temperatureTBKT

;0.7Tc ~Ref. 15! for underdoped HTSCs withTc,Tc,max was used.
Therefore the diagram in Fig. 2 has a more general character than
diagram given in Ref. 6 for Bi-2212 single crystals.

4!The inherent inhomogeneity in the two-component model for cuprates
the formation of two-site clusters were first studied by L. P. Gorkov and
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The anisotropy of the electrical resistivity of YFe4Al8 and ScFe4Al8 single crystals is
investigated for the first time in the frequency range 0 – 108 Hz and temperature range 300–4.2
K. It is found that the conductivity is higher along the growth axis of the crystals than in
the perpendicular direction, while the parameters governing the antiferromagnetic ordering,
negative magnetoresistance, and superconductivity effects observed in these single crystals
are isotropic. Some effects known previously for polycrystalline high-Tc superconductors
containing magnetic impurities are observed in the single crystals investigated and are
found to be anisotropic in them. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

The ThMn12-type crystal structure of the ternary com
pounds RM4Al8 ~R is a rare earth, M is a transition meta!
was first established back in 1962.1 Since that time the mag
netic and structural properties of these compounds have
studied intensively. Unlike the relatively simple tetragon
body-centered crystal lattice of the ThMn12-type compounds,
the magnetic structure of RFe4Al8 compounds has turned ou
to be very complex, and to this day the results of studies
this magnetic structure by the various methods are far fr
complete.2–4

It is known that at a certain temperatureTN the iron and
rare earth~if magnetic! in the compound undergo antiferro
magnetic~AFM! ordering, and forT,TN the compound is
antiferromagnetic, although it is not quite ideal from t
standpoint of magnetic ordering.2–5 It is particularly conve-
nient to study the problem of magnetic interactions when
rare-earth element has no intrinsic magnetic moment. Th
because the majority of studies have been devoted to c
pounds with R5Lu, La, Y, Sc. According to Refs. 4 and 5,
simpler magnetic structure is realized in the compou
YFe4Al8 , and it is the compound that has been investiga
most fully. However, it is not only the magnetic structure
9011063-777X/2003/29(11)/9/$24.00
en
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the compounds that is of interest, but also the circumsta
that at temperatures belowTN a number of polycrystalline
compounds have exhibited two very interesting phenome
negative magnetoresistance at low magnetic fields,6,7 and
superconductivity.6–9 In this regard the compounds RFe4Al8

are of still greater interest.
The resistive and magnetic properties of Czochrals

grown YFe4Al8 single crystals were first studied in Ref. 1
~previously only polycrystalline samples of YFe4Al8 had
been studied!. The temperatureTN determined both from the
maximum on the temperature dependence of the magn
susceptibilityx(T) and from the deviation from a linear tem
perature dependence of the resistivityr(T) was found to be
TN5195 K. It became clear from subsequent studies2–5 that
such a high value ofTN attests to the rather good stoichio
metric composition of the single crystals. Indeed, it w
stated in Ref. 4 that Czochralski-grown~drawn from a sto-
ichiometric melt of the metals! single crystals of the com
pounds RFe4Al8 systematically turn out nonstoichiometric
with an excess of iron, loweringTN to aroundT'100 K. It
is important to note that excess iron (x.4) leads not only to
lowering of the value ofTN but also to a change in th
structure of the magnetic ordering. The cycloidal modulat
of the Fe magnetic moments, which is characteristic for
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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stoichiometric samples (x54), is converted to an amplitude
modulated wave with a much smaller period.4

In Ref. 10 the elements of the magnetic anisotropy
YFe4Al8 single crystals also were studied for the first time
rather noticeable anisotropy of the temperature depend
of the magnetic susceptibilityx was found. Remarkably, th
values ofx(T) measured aboveTN5195 K with the external
magnetic fieldH oriented parallel (x i(T)) or perpendicular
(x'(T)) to the growth direction of the crystal turned out
be the same. The appreciable anisotropy ofx(T) arose for
T<TN . Here the value ofx i(T) was found to be greater tha
the value of x'(T). At liquid-helium temperatures
x i(T)/x'(T)'1.3. In Refs. 2 and 4 the presence of a we
anisotropy of the magnetic properties of single crystals
LuFe4Al8 and YFe4Al8 was also noted. Thus at the prese
time the data on the anisotropy of the magnetic propertie
RFe4Al8 single crystals are clearly inadequate, and the
isotropy of the electrical properties has not been studie
all.

In the present paper we investigate for the first time
anisotropy of the electrical properties of YFe4Al8 and
ScFe4Al8 single crystals both in direct current and in alte
nating fields at frequencies up to 108 Hz. These compound
were chosen for the following reasons: both contain nonm
netic rare earths; YFe4Al8 has been studied more and there
some information available about the anisotropy of its m
netic properties; ScFe4Al8 is quite close to YFe4Al8 in its
magnetic properties, but nothing is known about its anis
ropy properties. It has been shown that the conductiv
along the growth axis of the crystals is higher than in
perpendicular direction. The phenomena of superconduc
ity and negative magnetoresistance observed previously6,7 in
polycrystalline samples also exist in the single crystals st
ied and turned out to be isotropic with respect to the grow
direction of the single crystals.

SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Single crystals of YFe4Al8 and ScFe4Al8 were grown by
the Czochralski method of pulling from a stoichiometric m
of the initial metals. The YFe4Al8 single crystal was in the
form a cylinder of diameter 2.1 mm and length 4.7 mm. T
ScFe4Al8 single crystal was in the form a cylinder of diam
eter 3.5 mm and length 7.7 mm.

The resistivityr and total impedanceZs5Rs1 jXs were
measured by the four-contact method in direct current or
a resonator method at the respective frequencies by the
nique described in Ref. 11 (Rs and Xs are the active and
reactive components of the total impedanceZs). The geomet-
ric factor G of the oscillatory measurement circuit at a hig
Q of the capacitor was determined by the formulaG
54p2f Lrl 21, where f is the resonant frequency,L in the
inductance of the coil, andr and l are the radius and lengt
of the wire of which the coil is made.

The impedance anomalies were measured from the Q
the circuit, which, in turn, was measured from the variati
of the signal amplitude at the resonant frequency with
use of an SK4-59 spectrum analyzer in the long-stora
single-scan mode.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

YFe4Al8

Figure 1a shows the temperature dependence of the
sistivity r measured along the growth direction of the crys
(r i ; curve1! and perpendicular to the growth direction (r' ,
curve2!.

It is seen that a good linear dependence ofr(T) is main-
tained in both cases down to the AFM ordering temperat
TN5100 K. The lower value ofTN in comparison with that
obtained in Ref. 10 (TN5195 K) is indicative of some ex-
cess Fe.

Figure 1b shows the temperature dependence of the
tive part Rs of the total impedanceZs5Rs1 jXs of the
YFe4Al8 sample at a measurement frequency of 45 MH
The single crystal was oriented in such a way that the
current is in one case parallel to the growth direction of

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr ~a! and the surface
resistanceRs at a frequency of 45 MHz~b!, measured parallel~i! ~curves1!
and perpendicular~'! ~curve2! to the direction of growth of the YFe4Al8

single crystal.
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crystal (Rsi , curve1! and in the other case perpendicular
that direction (Rs' , curve2!.

It is easy to convince oneself thatRsi /Rs';(r i /r')1/2

in the entire temperature range of the measurements.
It is seen in Fig. 1 thatr'.r i (Rs'.Rsi) in the entire

temperature range of the measurements, i.e., the resistivi
the YFe4Al8 single crystal is approximately 1.4 times high
in the growth direction than in the perpendicular directio
The antiferromagnetic ordering does not cause any additi
anisotropic features. Ther i ,'(T) and Rsi ,'(T) curves
change in small jumplike increases, but these anomalies
are expressed weakly in the YFe4Al8 samples and cannot b
seen on the scale of Fig. 1. For this reason we show in Fi
fragments of ther(T) curves of the YFe4Al8 single crystal
from Fig. 1 on an expanded scale, so that these features
be seen clearly. They are characterized by the following te
peratures:T0555 K, the temperature of the start of th
growth ofr andRs , andT1550 K, the temperature at whic
r and Rs reach their peak values. When the temperature
further lowered toT530 K (T2,T1,T0,TN) the values of
r and Rs decrease. In the temperature regionT02T2 one
observes negative magnetoresistance at low magnetic fi
~of the order of a few to tens of oersteds!. Curves1 were
taken in zero magnetic field; curves2 in a field of H
550 Oe. It is seen that the observed effect is isotropic. T
features inRs(T) are not shown, but they have the sam

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr measured parallel~i! ~a!
and perpendicular~'! ~b! to the direction of growth of the YFe4Al8 single
crystal in the temperature interval where the negative magnetoresis
is observed~curves1!. Curves2 were obtained in a static magnetic fiel
H550 Oe.
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form and are observed at the same temperatures. At temp
tures in the range from 10 to 85 K the values ofr'(T) and
r i(T) in a magnetic field increase with temperature asT4.8.
At a temperatureTc56 K,T2 there is a transition of part o
the sample to a superconducting state. The influence of m
netic field on ther(T) andRs(T) curves in this temperature
region is shown on an expanded scale in Fig. 3. The po
on the solid curves were obtained atH50, while those on
the dashed curves were obtained atH550 Oe~the curves are
drawn in as an aid to the eye!. The data characterizing th
r(T) curves measured parallel and perpendicular to
growth direction are presented in Table I. Figure 4 shows
frequency dependence of the total impedanceZs of the
YFe4Al8 single crystal in the flow of current along th

ce

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr ~a,b! and surface resis-
tanceRs at a frequency of 45 MHz~c,d!, measured parallel~i! and perpen-
dicular ~'! to the growth direction of the YFe4Al8 single crystal in the
region of the superconducting transition. The dashed lines reflects the
pendence measured in a static magnetic fieldH550 Oe.



TABLE I. Main characteristics of the electrical resistance of single crystals.
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growth direction of the crystal,Zi , and in the perpendicula
direction,Z' , measured at temperatures of 300 K~curves1
~i! and2 ~'! and 10 K~curves3 ~i! and4 ~'!. The inset in
Fig. 4 shows the initial parts of these curves on an expan
scale. It is seen that the total impedanceZs' is higher than
Zsi , just as was observed in the case ofr andRs ~see Fig. 1!.

ScFe4Al8

Figure 5a shows the temperature dependence of the
sistivity r measured along the growth direction of the cryst
r i(T), and perpendicular to that direction,r'(T). The linear
trends ofr i(T) and r'(T) are disrupted at the same tem
peratureTN'210 K. According to the data of Ref. 12,TN

lies in the temperature range 125–225 K for differe
samples of ScFe4Al8 , depending on their quality and th
methods of measurement. It can therefore be assumed
the ScFe4Al8 single crystal studied here is rather stoich
metric. Figure 5b shows the temperature dependence ofRsi

andRs' , measured at a frequency of 45 MHz~parallel and

FIG. 4. Frequency dependence of the total impedanceZs measured parallel
to and perpendicular to the growth direction of the YFe4Al8 single crystal at
temperatures of 300 K~curves1 (Zsi) and 2 (Zs')) and 10 K ~curves3
(Zsi) and4 (Zs')). The inset shows the initial parts of these curves in
expanded scale.
ed

re-
l,

t

hat

perpendicular to the growth direction of the single crystal!. It
is seen that the resistances exhibit anisotropy:r'.r i and
Rs'.Rsi in the entire temperature range of the measu
ments. Not only are the resistances themselves differ
their temperature dependence is also different:]r' /]T
.]r i /]T, and ]Rs' /]T.]Rsi /]T. It also follows from
Fig. 5 that ther(T) and Rs(T) curves exhibit jumplike in-
creases. These are shown forr(T) on an expanded scale i

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr ~a! and surface resis-
tanceRs(T) at a frequency of 45 MHz~b!, measured parallel to and per
pendicular to the growth direction of the ScFe4Al8 single crystal.
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Fig. 6. The anomalies ofr(T) and Rs(T) are characterized
by the following temperatures:T0550 K and T1543 K.
Upon further decrease in temperature to 25 K5T2,T1

,T0,TN the values ofr and Rs decrease. In the tempera
ture interval T0–T2 a negative magnetoresistance is o
served at low magnetic fields~of the order of a few to tens o
oersteds!. Curves1 were taken at zero magnetic field, an
curves2 in a field H550 Oe. AtTc56 K,T2 , part of the
sample undergoes a transition to the superconducting s
The influence of magnetic field on ther(T) and Rs(T)
curves in the superconducting transition region are show
Fig. 7 for the different orientations of the crystal with respe
to the direction of the measuring current. The points on
solid curves were obtained atH50, and those on the dashe
curves atH550 Oe. It is seen that, independently of t
orientation and the manner of measurement, no anisotrop
Tc is observed, nor is any anisotropy of the properties du
the negative magnetoresistive effect. The data characteri
the r(T) curves are presented in Table I.

Figure 8 shows the frequency dependence of the t
impedanceZs of the ScFe4Al8 single crystal, measured alon
the crystal growth direction,Zsi , and in the perpendicula
direction,Zs' , at temperatures of 300 K@curves1 ~i! and18
~'!#, 100 K @curves2 ~i! and28 ~'!#, andT510 K @curves3
~i! and38 ~'!#. The inset in Fig. 8 shows the initial parts o
the frequency dependence on an enlarged scale. It is
that theZi( f ) and Z'( f ) curves are different. TheZi( f )

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr measured parallel (r i)
~a! and perpendicular (r') ~b! to the growth direction of the ScFe4Al8

single crystal in the temperature interval where the negative magnetor
tance effect is observed~curves1!. Curves2 were obtained in a static mag
netic fieldH550 Oe.
-
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curves do not cross at any measurement temperature
they have a minimum at a frequency of about 63104 Hz. In
contrast to theZi( f ) curves, theZ'( f ) curves do not have a
minimum, and the curves taken at different temperatu
cross each other. This indicates that the temperature de
dence ofZ'(T, f ) is different at different frequencies. Th
minimum of Zi( f ), shown on an expanded scale in Fig.
can be characterized by three frequencies:f 0 , the frequency
at which the decrease ofZi( f ) begins,f min , the frequency at
which Zi( f ) takes its minimum value, andf s , the frequency
at whichZi( f s)5Zi( f 0).

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Let us compare the results which we obtained for
r i(T) curves of the YFe4Al8 single crystal with the previ-

is-

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr ~a,b! and surface resis-
tance Rs(T) at a frequency of 45 MHz~c,d!, measured parallel~i! and
perpendicular~'! to the growth direction of a ScFe4Al8 single crystal in the
region of the superconducting transition. The dashed lines reflect the de
dence measured in a static magnetic fieldH550 Oe.
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ously published results~see Fig. 3 of Ref. 10!. It follows
from our measurements and the data of Ref. 10 that as
temperature is lowered from room temperature the resisti
r i(T) decreases by a linear law to the antiferromagnetic
dering temperatureTN . Below TN the value ofr i(T) falls
off faster, and at still lower temperatures it goes to a plate
Thus one can state that the results of our measuremen
r i(T) are in qualitative agreement with the results of Ref.
Quantitatively the results of ther i(T) measurements differ
as can be seen from Table I. As we have said, the YFe4Al8

single crystal studied here apparently contains some ex
iron, which lowersTN appreciably. In addition, we note tha

FIG. 8. Frequency dependence of the total impedanceZs( f ) measured par-
allel ~i! and perpendicular~'! to the growth direction of the ScFe4Al8 single
crystal at temperaturesT5300 K ~curves 1 ~i! and 18 ~'!, T5100 K
~curves2 ~i! and28 ~'!!, andT510 K ~curves3 ~i! and38 ~'!!. The inset
shows the initial parts of the curves in an expanded scale.

FIG. 9. Fragment of the frequency dependence of the total imped
Zs( f ), Fig. 8, measured parallel~i! to the growth direction of the ScFe4Al8

single crystal at temperatureT5300 K.
he
ty
r-

u.
of
.

ss

excess Fe leads to a higherr(T) in comparison with that for
a stoichiometric sample.10 This is especially noticeable in
studying the residual resistivity at helium temperatures~see
Table I!. Thus the transport properties, in the present case
resistivity, is rather sensitive to the stoichiometry of t
samples. A departure from stoichiometry leads to disorder
of the crystal lattice, a change in the magnetic propert
and, as a result, an enhancement of charge carrier scatt
processes.

It follows from Fig. 1a thatr(T) exhibits anisotropy,
with r'(T).r i(T) at all temperatures from room to helium
On the linear part of ther(T) curve the inequality]r' /]T
.]r i /]T, although the difference is small. It follows from
the r'(T) andr i(T) curves thatTN5100 K for both direc-
tions. Interesting, the anisotropy of the resistivity is observ
at all measurement temperatures. Anisotropy of the magn
properties, on the other hand, is observed only forT,TN , as
follows from Fig. 4 of Ref. 10. Here the magnetic suscep
bility x i(T) measured in a magnetic field directed parallel
the crystal growth axis is greater than that measured i
magnetic field perpendicular to the growth axis,x'(T).
When the mutual orientation of the electric currents and th
magnetic fields is taken into account, we see that the sign
the anisotropy of the electric and magnetic properties co
spond to each other. It follows from Fig. 1b that the anis
ropy of the resistivity and its sign are preserved in an alt
nating electromagnetic field and that the active componen
the total impedance has a dependenceRs}r1/2, as is charac-
teristic for pure metals.

As we see in Fig. 3, at helium temperatures the anis
ropy of r(T) and Rs(T) is preserved, but there the critica
temperatureTc of the superconducting transition of part o
the sample remains the same in all cases and is equal to

The temperature curves ofr(T) and Rs(T) shown in
Fig. 5 are evidence that anisotropy ofr(T) andRs(T) is also
observed in ScFe4Al8 , but there is a difference in the quan
titative values for YFe4Al8 and ScFe4Al8 . For example, in
YFe4Al8 the values of the ratiosr'(T)/r i(T) and
Rs'(T)/Rsi(T) remain practically unchanged in the temper
ture interval from room to helium temperatures~see Fig. 1!.
In contrast to this, the values of these ratios in ScFe4Al8

decrease with decreasing temperature, i.e., the anisotr
properties of ScFe4Al8 are less pronounced at helium tem
peratures than at room temperatures. It can be shown
this is a consequence of the different slopes both of
r'(T) and r i(T) curves and of theRs'(T) and Rsi(T)
curves. Whether this is due to the quality of the sample o
a fundamental fact is a question to be clarified in the futu

Figure 6 shows fragments of ther(T) curves from Fig. 5
in an expanded scale in the temperature region 23–52 K.
seen that the negative magnetoresistance is isotropic and
the characteristic amplitudes and temperatures are the s
in both directions. The negative magnetoresistance effec
low magnetic fields is deserving of separate study. Possib
arises due to a magnetostructural phase transition of
samples in the antiferromagnetic state atT,TN , and such a
transition can lead to phase separation~the onset of a stripe
state! at very short distances. In the temperature inter
from 10 to 100 K ther'(T) and r i(T) curves depend on
temperature asT2.5 andT2.2, respectively. The difference o

ce
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the temperature dependence ofr(T) for single crystals of
YFe4Al8 and ScFe4Al8 in this temperature interval is mos
likely due to a different degree of stoichiometry. Bothr(T)
andRs(T) are indicative of the presence of an isotropic s
perconducting transition of parts of the samples atTc56 K
~see Figs. 3 and 7!.

Thus the anisotropic properties of the resistivityr(T)
and of the active partRs(T) of the total impedance of the
YFe4Al8 and ScFe4Al8 single crystals are qualitatively sim
lar. They are more pronounced in the ScFe4Al8 single crys-
tal, possibly because of a higher degree of stoichiometry
a smaller influence of defects on the magnetic and pho
subsystems.

Let us now compare the temperature and frequency
pendences of the total impedancesZs measured in differen
directions in the YFe4Al8 and ScFe4Al8 single crystals. It
follows from Figs. 4 and 8 that, as forr and Rs , one has
Zs'.Zsi for both single crystals. In YFe4Al8 , however,
there is only a quantitative difference betweenZs' andZsi ,
while in ScFe4Al8 there is also a qualitative difference b
tween the curves shown forZs' and Zsi . This difference
consists in the following: 1. As we have said, theZsi( f )
curve has a minimum~see Figs. 8 and 9!. This phenomenon
has been observed previously in HTSC materials,13 but its
anisotropy in the single crystals studied here is noted for
first time. This phenomenon is not observed in YFe4Al8 ~see
Fig. 4!. 2. As is seen in Fig. 8, theZs'( f ) curves measured
at different temperatures cross each other. This reflects
fact that not only the value of]Zs' /]T but also the sign of
this derivative depend on the measurement frequency.
follows clearly from Fig. 10. Here we show theZs'(T)
curves for several characteristic frequencies. Curves2, 3, and
4 in the figure correspond to the frequenciesf 1 , f max, andf 2

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the total impedanceZs(T) measured in
the direction perpendicular~'! to the growth direction of the ScFe4Al8

single crystal at frequencies@Hz#: 104 ~1!, 53104 ~2!, 2.53105 ~3!, 2.5
3106 ~4!, 107 ~5!.
-
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in Fig. 11, which shows the curves ofZs'( f ,T)/Zs'( f ,300)
measured perpendicular to the growth direction for
ScFe4Al8 single crystal at temperatures of 150 K~curve1!,
100 K ~curve2!, 70 K ~curve3!, andT510 K ~curve4!.

Figures 10 and 11 reflect a phenomenon which was
served previously in HTSC materials14 and in LuFe4Al8

~Ref. 6! and which was investigated in Refs. 15 and 16.
consists in the fact that the metallic trend of the resistanc
the sample in direct current and at low frequencies~curve1
in Fig. 10! becomes independent of temperature~down to
150 K, curve2! as the frequency is increased, and then
becomes semiconductorlike~curve 3!. As the frequency is
increased further, the temperature dependence ofZs'( f ,T)
again becomes metallic~curve 5!, passing through
Zs'( f ,T)5const at a frequencyf 252.53106 Hz ~curve4!.
Here one can speak of three characteristic frequencies:f 1 ,
the frequency of the inflection point on theZs'( f ,T) curve,
f max, the frequency at which the maximum increase in res
tance is observed, andf 2 , the frequency at whichZs'( f ,T)
is independent of temperature forT.150 K ~Fig. 10!. These
characteristic frequencies are practically independent of t
perature, as can be seen from Fig. 11. Interestingly,
Zs,'( f ,T) curves at the frequenciesf 1 and f 2 coincide at
temperatures above 125 K. Below that temperature they
verge ~see curves2 and 4 in Fig. 10!. There is as yet no
definitive physical explanation for this phenomenon,
though it can be conjectured that it may be the result o
specific interaction of the charge carriers from two or mo
different conduction bands.15,16 If that is also pertinent to the
systems under study~since it is observed in LuFe4Al8 and
ScFe4Al8), then in future studies one should pay attention
the influence exerted on the electric and magnetic prope

FIG. 11. Frequency dependence of the total impedanceZs( f ) measured in
the direction perpendicular~'! to the growth direction of the ScFe4Al8

single crystal at temperatures@K#: 150 ~1!, 100 ~2!, 70 ~3!, 10 ~4!.
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of the compounds RM4Al8 by the interaction of the surfac
groups of electrons with one another, with the magnetic
phonon subsystems, and with the antiferromagnetic corr
tions, which can be substantial. Not only is it interesting t
the phenomenon described above is observed in ScFe4Al8

samples, it is also interesting that in this case it is anisotro
and is not observed forZs,i , as can be seen in Fig. 8.

The fact that the effects observed in ScFe4Al8 and pre-
sented in Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11 are absent in YFe4Al8 may be
a consequence of both nonstoichiometry, excess Fe in
YFe4Al8 single crystal, or of a fundamental difference of t
magnetic and electronic interactions in YFe4Al8 and
ScFe4Al8 . This question can be answered in the future
studying high-quality single crystals with different b
known iron content. In this context we would like to ca
attention to the fact that for doing different experiments
requirements on the samples are different. For example,
tron, Mössbauer, magnetic, and x-ray studies and heat ca
ity measurements do not require high density and uniform
of the samples. For a study of the electrical and heat tra
port properties the requirements on the density and uni
mity of the samples are very high. Unfortunately, t
present-day technologies do not satisfy the requirements
well. It may be seen from Tables I and II that, as a rule,
electrical characteristics of single crystals differ little fro
those for alloys. Moreover, in single crystals the values
r(T) are even higher than in alloys, while the ratior~300!/
r~4.2! for them is approximately the same and is small w
a significant scatter of the values. The single crystals di
favorably from the polycrystals only in that the fall ofr(T)
on the linear part of the curve is steeper. With all the sca
of the measured values for the different samples, the slop
r(T) on the linear part is approximately twice as large in t
single crystals. A good exception is the YFe4Al8 single crys-
tal studied in Ref. 10. Its parameters attest to the possib
of growing rather high-quality single crystals by the Cz
chralski method.

In view of what we have said, we consider the quanti
tive results of the present study as being of a prelimin
nature, and we intend to refine them in a subsequent s
with high-quality and well-oriented single crystals.

CONCLUSION

Let us summarize the main results of this study. We h
for the first time investigated the anisotropy of the cond
tivity of crystals with a body-centered lattice of the ThMn12

TABLE II. Main characteristics of the electrical resistance of polycrystall
alloys.
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type, for the particular case of the single crystals YFe4Al8

and ScFe4Al8 . We have found that the conductivity is highe
along the growth direction of the single crystals than in t
perpendicular direction. We have investigated the feature
the anisotropy of the temperature and frequency depende
of the conductivity parallel and perpendicular to the sing
crystal growth direction. Against the background of the co
ductivity anisotropy the phenomena of antiferromagnetic
dering, negative magnetoresistance, and superconductivi
the single crystals turned out to be isotropic. The feature
the frequency–temperature curves of the conductivity kno
previously for polycrystalline samples of HTSCs13,14 and
LuFe4Al8 ~Ref. 6! have been detected in a ScFe4Al8 single
crystal and turn out to be anisotropic, a change in sign of
temperature dependence of the conductivity at certain c
acteristic frequencies has been observed, and it was fo
that at certain frequencies the resistance of the sample
become smaller than the dc resistance. Neither of these
fects has yet been given a full and convincing explanati
but the fact that they are anisotropic has been shown here
the first time.

The authors are grateful to V. N. Samovarov for read
the manuscript, for valuable comments, and for a help
discussion.
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Structural and magnetic inhomogeneity and the NMR of 55Mn and 139La in the
magnetoresistive ceramics La 0.7Ba0.3ÀxSnxMnO3\La0.7ÀxBa0.3ÀxMnO3¿0.5xLa2Sn2O7
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The effects of substitution of barium by tin on the phase composition, structural imperfection,
and properties of lanthanum manganite perovskites La0.7Ba0.32xSnxMnO3 ~x50, 0.1,
0.15, 0.2, 0.3! are established by comprehensive studies done by x-ray diffraction, resistive, and
magnetic~including NMR on55Mn and139La! methods. It is shown that the introduction
of Sn leads to the formation of a pyrochloric phase La2Sn2O7, to an increase in the density of
lattice defects of the manganese-enriched main lanthanum manganite phase, and to a
substantial decrease of the magnetoresistive effect. The smearing of the metal–semiconductor
phase transition temperature is explained by an increase in the inhomogeneity and
imperfection of the perovskite structure. The low activation energy is confirmed by a high degree
of inhomogeneity and imperfection of the crystal lattice of the samples studied. The broad,
asymmetric NMR spectra of55Mn and139La attest to high-frequency electron exchange between
Mn31 and Mn41 and nonequivalence of the environment of those ions and La31 due both
to heterovalent ions and to vacancies and clusters. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614235#
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INTRODUCTION

The unflagging interest in rare-earth manganites1–3 and
other related metal oxides4,5 with the perovskite structure
A12x

31 Bx
21Mn12x

31 Mnx
41O3

22 (A5La, Pr, Nd, Sm, ...; B5Ca,
Sr, Ba, Pb! is due to the lack of agreement as to the nature
the colossal magnetoresistive~CMR! effect and the prospect
for practical application of these materials. The majority
studies have arrived at the conclusion that there is substa
structural, chemical, and magnetic inhomogeneity in th
metal oxides, calling particular attention to one form of i
homogeneity or another,6,10 including inhomogeneity of a
cluster7 or mesoscopic8 nature and local distortion due to th
Jahn–Teller effect.9,10

To elucidate the structural imperfection and the nature
the inhomogeneities one must expand the circle of obje
and methods of study and obtain a deeper understandin
the real crystal-chemical and magnetic structure of th
rare-earth perovskites with CMR.

Among the magnetoresistive rare-earth manganites,
most promising are lanthanum manganite doped with d
lent cations, La12x

31 Bx
21Mn12x

31 Mnx
41O36d

22 with x50.3.11,12

The least studied of this family, for a number of reaso
including the higher synthesis and sintering temperatures
9101063-777X/2003/29(11)/7/$24.00
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the lower phase transition temperatures, are the
containing lanthanum manganite perovskites. In additi
there are scant data on how the structure and propertie
these compounds are affected by an element such as Sn13,14

which lowers the synthesis temperature and makes it p
sible to use the Mo¨ssbauer method to study them.15,16

In view of what we have said, it is of interest to carry o
comprehensive studies of tin-doped lanthanum–barium m
ganite perovskites with the use of such completely lo
methods as NMR on55Mn ~Ref. 17! and139La ~Ref. 18! or,
even more importantly, on both these nuclei simultaneou
and with allowance for the imperfection of the crystal latti
of manganite perovskites, for their structural-chemical a
magnetic inhomogeneities, which are related to the electr
conductivity, and for the character and degree of influence
these inhomogeneities on the magnetoresistive effect.

METHODS OF SYNTHESIZING AND STUDYING THE
SAMPLES

Ceramic samples of La0.7Ba0.32xSnxMnO3 (x50, 0.1,
0.15, 0.2, 0.3! were obtained from the corresponding mi
tures of powders of the oxides La2O3 (Ia3; a511.98 Å),
BaO (Fm3m; a55.534 Å), g-MnO2 (a55.578 Å, c
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Phase compositions of La0.7Ba0.32xSnxMnO3 samples and the molar formulas of ideal (I ) and defect (D) magnetoresistive
perovskite-like structures.
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59.33 Å), and SnO (P4/nmm; a53.804 Å, c54.826 Å)
after a synthesizing anneal for 24 hours at 850 °C and
tering of the pressings at 1100 °C in a slow heating a
cooling regime. The reason for the low annealing tempe
ture is that the Sn-containing oxides are susceptible to t
mal dissociation and to the formation of low-melting eute
tics. This can lead to an undesirable effect—melting of
samples and volatility of the tin at high synthesis and sin
ing temperatures. If the economic disadvantage of increa
the synthesis and sintering temperatures is taken into
count, the choice of this sort of heat treatment regime
completely justified.

The samples were studied by the following methods:
1! x-ray diffraction on a DRON-2 diffractometer in C

radiation to determine the phase composition and crystal
tice parameters of the corresponding phases;

2! magnetic, for determining the magnetization and C
rie temperature over a wide range of temperatures~4–400 K!
and magnetic fields (H50.5– 10 kOe);

3! resistive and magnetoresistive~four-probe method!,
to determine the temperature dependence of the resist
and magnetoresistive effect@DR/R05(R02RH)/R0# for H
50.5 kOe in the temperature rangeT577– 400 K;

4! NMR on 55Mn and139La for determining~at 77 K! the
resonance frequency of the local magnetic and valence s
of these ions and the nonequivalence of their environme

The error with which the quantities listed above we
determined is as follows: 4% for the phase analysis, 0.0
for the crystal lattice parameters, 0.5% for the resistan
0.1% for the temperature, 1.5% for the magnetization, 0.
for the magnetoresistive effect, 0.2% for the NMR frequen
of 55Mn, and 0.1% for the NMR frequency of139La.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the x-ray diffraction data, ceramic samp
with x50 are practically single-phase, while the others
multiphase, and together with the main rhombohedrally d
n-
d
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r-

-
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r-
ng
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ce

tes
.

%
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torted perovskite-like structure (R3̄c) they contain small
amounts of a phyrochlore-like face-centered phase La2Sn2O7

(Fd3m; a510.702 Å). This sort of heterophase makeup
due to the fact that Sn does not substitute for Ba in
lanthanum manganite perovskite structure but interacts w
La to form a metal oxide with the pyrochlore structur
La2Sn2O7. This corresponds to the following reaction:

La0.7Ba0.32xMnO3→La0.72xBa0.32xMnO310.5xLa2Sn2O7.

In the samples withx50.2 and 0.3 we detected sma
amounts of the phase Mn3O4, which will be neglected in our
further studies.

The phase composition of the ceramic samples with t
phase ignored is illustrated in Table I. Also given there, w
allowance for the crystal-chemical features of the lanthan
manganite perovskite structure, are the molar formulas
the ideal (I ) structure~not containing vacancies! and for the
defect (D) lattice, which, according to a single-cycle mech
nism of defect formation,17 contains cationicV(c) and an-
ionic V(a) vacancies. For our case, viz., a two-cycle mec
nism of defect formation at temperatures of 850 °C a
1100 °C, the molar formulas of the real defect perovsk
structure, with allowance for the distribution of the catio
over theA andB positions and for the possible of clusterin
are given in Table II. With changingx there are changes in
the phase composition~Table I!, the Mn31/Mn41 ratio, and
defect content in the main perovskite structure~see Tables I
and II!.

It is noteworthy that in a real~containing defects in both
the cation and anion sublattices! clusterized perovskite struc
ture the manganese ions are found not only in valence st
intermediate between 3 and 4 but some of the Mn ions in
clusters are found in a divalent state in distorted polyhe
with a coordination number of 8. According to the princip
of local electrical neutrality, the Mn21 ions should be found
near anion vacancies, while the Mn41 ions, some of which
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TABLE II. Molar formulas of the unclusterized~1! and clusterized~2! defect perovskite structure of La0.72xBa0.32xMnO36d .
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other
are also found in the clusters, are distributed near ca
vacancies.

Table III shows the crystal lattice parameters of the m
perovskite-like magnetoresistive lanthanum–barium man
nite phase La0.72xBa0.32xMnO3, the metal–semiconducto
phase transition temperaturesTms, Curie temperaturesTC ,
magnetoresistance peak temperaturesTp , and the values
of DR/R0 . The decrease of the parametera with increasing
x is explained by a decrease in the concentration of the
La31 (r 51.36 Å) and Ba21 (r 51.61 Å), which have
larger ionic radii19 than their substituent ions Mn31 (r
50.645 Å) and Mn41 (r 50.53 Å). The relative changes i
the values of the averaged ionic radius (Dr /r 052.5%), cal-
culated according to the data of Table II, and of the unit c
volume (DV/V52.8%), determined from the x-ray diffrac
tion data, are in satisfactory agreement.
n

n
a-

s

ll

The temperature dependence of the relative resista
(R/R300 K) of the samples is illustrated in Fig. 1, and th
magnetoresistive effect (DR/R0) in Fig. 2. According to
these data, the relative resistance increases and the tran
temperaturesTms, Tp , and TC decrease with increasingx
~see Table II and Figs. 1 and 2!. This character of the chang
in these parameters with increasingx is apparently due to the
increase in the La2Sn2O7 content in the intercrystallite zone
and the increasing density of crystal lattice defects of b
the point (V(c),V(a)) and cluster types in the main perovski
structure. It is noteworthy that for the composition wi
x50.3 the temperature dependence ofR/R300 K5 f (T) ex-
hibits two maxima due to the increased inhomogene
phase and/or cluster, of these samples.

Several peaks on the temperature dependence of th
sistance of ceramic samples have also been observed in
TABLE III. Physical properties of the main lanthanum–barium manganite phase La0.72xBa0.32xMnO3 .
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studies,13,20,21 the authors of which also attributed them
inhomogeneities but without revealing their crystal-chemi
and magnetic nature.

According to the data of Table II, increasingx from 0 to
0.3 leads to an increase in the density of lattice defects
both the point and cluster types. At the same time, the m
netoresistive effect increases by a factor of 2.5~Fig. 2!. The
temperature of the peak of the magnetoresistive effect
creases from 330 to 230 K, i.e., by 100 K. Such a substan
lowering of Tms, Tp , andTC ~Figs. 1 and 2; Table III! can-
not be explained solely by the decrease of the La and
content and increase of the Mn content or even by the lat
defects given in Table I in their point representation. Of p
ticular interest are the differences of the phase transition t
peraturesDT5TC2Tms. The value of these difference
fluctuates strongly: from 0 to 100 K. In our opinion, th
cause of these changes and differences may be changes
Mn31/Mn41 ratio and, more importantly, imperfection of th
crystal lattice, especially its mesoscopic inhomogeneity
to the excess manganese, which leads to an appreciable

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the relative resistance of cer
samples of La0.72xBa0.32xSnxMnO3 of various compositionsx: 0 ~1!, 0.1
~2!, 0.15 ~3!, 0.2 ~4!, 0.3 ~5!.

FIG. 2. Magnetoresistive effect (DR/R) for ceramic samples of
La0.72xBa0.32xSnxMnO3 of various compositionsx: 0 ~1!, 0.1 ~2!, 0.15~3!,
0.2 ~4!, 0.3 ~5!.
l
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cit not only of the cations La31 and Ba21 in theA sublattice
and to a lesser degree in the B sublattice, but also to inc
pleteness of the anion sublattice, i.e., to an increase in
overall imperfection of the crystal lattice.

To refine the role of the excess manganese in the for
tion of clusters and their contribution to the magnetic pro
erties of the samples we made magnetic measurements o
magnetizationM over a wide range of temperatures at d
ferent magnetic field strengths. Samples of all compositi
were studied. As an illustration, in Figs. 3 and 4 we pres
the results of these magnetic measurements for the sam
with x50 and x50.2 at low, H50.5 kOe, and high,H
510 kOe, saturating fields in the temperature interval 1
300 K. A notable feature is the presence of two smea
phase transitions: 1! at T5350 K5TC (x50) or 277 K (x
50.2), and 2! at T545 K. While the phase transition atT
5TC is associated with the Curie temperature of the m
perovskite-like phase, the transition atT545 K, which is
practically the same for all the samples, requires a more
tailed analysis. According to the data of our previo
studies,17,22 the excess manganese in the magnetoresis
lanthanum manganite perovskite structure can be found
only in the form of an individual phase but also in the for
of planar clusters of Mn3O4 and/or Mn2O3 or a solid solution
intermediate between these compositions. This is confirm
by the increase in the jumpDM at T545 K from 0.5 G
•cm3/g (x50) to 1.5 G•cm3/g at H50.5 kOe for the
sample withx50.2. This phase transition, which is due to
manifestation of cluster magnetism, is suppressed by a st
magnetic field (H510 kOe). Unlike the Mn3O4 phase, a
cluster in a weak magnetic field exhibits a sharp drop
magnetization in the temperature interval 42–45 K, and o
in a strong magnetic field is there a growth in the magn

ic

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetization atH50.5 kOe for
ceramic samples of La0.72xBa0.32xSnxMnO3 of various compositionsx: 0
~a!, 0.2 ~b!.
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zation. Another distinctive feature of the cluster state is
pronounced hysteresis appearing in weak fields for
sample withx50.2 ~Fig. 3!.

The structure and magnetic nature of these clust
which are coherently connected with the matrix of the p
ovskite structure, is still under discussion and is attract
more interest.

Our NMR studies on55Mn ~Fig. 5! and 139La ~Fig. 6!
confirm the high degree of imperfection and inhomogene
of the lanthanum manganite perovskit
La0.72xBa0.32xMnO3. The broad, asymmetric NMR spec
trum of 55Mn (F5320– 420 MHz) attests to nonequivalen
of the magnetic~and valence! states of the manganese io
found in rf electron exchange. By decomposing these spe
one can isolate several components due to the different m
netic and valence states of the manganese ions, with an
eraged valencev̄53.5, and to their different environmen
not only in relation to the La31 and Ba21 ions but also to
cation vacancies in theA positions. The asymmetrically
broadened satellite spectra, in turn, attest to a nonstatis
distribution of ions and defects, confirming the possibility
cluster formation. The decrease of the resonance freque
of the NMR spectrum of139La ~Fig. 6! is also explained by
the presence of such~nonmagnetic! clusters, the manganes
ions and vacancies of which surround the lanthanum~and
partially the barium! ions.

Analogous structural clusters in the form of individu
planes of pseudostructural type Mn3O4 and/or Mn2O3 have
been observed by an x-ray method in La12xMn11xO3 ~Ref.
17! and by a neutron-diffraction method i
La0.63Ca0.27Mn1.1O4 ~Ref. 22!.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the magnetization atH510 kOe for
ceramic samples of La0.72xBa0.32xMnO3 of various compositionsx: 0 ~a!,
0.2 ~b!.
a
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Such a model of the clusterized defect perovskite str
ture is in agreement with the asymmetrically broaden
peaks on the NMR spectra of55Mn ~Fig. 5! and 139La ~Fig.
6!. Such complex NMR spectrum of55Mn and 139La have
been observed previously in La12yCa7MnO3 ~Ref. 23!,
La0.85Na0.15MnO3 ~Ref. 24!, LaMnO31d ~Refs. 25 and 26!,
La12xCaxMnO3 ~Ref. 27!, and La0.9MnO3 ~Ref. 28!. A com-
puter decomposition of our broad, asymmetric spectrum i
the corresponding components attests not only to the n

FIG. 5. NMR spectra of 55Mn at 77 K in ceramic samples o
La0.72xBa0.32xMnO3 of various compositionsx: 0 ~a!, 0.1 ~b!, 0.2 ~c!, 0.3
~d!. v1 is the averaged valence of the manganese ions in the matrix s
ture;v1

1 is the averaged valence of the manganese ions in the cluster s
ture.

FIG. 6. NMR spectra of 139La at 77 K in ceramic samples o
La0.72xBa0.32xMnO3 of various compositionsx: 0 ~s!, 0.1~d!, 0.2~h!, 0.3
~j!.
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equivalence of the states of the manganese and lantha
ions but also to distortion of the polyhedra and to structu
and magnetic inhomogeneities due to the different envir
ment of these ions, including vacancies and clusters, wh
disrupt the exchange interactions.

The samples characterized by the maximum inhomo
neity according to the55Mn NMR data ~three-componen
spectrum! are those withx50.1 and 0.2~see Fig. 5 and Table
II !, since in them the manganese ions found in rf elect
exchange are surrounded by La31 and Ba21 ions and cation
vacancies. Such a character of the inhomogeneity and im
fection of the structure of the main lanthanum–barium m
ganite phase is attested to by the similarity of the spectrum
our x50.3 sample with those found previously17 for
La12xMn11xO3 ceramics withx50.3 andx50.4, i.e., self-
doped lanthanum manganite perovskites of similar comp
tion.

If the excess manganese were not dissolved in the m
perovskite-like phase and the defect density did not cha
with increasingx, then the frequency and width of the pea
on the NMR spectra would not change. Their width sho
even decrease, since according to Refs. 29 and 30, bar
containing lanthanum manganite perovskites character
cally have a maximal width due to the maximal distortion
the A positions occupied by the Ba21, with a substantially
larger ionic radius (r 51.61 Å) in comparison with La31

(r 51.36 Å). Another contribution to the additional broa
ening of the spectra due to the nonequivalence of the e
ronment of the manganese ions~Fig. 5! comes from the pre-
dominantly cation vacancies in theA positions, the relative
number of which increases from 8% to 24%~Table II!, i.e.,
by 16%. The relative broadening of the NMR lines of139La
and the decrease of their resonance frequency asx is in-
creased from 0 to 0.3 is apparently due predominantly
clusters, the relative number of which increases from 2%
14.5%, i.e., by 12.5%~Table II!.

It is of interest to compare the increase in these imp
fections of the crystal lattice with the increase inx from 0 to
0.3 with the increase in the magnetoresistive effect fr
6.7% to 16.7%, i.e., by 10%~Table III!. The sample with
x50.3 is characterized by the maximum concentration
vacancies and clusters, which disrupt the exchange inte
tion, apparently causing a decrease of the NMR resona
frequency of139La and a lowering of the phase transitio
temperaturesTms, Tp , andTC ~Fig. 6!. Then the lowering of
the phase transition temperaturesTms, Tp , and TC ~Table
III ! and the increase of the magnetoresistive effect~Fig. 2!
and the magnetic moment of the clusters~Fig. 3!, the com-
plex NMR spectra of55Mn ~Fig. 5! and 139La ~Fig. 6! and
also their asymmetric broadening to the low-frequency s
can be explained by a change in the Mn31/Mn41 ratio and to
imperfection of the crystal lattice, which is manifested n
only in the form of point defects~vacancies! but also as more
complex defects~clusters! due to the excess manganese
the main perovskite structure.

Hence one is forced to conclude that the defect stat
the crystal lattice of the perovskite-like structure has the g
erning influence on the CMR. To establish conclusively
predominant influence of one type of defect state or ano
um
l
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is impossible; moreover, these defects apparently are ‘
ganically’’ related.

It must be assumed that for a greater imperfection of
crystal lattice, which contains both cation and anion vac
cies simultaneously, the heterovalent manganese ions, w
are sources of charge carriers of then type (V(a), Mn21,
Mn31) andp type (V(c), Mn41), the values of the activation
energysEa in the region of semiconductor-type conductio
will either be comparable to the data of Ref. 31 or lower.1,32

In view of the inverse relation between the conductivitys
and resistivityr, from the plots of lnr versus 1/T we deter-
mined the activation energysEa of the conductivity in the
region of semiconductor conduction from the exponent
Arrhenius lawr5r0 exp(2Ea /kT). The values obtained for
the activation energy are given in Table IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out x-ray, magnetic, resistive, and55Mn
and 139La NMR studies of ceramic samples o
La0.7Ba0.32xSnxMnO3→La0.72xBa0.32xMnO3

10.5xLa2Sn2O7. We have shown that substitution of barium
by tin leads to the formation of both a main perovskite-lik
(R3̄c) lanthanum–barium manganite phase and mu
smaller amounts of a pyrochlore-like (Fd3m) lanthanum–
tin phase. The crystal lattice of the magnetoresistive ph
La0.7xBa0.32xMnO3 contains defects of subtraction~vacan-
cies! in both the cation and anion sublattices and mesosco
cally nonuniform formations of a cluster type—planar seg
gations which are close in composition and structure
Mn3O4 or Mn2O3, the magnetic phase transition of whic
occurs in the temperature interval 42–45 K. The strong
smeared temperature dependence of the resistance nea
metal–semiconductor phase transition (Tms decreases with
increasingx) attests to the increasing inhomogeneity and i
perfection. Asx increases from 0 to 0.3 the magnetoresisti
effect increases by a factor of 2.6. The broad, asymme
NMR spectra of55Mn and139La in La0.72xBa0.32xMnO3 at-
tests to rf electron exchange between Mn31 and Mn41, to
the nonequivalence of their environments and that of La31,
not only in relation to the heterovalent ions but also to cati
vacancies and clusters. A substantial influence of the de
state of the structure, in particular that of the cluster type,
the magnetoresistive effect attests to the governing role
such inhomogeneities on the CMR. The low values of t
activation energy attest to significant inhomogeneity and i
perfection in the samples of the given compositions.

This study was supported in part by Polish Grant 2RO
139 18.

TABLE IV. Defect state of the structure of the lanthanum manganite bari
perovskite La0.72xBa0.32xMnO32d and the activation energysEa in the re-
gion of semiconductor conduction in the ceramic La0.72xBa0.32xSnxMnO3 .
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Coupling of the magnetic layers and electron spin polarization in four-layer structures
of amplitude and nonmagnetic semiconductors

V. V. Zorchenko,* A. Yu. Sipatov, and V. V. Volobuev

National Technical University ‘‘Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute,’’ 21 Frunze St., 61002 Kharkov, Ukraine
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The electron energy spectrum, the energyEm of the exchange coupling between magnetic layers,
and the relative polarizationb of the electron spins in semiconductor structures with two
ferromagnetic barriers and nonmagnetic layers acting as potential wells for electrons are
considered. For the example of EuS/PbS~001! structures it is shown that in the case of
Fermi statisticsEm is a sign-varying oscillatory function of the widtha of the potential well
between barriers, and with increasing electron densityn0 in the wells and increasing thicknessd of
the nonmagnetic sublayers between the barrier and substrate, the extrema ofEm are shifted
to smallera and their amplitudes rapidly increase. As the temperature is lowered from the Curie
point, the energyEm , depending ona, n0 , andd, can increase~in modulus! monotonically
or nonmonotonically, change sign from positive to negative, or change sign twice. The polarization
b decreases with increasinga, n0 , andd, undergoing sharp jumps whenEm changes sign.
For Boltzmann statistics only a ferromagnetic orientation of the barrier magnetizations (Em,0)
is possible. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614236#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of interlayer exchange coupl
~IEC! in three-layer Fe/Cr/Fe samples,1 numerous multilayer
structures consisting of various ferromagnetic~F! metals
separated by nonmagnetic~NM! metal or semiconducto
spacer layers or by layers of a rare-earth ferromagnet h
been investigated~see, e.g., the review2!. In those cases the
IEC is due to interference between the conduction electr
in the layered structures and to their high concentration.3 In
addition, there are several known studies of the IEC in in
lating multilayers containing antiferromagnetic~AF! insula-
tors @Fe3O4 /MgO ~Ref. 4!, FeF2 /CoF2 ~Ref. 5!, CoO/NiO
~Ref. 6!#.

The detection of an appreciable exchange coupling
tween antiferromagnetic layers in the semiconductor su
lattices ~SLs! MnTe/CdTe,7,8 MnTe/ZnTe,8,9 EuTe/PbTe,10

and somewhat later in EuS/PbS single-crystal SLs11 and
~Ga,Mn!As/~Al,Ga!As/~Ga,Mn!As three-layer samples12 has
been something of a surprise. The limiting thickness of
nonmagnetic spacer layers at which the coupling betw
magnetic layers is still felt is approximately 30 Å for MnT
CdTe structures, up to 15 Å for the MnTe/ZnTe structures,
to 70 Å for EuTe/PbTe, and over 30 Å in the structures w
~Ga,Mn!As and~Al,Ga!As ~see the review13 for details!. For
EuTe/PbTe~111! SLs the spins of the Eu ions lie in the~111!
planes, the adjacent Eu monolayers having antiparallel m
netization directions. Independently of the thickness of
EuTe and PbTe layers, the coupling of neighboring Eu
layers leads to an antiparallel alignment of the magnetic m
ments of the Eu monolayers adjacent to the opposite bou
aries of the PbTe layer~antiferromagnetic coupling!.14

In EuS/PbS~001! SLs the magnetizations of neighborin
EuS layers are oriented along the layers and are ordered
tiparallel at thicknesses of the nonmagnetic spacer la
9171063-777X/2003/29(11)/11/$24.00
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dPbS<90 Å,11,15 while at largerdPbS the sign of the interac-
tion changes to the opposite. This is manifested in a su
position of the neutron-scattering patterns from the antifer
magnetically and ferromagnetically oriented parts of t
sample, these different regions arising on account of a sl
difference (;1 – 2 monolayers! in the thickness of the PbS
layers on different areas of a sample withdPbS590 Å.16 In
EuS/PbS~111! SLs only ferromagnetic ordering of the Eu
layers has been observed. Interestingly, in MnTe/ZnTe SL
change in the sign of the interaction with decreasing te
perature of the sample has been observed.13 These effects
have not been explained.

For structures with MnTe there are two models in t
literature, according to which the IEC is due to carriers
calized at shallow impurities in the nonmagnetic spa
regions.17,18 However, those models are not applicable
PbS spacers, since PbS does not contain local shallow im
rity states in the band gap. The model of Dugaevet al.19 for
narrow-gap spacers of IV–VI semiconductors gives t
weak a coupling in comparison with that observed expe
mentally in EuS/PbS~001! SLs, and the coupling is of the
opposite sign~always ferromagnetic, as in the models
Refs. 17 and 18!. The model of Ref. 19~and other models
considered below! is based on the assumption that there
no free charge carriers in the spacer layer, in direct con
diction to the experimental situation, in which the electr
density in the n-type PbS layers is rather high~up to
;1019 cm23), and it cannot be neglected.

Calculations in the one- and three-dimensional stro
coupling approximations20,21 have produced results in qual
tative agreement with the experimental results for the m
netic ordering in the layers of EuTe/PbTe~111! SLs, but for
EuS/PbS~111! SLs the results of the calculations contrad
each other: in the 1D model the coupling must be F-type20

while in the 3D model it must be AF-type21 ~in contradiction
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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to the experimental results of Refs. 11, 13, and 15!. For
EuS/PbS~001! SLs the three-dimensional model gives an A
configuration of adjacent EuS layers but is unable to exp
the change in sign of the interaction at largerdPbS. Further-
more, it predicts that the coupling energyJ1 is almost inde-
pendent of the thickness of the EuTe and EuS magnetic
ers, whereas such a dependence should be substantial
region of smalldEuS ~see below!. For a PbS spacer the valu
J1;22n was calculated, wheren is the number of PbS
monolayers in the EuS/PbS~001! SL.21 The experimental val-
ues forn51, 2, and 3 (J150.063, 0.031, and 0.019 mJ/m2,
respectively!15 are an order of magnitude less than t
corresponding theoretical values (J150.77, 0.33,
0.18 mJ/m2).21 At dPbS;90 Å (n;30) this model gives a
negligibly small value ofJ1 , in disagreement with experi
ment. A shortcoming of this type of model is the presence
a set of adjustable fitting parameters and the difficulty
matching the levels of the chemical potential with the carr
density in the SL.22 Thus at the present time there is n
sufficiently clear and reliable explanation for the nature
the coupling in EuS/PbS and EuTe/PbTe superlattices.

We note that in EuTe/PbTe and EuS/PbS SLs the E
and EuS layers have a wide band gap@Eg(EuS)51.65 eV,
Eg(EuTe)52 eV at T5300 K],23 while lead chalcogenide
are narrow-gap semiconductors@Eg(PbS)50.307 eV atT
577 K],24 and therefore europium chalcogenides act as b
riers in the corresponding SLs, while the lead chalcogen
layers form quantum wells. Doping of these layers with e
ropium leads to a noticeable increase inEg @e.g.,Eg(PbTe)
50.319 eV,Eg(Pb0.927Eu0.073Te)50.63 eV atT5300 K],25

and so there is the possibility of substantially changing
barrier height in such SLs and thereby to control the fo
coupling the magnetic layers.

In view of the promise of two-barrier structures wi
ferromagnetic barriers for applications in spintronics26 and
for research now being carried out on EuS/PbS/EuS/PbS/
multilayers, in this paper we present the results of a theo
ical analysis of the coupling of magnetic layers in structu
of this type grown on a sublayer of a quantum-well mate
formed between the ferromagnetic barriers~such a sublayer
is necessary because it is practically impossible to g
single-crystal ferromagnetic insulators directly on an insu
ing substrate!. In the calculations we made use of the circu
stance that the energy of an electron in such a structure
pends on the mutual orientation of the electron spin direc
and the magnetic moments of the ferromagnetic barriers
in the case of metallic multilayers, the coupling is of
interference nature. Therefore the sign and value of the
depend on the parameters of the potential relief~the heights
of the barriers, widths of the quantum wells between the
the thicknesses of the sublayers, etc.! and on the electron
density and temperature of the sample. Transitions from
ferromagnetic to an antiferromagnetic orientation of the b
riers are accompanied by a sharp change in the spin p
ization of the electron subsystem of the sample.

2. ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM AND STATISTICS

We shall use the model shown in Fig. 1 for the poten
relief for electrons in a four-layer F/NM structure. A simila
model has been applied for calculating the size quantiza
in
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of the electron levels in quantum wells and PbS/EuS SL27

The potential barriersU0 andUs of semi-infinite width de-
scribe the vacuum and substrate regions. A sublayer of
material occupies the regionD1d.z.D, where D5a
1b11b2 . Four types of potential wells for electrons wit
spins up~↑! and down~↓! in Fig. 1 correspond to antiferro
magnetic~a and b! and ferromagnetic~c and d! configura-
tions of the magnetizationM of the ferromagnetic layers
creating barriers in the regions 0,z,b1 and a1b1,z
,D. As in the description of the tunneling of electron
through an EuS barrier at temperatures below the Curie p
TC of the barrier,28 the height of the barriersU1 andU2 for
electrons with spins parallel to and antiparallel to the bar
magnetization M are given by the relationU2.15U
6(D/2), whereU is the barrier height forT.TC , andD is
the exchange splitting of the conduction band of the fer
magnetic semiconductor belowTC .

We shall assume that the electron energy spectrum in
structure under consideration is described by the expres
usually used for multilayers:

En~p'!5
p'

2

2m*
1«n , p'5$px ,py%, ~1!

in which m* is the effective mass for motion of the electro
along the layers, and«n are the quantum size-effect level
which are solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation with the
potentialU(z) ~Fig. 1!. In Ref. 27 the miniband spectrum o
EuS/PbS SLs with layer orientations~001! and ~111! were
calculated for the caseT.TC , where the potentialU(z) is
described by the Kronig–Penney model withU15U25U. A
study27 of the photoluminescence spectra of EuS/PbS S
with wide EuS barriers, in which the minibands degener
into quantum size-effect levels, showed good agreemen

FIG. 1. Potential energy of electrons with spins up~↑! and down~↓! for
antiferromagnetic~AF! ~a and b! and ferromagnetic~F! ~c and d! ordering of
the magnetic layers in a four-layer structure F(b1)/NM(a)/F(b2)/NM(d)
on an insulating substrate. The heavy arrows indicate the direction of
magnetic momentsM1,2 of the ferromagnetic barriers. The electron sp
orientation is indicated by an arrow in a rectangular frame.
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the observed levels with the calculated values, and we h
therefore used for multilayers of EuS and PbS the same t
nique for calculating«n ~with allowance for the direction o
the electron spin! as in Ref. 27, replacing the SL potential b
the potentialU(z) shown in Fig. 1.

We denote the effective masses for electron mot
transverse to the layers~along theOz axis! in the quantum-
well and barrier regions asm andmb , respectively. We shal
neglect the small difference in the effective massesmb for
electrons with opposite spin directions29 and use the aver
aged value formb .27

Then for electrons in the potential wella in Fig. 1 the
eigenvalues«n of the Schro¨dinger equation are determine
from the following relation («,Us):

tan~ka!5gkF x1$1%1x2$2%tanh~x1b11a1!

k2$1%tanh~x1b11a1!2g2x1x2$2%G , ~2!

in which

$1%5gx2 cosh~x2b2!sin~kd1u!1k sinh~x2b2!

3cos~kd1u!. ~3!

$2%5gx2 sinh~x2b2!sin~kd1u!1k cosh~x2b2!

3cos~kd1u!,

k5
A2m«

\
, x1,25

A2mb~U1,22«!

\
,

x05
A2me~U02«!

\
, xs5

A2ms~Us2«!

\
,

tanha15
me

mb

x1

x0
, tanu5

ms

m

k

xs
, g5

m

mb
. ~4!

Here me is the free electron mass, andms is the effective
mass in the substrate material. For potential wells b, c, an
~Fig. 1! the following replacements must be made in Eqs.~2!
and~3!: x1→x2 andx2→x1 ~well b!, x2→x1 ~well c!, and
x1→x2 ~well d!.

For sufficiently wide potential barriers and energy n
too close toU1 the parametersx1b1@1, x2b2@1, and there-
fore the ratio$1%/$2% and tanh(x1b11a1) are practically equa
to unity. When these conditions are met for the AF config
ration of the barriers, the size-quantization levels for
electrons with spin up,«n

↑(AF), and spin down,«n
↓(AF),

coincide to high accuracy~see below!. In that case the pa
rameters of the substrate and the sublayer thicknessd do not
have an appreciable influence on the electron energy.
following inequalities hold for any values ofx1b1 andx2b2 :
«n

↑(F),«n
↑(AF),«n

↓(AF),«n
↓(F) (n51, 2, ...).

For numerical calculations of the electron spectrum,
IEC energy, and the spin polarization of the electrons
used the typical parameters for EuS/PbS multilayers:U
51.32 eV, U053.5 eV,27 and D(4.2 K)50.36 eV.28 Since
for wide potential barriers the characteristics of the subst
do not have an appreciable effect on the electron spectr
for the sake of definiteness we tookUs52.5 eV andms

50.6me .
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the first two si

quantization levels on the widtha of the quantum well for
b15b2540 Å. The difference«1

↓(AF)2«1
↑(AF) is of the
ve
h-

n

d

t

-
e

he

e
e

te
m,

-

order of;10211 eV for a510 Å, d5500 Å and it increases
by about twice for the higher-lying level, since the leve
«1,2

↓ (AF) and«1,2
↑ (AF) are coincident. It is seen in Fig. 2 tha

the differences«1,2
↑↓ (F)2«1,2(AF) fall off rapidly with in-

creasinga in the region from 10 Å to;30 Å, and that is the
reason for the rapid decrease in the exchange coupling
ergy with increasing width of the quantum well between b
riers. For d5100 and 500 Å the difference of the corre
sponding levels is extremely slight. For example, fora
510 Å the difference «1F

↓ (d5500 Å)2«1F
↓ (d5100 Å)

>6.331026 eV, i.e., the levels differ by approximately 1.
31023%.

We note that because of the layer-by-layer mechanism
the growth of EuS and PbS on each other, one can pre
multilayer samples with a spacer-layer thickness of a sin
unit cell (aPbS>5.94 Å). However, for such structures ou
macroscopic approach, based on the use of the bulk-s
parameters of the materials, becomes incorrect; we there
restricted the calculations to valuesa>10 Å. At sufficiently
low temperatures~temperatures much less than the spacin
between adjacent levels! the upper limit ofa for which one
can still observe the quantum size effects is determined
electron collision processes, which destroy the interfere
pattern. Therefore, in the case of sufficiently thick sublay
and wide potential wells, our calculations of the coupli
energy of the magnetic layers loses meaning. For EuS/
SLs27 the photoluminescence data atT54.2– 80 K confirm
the presence of size quantization at least to the larg
quantum-well widths in the samples studied (;200 Å).

It should be taken into account in calculating the IE
that the Curie temperatureTC of the ferromagnetic layers
~and the value of the exchange splittingD! depend on their
thickness. In particular, for EuS/PbS~001! SLs on KCl with
an EuS layer thickness of 200 monolayers it has the va

FIG. 2. Plots of the 1st~dots! and 2nd~triangles! electron energy levels
«1,2(AF) in a four-layer structure of PbS and EuS with AF orientation of t
magnetic layers as functions of the widtha of the potential well between the
ferromagnetic barriers, calculated from Eq.~2! for a temperatureT54.2 K
and b15b2540 Å, d5500 Å. The inset shows the differenced«1,2

↓ (F)
5«1,2

↓ (F)2«1,2(AF) of the corresponding levels for F and AF configuratio
of the barriers. The values ofd«1,2

↓ (F) plotted on the graph are reduced fro
their calculated values by a factor of two. For electrons with spin up,
analogous differences«1,2(AF)2«1,2

↑ (F) turned out to be just barely les
thand«1,2

↓ (F). For the 1st level in the regiona>10 Å and for the 2nd level
at a>17 Å the difference is not more than 5.5%;«2

↑(F)2«2(AF)
>44.8 meV ata510 Å.
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TC517.3 K,30 which is considerably higher than the Cur
temperature of bulk samples of EuS (TC516.6 K), whereas
for EuS/PbS~111! SLs grown on BaF2 , TC is lower than the
bulk value (TC513.6 K). For both types of SLs, when th
thickness of the EuS layers is decreased to about 20 m
layers, the Curie temperature initially varies weakly and th
falls noticeably to TC;10 K for dEuS equal to two
monolayers.30 Such behavior ofTC is explained by the ap
preciable deformation of the EuS layers in these SLs and
the difference in the environments of the Eu ions found
the surface and in the interior of the EuS film.30,31 Since the
energy splittingD is determined by the magnetization of th
ferromagnetic barrier material, i.e., by the ratioT/TC , this
sort of thickness effect must be kept in mind when analyz
the temperature dependence of the IEC. Therefore, the
clusion reached in Ref. 21 that the IEC depends weakly
the thickness of the ferromagnetic layers is clearly incorr
for EuS/PbS SLs with relatively thin EuS layers.

The IEC energy is largely determined by the electr
density in the structure. The electron surface densitynS ~the
number of electrons per unit area of the sample! is described
in the case of Boltzmann and Fermi statistics, respectiv
by the relations

nS5
T

j (
n

H expS m2«n
↑

T D 1expS m2«n
↓

T D J ,

expS m2«1
↑

T D !1, ~5!

nS5
1

j F (
n51

k1

~m2«n
↑!1 (

n51

k2

~m2«n
↓!G , j5

2p\2

Nem*
, ~6!

where«n
↑↓ is the energy of thenth quantum size-effect level

k1 andk2 are the numbers of electron-filled subbands~↑! and
~↓! (k2<k1), m is the chemical potential,Ne is the number
of equivalent valleys of the electron spectrum in the w
material~we are not considering the case when there is m
than one group of equivalent valleys with equal inclinatio
of the principal axes with respect to the interface betwe
layers, as in EuS/PbS~111! SLs32!. For PbS layers there ar
four energy ellipsoids, oriented along directions of the@111#
type, with which we shall compose the spectrum~1!.27 In
EuS/PbS~001! SLs all the ellipsoids are inclined equally t
the interfaces between layers (Ne54), while in a SL with
the ~111! orientation there are three ellispsoids with identic
inclination and the fourth is orthogonal to the layers.

From here on we limit consideration to the case of re
tively wide potential barriers~in reality b1 ,b2.20 Å), when
one can assume that«n

↑(AF)5«n
↓(AF)5«n(AF). For thin

barriers the behavior of the IEC energy as a function of
quantum well widtha, electron densitynS , and temperature
T will be qualitatively the same as in the case of wide b
riers.

Expression~6! for nS was obtained from the exact rela
tion
o-
n

y
n

g
n-
n
t

y,

l
re
s
n

l

-

e

-

nS5( nS~n!, nS~n!;H lnF11expS m2«n
↑

T D G
1 lnF11expS m2«n

↓

T D G J
under the assumption that for a ferromagnetic configura
of the barriers, one of the following pairs of inequalitie
holds:

m2«k1

↑

T
@1,

«k1

↓ 2m

T
@1,

m2«k1

↓

T
@1,

«k111
↓ 2m

T
@1. ~7!

These two pairs of inequalities pertain to the cases w
the chemical potential lies between levels«k1

↓ and «k1

↑ (k2

5k121) or «k111
↑ and «k1

↓ (k25k1). For an antiferromag-

netic configuration the second pair of inequalities sho
hold. Estimates show that expression~6! describes the situa
tion well in cases when the chemical potentialm lies more
than a distance of 2T from the levels«n

↑↓ . Since we are
considering the low-temperature region, the intervals ofm in
which inequality~7! does not hold is rather narrow. If th
distance between the two levels nearest to the chemical
tential in the well is much greater than 4T, then for simplic-
ity we can neglect the width of these intervals and assu
that the filling of the subbands«n

↑↓ begins when the chemica
potential crosses the corresponding levels.33

Fermi statistics will be applicable in the region of we
widthsa of interest to us~up to;100 Å) ~except for narrow
intervals where condition~7! does not hold!, if the following
inequality holds for the lowest subband:

m2«1
↑

T
5

jnS

T
@1. ~8!

Assuming thatNe54, m* 50.093me ,27 and T510 K,
we obtainjnS /T>1.5310211nS (cm22). If we ignore the
small contribution tonS from the electrons of the ferromag
netic semiconductor which have passed over into
quantum-well regions during the formation of the multila
ers, thennS5n0(a1d), where n0 is the electron density
~number per unit volume! in the initial n-type material from
which the quantum wells were formed. The electron dens
n0 in the PbS layers for the EuS/PbS SL structures inve
gated in Refs. 11, 15, 23, and 24 could vary over the lim
;231018– 331019 cm23. Assuming thata1d5100 Å and
n05231018 cm23, we obtain jnS /T>29.9 for T510 K.
Since usuallyd;100– 500 Å, the case of Boltzmann stati
tics can be realized only at rather low densitiesn0 , which
can be obtained in EuS/PbS multilayers with the aid of s
cial vacuum condensation technologies.

Let us now consider the filling of the subbands as
width a of the quantum well increases. Here and below,
order to clarify the overall picture of this process, we sh
neglect the finiteness of the widtha of the regions in which
condition ~7! does not hold~which we shall call transition
regions!, since in those regions asa increases a gradua
‘‘turning on’’ ~filling ! of the corresponding subbands occu
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For a ferromagnetic configuration of the barriers in the c
of extremely narrow wells, one can assume that only
lowest subband«1

↑(F) is filled. As the well width increases
the subbands«1

↓(F), «2
↑(F), «2

↓(F), etc. begin to fill. The well
width a at which the chemical potential touches the botto
of subband«k

↑(F) or «k
↓(F) ~i.e., the filling of these subband

begins! can be calculated assuming in~7! that k15k, k2

5k21 or k15k25k and equatingm to the corresponding
energies.33 The same can be said about the filling of t
subbands in the case of an antiferromagnetic configuratio
the barriers.

3. COUPLING ENERGY OF MAGNETIC BARRIERS AS A
FUNCTION OF THE QUANTUM WELL WIDTH

The surface energyES of an electron gas~the energy per
unit area of the sample! for Boltzmann and Fermi statistic
has the form

ES5nST1nS

(nF«n
↑ expS 2

«n
↑

T D 1«n
↓ expS 2

«n
↓

T D G
(nFexpS 2

«n
↑

T D 1expS 2
«n

↓

T D G . ~9!

ES5
1

2j F (
n51

k1

~m22«n
↑2

!1 (
n51

k2

~m22«n
↓2

!G . ~10!

The energy of the IEC is determined by the energy d
ferenceEm5ES(F)2ES(AF) ~see Ref. 3!. It is seen from
relation~9! that for Boltzmann statistics, as a consequence
the inequalities«n

↑(F),«n(AF) the energyEm is negative,
i.e., experimentally the F configuration of the barriers will
observed. In the case of smalla the energyEm will be quite
perceptible. For example, forn051017 cm23, a510 Å, and
d5500 Å, one hasnS«1

↑(F)>0.31 mJ/m2.
For Fermi statistics, upon filling of the subbands«1

↑(F)
and «1(AF), i.e., under the conditionjnS<«1

↓(F)2«1
↑(F),

the energyEm is equal to

Em5
nS

4
$jnS24@«1~AF!2«1

↑~F!#% ~11!

and only F-type coupling of the magnetic layers can be
served, since«1

↓(F)2«1
↑(F)>2@«1(AF)2«1

↑(F)# ~see Fig.
2!. As the width of the quantum well increases, the subb
«1

↓(F) will be filled. Then

Em5
1

j H jnSF«1
↑~F!1«1

↓~F!

2
2«1~AF!G

2F«1
↓~F!2«1

↑~F!

2 G2J ,

2«2
↑2@«1

↑~F!1«1
↓~F!#>jnS>«1

↑~F!2«1
↓~F!. ~12!

In this interval of well widths satisfying conditions~12!,
a change in the sign ofEm occurs~from negative to positive!.
Upon further increase in the well width the filling of th
subbands«2

↑(F), «2(AF), «2
↓(F), etc. begins. For a ferro

magnetic configuration of the barriers upon filling of the u
permost subband«k

↑(F) and«k21
↓ (F) @«k

↑(F).m>«k
↓(F)# the

chemical potential is described by the expression
e
e

of

-

f

-

d

-

mF5
1

2k21
@Ck~F!2«k

↓~F!#,

Ck~F!5jnS1 (
n51

k

@«n
↑~F!1«n

↓~F!#, ~13!

and upon filling of the subbands«k
↑(F) and«k

↓(F) we obtain
@«k11

↑ (F).m>«k
↑(F)#

mF5
1

2k
Ck~F!. ~14!

For an antiferromagnetic configuration of the magne
layers in the case of wide barriers the chemical potentialmAF

is given by relation~14!.
Using these formulas and relation~10!, we have calcu-

lated the dependence of the energyEm on the widtha of the
potential well for various electron densitiesn0 and for two
thicknessesd of the sublayers~Fig. 3!. It is seen in Fig. 3

FIG. 3. Energy of the IEC as a function of the width of the potential w
between barriers of EuS for different electron densitiesn0 in the PbS wells
at PbS sublayer thicknessesd5100 ~a! and 500 Å~b! (b15b2540 Å, T
54.2 K). The numbers in the rectangular frames here and in the subseq
figures give the factor by which the values ofEm plotted on the graph mus
be multiplied to get the calculated values. In addition, the values of the
energy in Fig. 3a forn05231019 cm23 in the regions whereEm,0 have
been reduced by a factor of 10 from the calculated values, while in Fig
the values ofEm(a) on the partsa.46 Å anda,49 Å for n05231019

and 531018 cm23, respectively, have been magnified by a factor of 10~for
n05531018 cm23 the values ofEm(a) in the regiona.49 Å are 100 times
the calculated values!. The points falling in the transition regions ofa are
indicated by diamonds. The inset shows the initial parts of theEm(a) curves
for n05531017, 1018, 231018 cm23, d5100 Å.
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that the IEC energyEm in the general case is a nonmon
tonic, sign-varying function of the well width. The maxim
and subsequent minima of the functionEm(a) correspond to
the start of filling of the subbands«k

↑(F) and«k
↓(F), respec-

tively. The extremaEm(a) have an asymmetric shape. Th
change in sign ofEm occurs when the widtha of the quan-
tum well changes by;1 – 2 Å. The width of thea regions in
which antiferromagnetic ordering of the barriers should
observed is relatively small.

For samples with fixeda, b1 , and b2 one can obtain
both a ferromagnetic and an antiferromagnetic configura
of the magnetic layers by choosing the appropriate elec
densityn0 and layer thicknessd. This is seen, e.g., in Fig. 4
which shows the change ofEm asn0 increases for the sampl
with a510 Å, b15b2540 Å. The energy of the antiferro
magnetic coupling of magnetic layers here reaches a valu
12.9131022 mJ/m2, comparable to the IEC energy in SL
with metallic layers and of the same scale as in E
PbS~001! SLs with PbS spacer layers 2 monolayers thic
(13.131022 mJ/m2).15 This last circumstance provides in
direct evidence in support of the view that our model gives
least the right energy scale for the IEC. The value ofEm at
the minimum (20.205 mJ/m2) is almost an order of magni
tude greater in modulus than the value ofEm at the maxi-
mum. The antiferromagnetic coupling is manifested in
rather narrow density intervaln0'(1.4– 1.8)31019 cm23.
As in the case ofEm(a), the maximum and minimum her
correspond to the start of filling of the subbands«2

↑(F) and
«2

↓(F). The sharp fall of the functionsEm(a) and Em(n0)
with increasinga andn0 is explained by the fact that when
new subband«n

↑(F) starts to fill, the energy of the ferromag
netic configuration of the barriers decreases rapidly, favor
the establishment of the F state.

It is seen in Fig. 3 that at high electron concentrationsn0

and large sublayer thicknessesd the IEC will be perceptible
even in samples witha;100 Å. With increasingn0 and d
the maxima shift to smallera, while the values ofEm at the
maxima increase appreciably. This is not surprising, since
sublayer plays the role of a reservoir of electrons, contrib
ing to the surface densitynS5n0(a1d). If we denote by
Em

(n) the value of the IEC energy at thenth maximum, then
for n05231019 cm23 the ratios Em

(1)(d5500 Å)/Em
(1)(d

5100 Å)>59.5, Em
1/2(d5500 Å)/Em

(2)(d5100 Å)>3.6.

FIG. 4. IEC energiesEm and relative electron polarizationbF for a ferro-
magnetic configuration of the EuS barriers versus the electron densityn0 in
the PbS layers fora510 Å, b15b2540 Å, d5500 Å; T54.2 K.
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For d5500 Å the value ofEm
(1) falls off by approximately

55.7 times asn0 decreases from 231019 to 531018 cm23

and by 5.7 times asn0 decreases from 531018 to 2
31018 cm23. For d5100 Å the fall ofEm

(1) with decreasing
n0 is less ponderous: by 9.4 times asn0 decreases from 2
31019cm23 to 531018 cm23. For d5500 Å and n052
31019 cm23 the second maximumEm

(2) is much lower than
the first:Em

(1)/Em
(2)>60.2, whereasEm

(2)/Em
(3)>2.6. Thus with

increasinga there is first a sharp decrease of the IEC ene
and then a relatively slow decay ofEm .

In the region of extremely smalla the energyEm in-
creases sharply with increasinga. The sign ofEm in Fig. 3
~for the given values ofn0) is negative in the region of sma
a. However, as is seen in Fig. 4, even for this region th
can exist an interval of densitiesn0 for which Em.0. There-
fore one cannot state that for smalla a ferromagnetic con-
figuration of the magnetic layers will always be observed

The values ofEm(a) in the transition regions ofa, cal-
culated using the approximate formulas~6! and ~10! ~de-
noted by the diamond symbols in Fig. 3!, can differ appre-
ciably from the exact valuesEm . However, as is seen in Fig
3, such an approximation, gives a fair description of the
havior of the functionEm(a) in transition regions ofa with
a width of ;1 – 2 Å.

We note that theoretical calculations of the IEC f
~GaMn!As/GaAs SLs34 ~in which essentially the same ap
proach to the problem of the IEC as in our model is us!
have given qualitatively similar results: at smalla a ferro-
magnetic coupling of the magnetic layers is manifested;Em

is an oscillatory sign-varying function of 2kFd, whered is
the period of the SL andkF is the Fermi wave number cor
responding to the averaged electron density over the
However, in this model there are practically no barriers
T.TC . Barriers appear as a result of the exchange splitt
of the conduction band in the~GaMn!As layers forT,TC .
Therefore, in the model of Ref. 34 an antiferromagnetic c
pling can be realized only at very high electron densiti
leading to a high level ofTC and appreciable splittingD.

Our calculations of the IEC can be easily extended to
case of SLs. If the potential barriers are wide enough,
minibands of the SL essentially become discrete levels,
the calculations of the IEC can be done using the same
mulas ~10!, ~13!, and ~14! for Em and m, with the energies
«n

↑↓ for the SL substituted in and withnS5n0(a1d) re-
placed bynS5n0a (a is the width of the nonmagnetic spac
layers!. HereES will have the meaning of the surface energ
per period of the SL. One therefore expects the appeara
of oscillations on theEm(a) andEm(n0) curves. Experimen-
tal data for several samples of EuS/PbS SLs (dPbS<90 Å)
show the presence of antiferromagnet ordering of the E
layers. However, that does not mean that the energyEm is
positive for other values ofdPbS as well, as can be inferred
from the change in sign ofEm for samples withdPbS

.90 Å.

4. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE IEC ENERGY

The energies of the size-quantization levels and the I
for a given sample are determined by the value of the
change splittingD(T) in the barrier material, which depend
on the sample temperature. ForT<TC the value ofD varies
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from zero toDmax as the temperature is lowered fromTC to
Tmin , the minimum temperature at which the measureme
of Em are made. The dependence of the first two si
quantization levels onD for a four-layer structure witha
510 Å, d5500 Å, andb15b2540 Å are shown in Fig. 5,
from which it is seen that the energies of the levels«1,2

↑ (F)
and«1,2(AF) decrease monotonically with increasingD and
that the levels«1,2

↓ (F) are higher than the corresponding va
ues«1,2(0) for T5TC (D50). The splitting of the first level,
«1

↓(F)2«1
↑(F), at T54.2 K reaches a value of 38.64 me

i.e., more than 10% of the value of the splittingD(T
54.2 K)50.36 eV.

Let us analyze the behavior of the energyEm as the
temperature decreases andD(T) grows for the particular ex-
ample of the sample witha510 Å, d5500 Å, b15b2

540 Å. For simplicity we shall neglect the finiteness of t
width D of the transition region in which inequality~7! does
not hold. Such an approximation, which leads to some
tortion of the functionEm(D) in the transition regions, doe
not qualitatively alter its behavior.

We assume that at the temperatureT5TC the chemical
potentialm~0! is found near the lower level«1(0). Then with
increasingD the split-off sublevel«1

↓(F) can turn out to lie
above the levelmF(T), i.e., in a certain temperature region
transition occurs from filling of the levels«1

↑↓(F) and
«1(AF) to filling of the levels«1

↑(F) and«1(AF). For such a
transition to take place, the conditionmF(T),«1

↓(F) must
hold, if only in a small part of the investigated temperatu
interval, i.e.,

jnS,«1
↓~F!2«1

↑~F!. ~15!

If we take T5Tmin54.2 K, then condition~15! gives
jnS,0.0386 eV. In this case the energyEm is determined by
relation~11!. In the region of high temperatures and smallD,
when the subbands«1

↑↓(F) and «1(AF) are filled and in-
equality ~15! do not hold, the energyEm is described by
relation ~12!. As we have said, in the low-temperature sta
when inequality~15! is satisfied, one will observe a ferro
magnetic type of coupling of the magnetic layers (Em,0).

FIG. 5. Shift of the energies of the 1st and 2nd size-quantized levels,D1,2

5«1,2(D)2«1,2(0), with increasing exchange splittingD of the conduction
band in the EuS layers for electrons with spins up~↑! and down~↓! for F
~triangles! and AF ~dots! configurations of the magnetic layers (a510 Å,
b15b2540 Å, d5500 Å, «1(0)50.3994 eV, «2(0)51.0239 eV,
D(4.2 K)50.36 eV).
ts
-

-

,

If condition ~15! does not hold~high temperatures orjnS

.0.0386 eV), then the sign ofEm can be positive or nega
tive, depending on the value ofjnS . It follows from relation
~12! that a change in sign ofEm will occur at the temperature
for which

jnS5
~«1

↓~F!2«1
↑~F!!2

2@~«1
↑~F!1«1

↓~F!!22«1~AF!#
5 f ~D!. ~16!

For jnS. f (D) the antiferromagnetic orientation of th
magnetic layers will be dominant. Numerical calculatio
show that the functionf (D) in the temperature interval from
TC to Tmin behaves as follows: forD50 the functionf (D)
has its lowest value,f (0)5(jnS)min>0.668 eV; as the tem-
perature is lowered,f (D) reaches a maximum atD
>0.04 eV (f 5(jnS)max>0.695 eV) and then decrease
monotonically to a valuef (Dmax)5(jnS)p>0.687 eV. Since
(jnS)min clearly exceeds the limiting valuejnS50.0386 eV
up to which inequality~15! holds, the energyEm for jnS

,(jnS)min will always be negative. In the case when th
conditions (jnS)p.jnS.(jnS)min hold, one will observe a
change in sign ofEm from positive to negative with increas
ing D. On the other hand, if (jnS)max.jnS.(jnS)p , the sign
of Em will change twice. ForjnS.(jnS)max an antiferro-
magnetic type of coupling of the magnetic layers will b
manifested in the entire temperature interval fromTC to
Tmin . The above-described modification of the behavior
the functionEm(D) with increasingjnS is shown in Fig. 6a.
We note that the electron densitiesn0 corresponding to the
values (jnS)min , (jnS)p , and (jnS)max lie in a rather narrow
interval of values and are equal to 1.01431019, 1.044
31019 ~the zero of the functionEm(n0) in Fig. 4!, and
1.05731019 cm23. Therefore, to observe the effect of th
sign change ofEm in this region of electron densities on
must use a sample with small fluctuations ofn0 over the area
of the sample. In addition, the value ofEm in the sign-change
region is very small, making it difficult to observe the effec
in question in an experiment.

Using expressions~13! and ~14! for mF and mAF , one
can easily show that with increasingjnS at a fixed tempera-
ture the chemical potentialmF(T) initially occurs above the
level «2F

↑ (T), and, further, the chemical potentialmAF(T)
touches the level«2AF(T). Thus electrons begin to fill the
subbands«2F

↑ (T) and«2AF(T) in the quantum wells with F
and AF configurations of the barriers, respectively. Fo
given temperatureT the start of the filling of these subband
will correspond to values jnS52«2F

↑ (T)2@«1F
↑ (T)

1«2F
↓ (T)# and jnS52@«2AF(T)2«1AF(T)#. In the investi-

gated temperature interval the lowest values ofjnS satisfy-
ing those relations will be reached at the temperatureT
5Tmin54.2 K, and these minimaljnS are equal to
(jnS)2F↑51.136 eV and (jnS)2AF51.226 eV. ForT5TC

the filling of the subband«2(0) begins at a valuejnS

5(jnS)252@«2(0)2«1(0)#51.249 eV. As the temperatur
is lowered, however, the«2F

↓ (T) level begins to empty, since
its energy increases with increasingD(T) ~Fig. 5!. Therefore,
for jnS.(jnS)2 the subband«2F

↓ (T) turns out to be filled
only above a certain minimum temperature at whichmF(T)
5«2F

↓ (T), i.e., when jnS53«2F
↓ (T)2@«1F

↑ (T)1«1F
↓ (T)

1«2F
↑ (T)#. The right-hand side of this last equation reach

its largest value (jnS)2↑↓51.445 eV andT5Tmin . Here the
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subband«2(AF) will be filled in the entire temperature in
terval under consideration, starting withjnS5(jnS)2 , since
in this situation mAF(T)>«2AF(T). Therefore for jnS

.(jnS)2↑↓ the upper subbands«2
↑↓(F) and«2(AF) will be

filled in the entire temperature interval fromTC to Tmin .
The behavior of the functionEm(D) will vary depending

on the relationship ofjnS to the special values ofjnS indi-
cated above~Fig. 6!. For (jnS)max,jnS,(jnS)2F↑ the func-
tion Em(D) increases monotonically with increasingD. If,
however, (jnS)2AF.jnS.(jnS)2F↑ , then the original
growth ofEm(D) gives way to a drop due to the filling of th
subband«2

↑(F). In the interval (jnS)2.jnS.(jnS)2AF the
function Em(D) initially grows and then starts to fall of
rapidly, changing sign from positive to negative. F
(jnS)2↑↓.jnS.(jnS)2 the value ofEm is negative, and one
observes a nonmonotonic fall ofEm(D) with increasingD.
Upon further increase injnS , when jnS.(jnS)2↑↓ , Em

,0 ~until the 3rd size-quantization level comes into pla!.
The particular points ofjnS at which the transformation o
the shape of the functionEm(D) occurs correspond to rathe
high electron densitiesn0 : 1.72631019 ~the maximum of
Em(n0) in Fig. 4!, 1.86431019, 1.89831019, and 2.196
31019 cm23. In this region of electron densities a change
the sign ofEm can be detected experimentally, since posit

FIG. 6. IEC energyEm for a510 Å, b15b2540 Å, d5500 Å versus the
exchange splittingD of the conduction band in the EuS layers for differe
values ofjnS , corresponding to finding the level of the chemical potent
far from the 1st and 2nd size-quantization levels~a! and close to the 2nd
level ~b!. The insets show the initial parts of theEm(D) curves.
e

values ofEm(D) reach a value;1023 mJ/m2 before the sign
of Em changes to negative.

The examples considered show that the behavior of
function Em(D) ~or Em(T)) for a sample with a fixed geo
metric parameters of the layers (a, b15b25b, d) changes
qualitatively in certain intervals of values of the electro
density n0 that depend on those layer parameters. T
above-noted change in sign ofEm for MnTe/ZnTe SLs13

upon lowering of the temperature is apparently due to
fact that for that sample the electron density happened to
in one of the special intervals ofn0 .

We note that the exchange splittingD for ferromagnetic
semiconductors is proportional to the magnetizationM , and
nearTC it varies according to a power law,D;ta ~Ref. 35!,
wheret5(TC2T)/TC . According to Ref. 36, for EuS in the
temperature interval 0.1.t.0.01 the exponenta50.33
60.015. At lower temperatures the splittingD(T) can be
described by a Brillouin function.35 In a neighborhood of the
Curie point the spontaneous fluctuations of the magnetiza
lead to corresponding fluctuations ofD, which cause a strong
change in the optical width of the band gap in EuS, start
at T;25 K.35 The model considered in the present pap
does not take fluctuations of the barrier height into accou
and the value ofD is proportional to the time-averaged ma
netization, and thereforeD50 for T>TC .

Matching the parts of theD(T) curve nearTC with the
low-temperature part at the pointt50.1 and assuming tha
D(4.2 K)50.36 eV, TC516.6 K for samples with the pa
rameters chosen above, we find that the valuesD50.06,
0.12, 0.18, 0.24, and 0.3 eV are reached at temperature
16.52, 15.94, 14.55, 12.68, and 9.73 K. We see from th
estimates that the change in sign ofEm from positive to
negative in the case of a double sign change should be
served in a region of temperatures nearTC , while a repeated
sign change can occur at temperatures all the way dow
Tmin .

5. POLARIZATION OF THE ELECTRON SPINS

At present there are several methods for determining
electron spins in the surface layers of a sample, e.g., SEM
~scanning electron microscopy with polarization analys!,
which has been successfully used to stu
Fe/Cr/Fe and Fe/Au/Fe three-layer structures.37 It is of inter-
est in this regard to estimate the spin polarization of el
trons in the four-layer structure under consideration.

We characterize the relative polarization of the electr
spins by the parameter

b5
nS

↑2nS
↓

nS
, nS5nS

↑1nS
↓ . ~17!

Since in the case of Boltzmann statistics only a fer
magnetic type of coupling of the magnetic barriers is re
ized, the electron spins will be oriented predominantly alo
the direction of magnetization of the barriers. The relat
polarization will fall off smoothly with increasing width o
the potential well:

l
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b5

(
n

S expS 2
«n

↑

T D 2expS 2
«n

↑

T D D
(

n
S expS 2

«n
↑

T D 1expS 2
«n

↓

T D D . ~18!

For Fermi statistics the mutual orientation of the barr
magnetizations in the absence of external magnetic field
vary with increasing well width, and therefore the parame
b will be an oscillatory function ofa. Since for wide enough
barriers one has«n

↑(AF)5«n
↓(AF), one can assume thatb is

nonzero only in those regions ofa values for which a ferro-
magnetic ordering of the barriers is realized. Therefore
should calculate the functionbF(a) and use its values in th
corresponding regions ofa and assumeb50 in the regions
of antiferromagnetic orientation of the magnetic layers.
the case of an antiferromagnetic type of coupling, the im
sition of a relatively weak magnetic field will cause the ma
netic moments of the barriers to orient along the field dir
tion, leading to a change in polarization of the electron sp
from zero to the valuebF(a). This effect can be used in
spintronic devices.26

The parameterbF has the form

bF5
1

jnS
F (

n51

k1

~m2«n
↑!2 (

n51

k2

~m2«n
↓!G

F

. ~19!

For small enougha, d, andn0 , when only the subband
«1

↑(F) is filled, the electron spin polarization reaches 100
In the region of well widthsa corresponding to the filling of
the upper subbands«k

↑(F) and«k21
↓ (F) the polarizationbF

has the value

bF5
1

jnS
H 1

~2k21!
@Ck2«k

↓#F1 (
n51

k

~«n
↓2«n

↑!F2«k
↓~F !J

~20!

and in the adjacent region ofa, in which the filling of the
«k

↓(F) subband occurs,

bF5
1

jnS
F (

n51

k

~«n
↓2«n

↓!G
F

. ~21!

Figure 7 shows the curves ofbF(a) for samples with
different electron densities and sublayer thicknessesd. The
polarizationbF decreases rather rapidly with increasinga,
making sharp jumps from the minimum values at the star
the filling of the subbands«n

↑(F) to maximum values when
the subbands«n

↓(F) are ‘‘turned on.’’ The intervals of anti-
ferromagnetic ordering of the barriers on thebF(a) curves
correspond to regions ofa which begin approximately half
way between the maxima and minima ofbF(a) and end
around the minima ofbF(a). The amplitude of the spikes o
the relative polarizationb in the regions of ferromagneti
ordering in Fig. 7 does not exceed 0.04.

From an analysis of the behavior of the functionEm(D)
for differentn0 one can reach the following conclusions as
the possible form of the temperature dependenceb(T). If in
the interval under study, fromTC to Tmin , the energyEm is
negative, then the polarizationb will increases monotoni-
cally from zero to the largest valuesb(Tmin), except for
cases when the functionsEm(D) andb~D! behave nonmono
r
ill
r

e

-
-
-
s

.

f

tonically ~see the curve forjnS51.32 eV in Fig. 6b!. If in-
steadEm.0, the polarization is equal to zero. In the case
a change in sign ofEm the polarizationb becomes nonzero
at temperatures below that at which the sign change ofEm

occurs. If Em changes sign twice~see the curve forjnS

50.692 eV in Fig. 6a! the polarizationb(T) is nonzero only
in the region lying between the points at whichEm changes
sign. Thus, depending onn0 , a, andd, the functionb(T)
can exhibit five qualitatively different types of behavior.

6. CONCLUSIONS

For a simple model of the potential energy of electro
in a four-layer structure of the type I/NM/F/NM/F~I is an
insulating substrate and NM is a nonmagnetic spacer lay!,
in which the ferromagnetic layers act as potential barriers
the motion of electrons and the nonmagnetic semicondu
spacers are potential wells, we have calculated the en
spectra of electrons with opposite spin directions for
cases of ferromagnetic-field and antiferromagnetic order
of the magnetizations of the magnetic layers. Because of
exchange splitting of the conduction band of the ferrom
netic layers, the barrier height depends on the mutual or
tation of the electron spin and barrier magnetization and a
on temperature, which governs the value of the splitti
Because of the difference of the potential relief for electro

FIG. 7. Relative spin polarizationbF of the electrons for F orientation of the
magnetic layers as a function of the widtha of the quantum well between
the EuS barriers for a PbS sublayer thicknessd5100 ~a! and 500 Å~b! and
different electron densitiesn0 ~see Fig. 3 for notation!; b15b2540 Å; T
54.2 K. The insets show parts of thebF(a) curves in an expanded scale
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in the cases of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic orie
tions of the barrier magnetizations, the spectra of the e
trons in the sample will be different for these orientation
For sufficiently wide barriers the electron spectrum is pr
tically independent of the sublayer thicknessd and the char-
acteristics of the insulating substrate. The difference of
surface energies of the electrons for ferromagnetic,ES(F),
and antiferromagnetic,ES(AF), ordering of the barriers
Em5ES(F)2ES(AF), is a characteristic of the energy o
exchange coupling of the magnetic layers.

In the case of Boltzmann statistics the energyEm,0,
and one should always observe ferromagnetic ordering of
magnetic layers. The absolute value ofEm and the relative
spin polarizationb of the electrons will grow rapidly with
decreasing temperature and decreasing widtha of the poten-
tial well between the barriers (b;1 for narrow potential
wells and temperatures far from the Curie temperatureTC of
the barriers!.

For Fermi statistics the energyEm is a sign-varying os-
cillatory function of the quantum well widtha, and with
increasing electron density in the wells (n0) and sublayer
thickness the extrema ofEm are shifted to smaller values o
a, and their amplitudes rapidly increase. For EuS/PbS~001!
multilayers the calculated values ofEm in the case of narrow
potential wells (a;10 Å) and electron densitiesn0

;1019 cm23 are on the same scale (Em;1022 mJ/m2) with
the experimentally determined values ofEm for EuS/
PbS~001! superlattices.15

The calculations show that, depending on the values
a, d, and n0 , the temperature dependence ofEm can be
qualitatively different. There can be a monotonic~or non-
monotonic! increase or decrease ofEm from zero to
Em(Tmin) as the temperature is lowered fromTC to Tmin ,
whereTmin is the lowest temperature at whichEm is mea-
sured. At fixeda andd there are certain intervals of electro
densitiesn0 in which the energyEm can change sign from
positive to negative or change twice as the temperatur
lowered. The sign change ofEm has been observed exper
mentally for MnTe/ZnTe SLs.13

The polarizationb is nonzero only in regions of ferro
magnetic ordering of the barriers and decreases rapidly
increasinga andn0 , undergoing sharp spikes and dips wh
Em changes sign. The character of the temperature de
dence ofb(T) is determined by the behavior of the ener
Em(T): either b50 ~antiferromagnetic ordering of the ba
riers in the entire temperature intervalTC2Tmin), or b in-
creases monotonically~or nonmonotonically! with decreas-
ing temperature~ferromagnetic ordering!, or it becomes
nonzero at temperatures below that at which the sign cha
of Em occurs, orbÞ0 in the temperature interval lying be
tween the points at whichEm changes sign.

Such a diversity of behavior ofEm andb upon change in
the width of the quantum well, electron densityn0 , and tem-
perature is due to the nonsimultaneous filling of the cor
sponding spin-dependent subbands of the size quantizatio
the cases of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic orienta
of the magnetic barriers. The oscillations ofEm(a) andb(a)
are of the same nature as the known quantum size effec
films of semiconductors and semimetals.34 For semiconduc-
tor SLs with wide ferromagnetic barriers, in which the min
a-
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bands degenerate to a system of discrete energy levels
expects qualitatively similar effects to be manifested as
the four-layer structures investigated here.
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ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF METALS AND ALLOYS

Properties of low-temperature ytterbium condensates grown in a medium
of gaseous helium

V. M. Kuz’menko and A. N. Vladychkin

Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute National Research Center, ul. Akademicheskaya 1,
61108 Kharkov, Ukraine*
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The features of the electronic properties and mechanisms of crystallization of amorphous
ytterbium films obtained by low-temperature condensation in a medium of gaseous helium~at a
partial pressure of 2.331023– 7 Pa) are investigated. The changes of the conductivity,
magnetoresistance, and Hall effect upon annealing of the films are investigated. The corresponding
changes in the density and mobility of charge carriers are calculated in a two-band model. A
model of the structural transformation of low-temperature condensates of gas-saturated ytterbium
in the annealing process is proposed. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614237#
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INTRODUCTION

The configuration of the outer electrons of neutral ytt
bium atoms in their ground state can be written as 4f 146s2.
Since the 4f level in ytterbium is close to the Fermi level, a
additional anisotropic coupling arises due to the strong m
ing of the 4f states with the conduction band. The 5d band
of ytterbium is empty and also overlaps with thes band.
Since ytterbium, as a rule, is a divalent metal, its electro
properties are mainly determined by the degree of overla
the s andp bands. Ordinarily, if the lattice constant of diva
lent fcc and bcc metals is increased significantly, the width
the two bands decreases and at some point in the pro
their overlap can vanish—the substance becomes a sem
ductor. In some divalent metals the overlap of the bands
decrease with decreasing lattice constant, and the subs
becomes a semiconductor at sufficiently high pressures
particular, such behavior is observed in ytterbium. Up to
pressurep;33109 Pa the resistivity of ytterbium increase
with pressure, and ytterbium acquires semiconduc
properties.1,2 In the framework of a divalent model the de
sity of carriers in fcc Yb~single crystals with a ratio o
resistivities at temperatures of 293 and 4.2 K in the ran
r293/r4.254 – 22) decreases as the pressure is increased
0 to 1.73109 Pa by approximately 5 times.2 The number of
charge carriers at atmospheric pressure andT'2 K for the
samples obtained was (0.3– 4)31020 cm23 ~depending on
r293/r4.2). It is thought that most likely an energy gap b
tween thes valence band and the emptyp conduction band
arises in ytterbium under pressure. Thus a metal–nonm
transition will occur in a cubic divalent metal if some param
eter influencing the width of the band gap~e.g., the lattice
constant! is varied to a sufficient degree. By means of th
mal expansion one can achieve an increase in the lattice
stant of only a few percent. A considerably wider range
variation of the interatomic distances can be achieved in n
crystalline glassy substances.
9281063-777X/2003/29(11)/6/$24.00
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It is known that the condensation of ytterbium vapor
ultrahigh vacuum onto a substrate cooled by liquid heliu
results in the formation of an amorphous modification
ytterbium.3,4 The transition to the fcc modification (a–k
transition! occurs atTa2k'15– 20 K or in the process o
condensation when the film reaches a critical thickness~in
the latter case a mechanism of avalanche~explosive! crystal-
lization is realized5!.

We note that in this paper we will be discussing on
amorphous ytterbium and its fcc modification. We did n
observe even a trace of the low-temperature hcp modifica
of this metal, which has been observed at temperatures
and below room temperature in high-purity ytterbiu
(r293/r4.2'100).6 In the present study we used bulk a
nealed ytterbium withr293/r4.2511 ~purity 99.7%!. The
electronic properties of pure ytterbium films in the amo
phous and crystalline states at low temperatures have b
studied previously.7

In particular, the density and mobility of carriers as fun
tions of temperature and film thicknesses have been de
mined in the two-band model. The temperature depende
of the effective coupling between electronsg(T) found in
Ref. 8 is indicative of the possibility that a superconducti
transition exists in amorphous Yb at low temperatures. N
ertheless, superconductivity has not been found in am
phous ytterbium films down toT50.35 K.9 Granted, the
films, prepared atp'1.331024 Pa, could have been con
taminated with appreciable amounts of YbH2 and Yb2O3

~Ref. 10!.1!

The present paper is devoted to a study of the electro
properties of low-temperature Yb–He condensates. On
one hand, the increase in the number of scattering cente
view of the appreciable difference of the scattering potent
of the Yb and He atoms should lead to an increase ofr with
increasing He concentration. On the other hand, the emb
ding of helium atoms into the ytterbium structure can res
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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in an increase of the average interatomic distance for yt
bium. In that case, judging from the behavior of fcc Yb und
pressure, one can expect an increase in the overlap of ths
and 6p bands and a decrease ofr. Importantly, unlike active
interstitial impurities~H, O, N, C, B!, a transition of elec-
trons from the interstitial helium atoms to the empty 5d sub-
shell of ytterbium or the formation of chemical compounds
impossible; this is important for making a more objecti
assessment of the change in the electronic properties o
terbium under the influence of the interstitial helium atom

The goal of this study is to check the possibility of
superconducting transition in the amorphous system Yb–
to investigate the influence of helium on the electronic pr
erties ~the Hall effect, resistivity, magnetoresistance! of
amorphous and fcc ytterbium, and to study the influence
helium on the stability and mechanisms of crystallization
the amorphous phase of Yb.

TECHNIQUES

The techniques used to obtain amorphous films of p
metals and to study their electronic properties are descr
in detail in Refs. 12 and 13. Welded glass ampoules w
used, having a flat polished substrate to which platinum w
leads were welded to provide for electrical measurement
the metallic layer condensed on the substrate. After a
liminary pumping down to a pressure of 1.331024 Pa the
ampoule was filled to the required pressure with pure g
eous helium, hermetically sealed with a gas torch, and
tached from the vacuum apparatus. The ampoule
mounted in a helium cryostat which was then flooded w
liquid helium; this created an ultrahigh vacuum (;1.3
310210 Pa) in the ampoule with respect to all air comp
nents at a partial pressure of helium in the interval fro
2.331023 Pa to 7 Pa. Since the substrate was washed
liquid helium, its temperature did not exceed 5 K during the
Yb condensation process. The geometry of the films for
resistivity and Hall-effect studies was determined by
shape of the cutouts in a stainless-steel mask placed on
substrate~Fig. 1!. The magnetic field used in the Hall-effe
and magnetoresistance studies was produced by a supe
ducting solenoid with an inductionB51.6 T and was im-
posed perpendicular to the film plane. To check the fi
dependence of the Hall voltage and magnetoresistance
used a solenoid withB'4.0 T. The resistivity and Hall volt-
r-
r
6

yt-
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e
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age were measured by a compensation method with the
of a potentiometer. The films studied were more than 50
thick. At such a thickness practically all the measurable ch
acteristics of Yb–He films cease to depend on
thickness.7,12 The thickness of the films was determined af
the experiment was completed and the ampoule was ope
using an interferometric method and, ford550– 70 nm,
from the optical density. The maximum error in these me
surements was around 15%. This error was the main de
minant of the error in the calculated values of the Hall co
ficient and electrical conductivity. The temperature of t
film in the interval 4.2–293 K was measured by a platinu
resistance thermometer.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

It was found that at a partial pressure of gaseous hel
in the working ampoule of less than 1.731021 Pa and a rate
of condensation of 4–10 nm/min, such film parameters
the resistivity in the amorphous state (ra) and in the state
crystallized atT5Ta2k (ra2k) and the galvanomagneti
characteristics~the Hall coefficientRH and magnetoresis
tanceDr/r! did not differ from those of pure Yb film within
the error limits. The activation energy for crystallization,E,
determined by the method of the ratio of the angular coe
cients from the isothermalr(t) curves at different tempera
tures during annealing of a single sample14 for amorphous
Yb–He films ~grown at p,1.731021 Pa) also practically
coincide with the values for pure Yb films. The velocityU f

FIG. 1. Shape of the films for measurement of the resistivity and H
voltage: current contacts~1!, potential contacts~2!, and contacts for mea-
surement of the Hall potential difference~3!.
TABLE I. Physical parameters of Yb and Yb–He films.

Note: Dra2k5ra2k2ra.
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of the front of avalanche crystallization initiated in th
Yb–He films by a local current pulse14 did not differ appre-
ciably from the value ofU f for pure films~Table I!. The first
column of Table I corresponds to the averaged values fo
pure Yb films in the thickness interval 50–70 nm. The s
ond column corresponds to the averaged values for
Yb–He films of the same thickness, obtained at the follo
ing partial pressures of He@Pa#: 0.931024, 2.331023, 5.7
31022, 8.931022, 1.731021. For each individual film the
values given in the first two columns of Table I differ fro
the averaged values by610%. A substantial increase inra ,
ra2k , Ta2k , andE was observed for the Yb–He films ob
tained at helium partial pressures in the working ampo
greater than 2.731021 Pa. Self-sustaining avalanche cry
tallization in these samples was not realized at all; i.e.,
initiating current pulse passed through a local region of
film and brought it to a crystalline state~see Ref. 14! but the
crystallization front did not propagate in a self-sustaini
manner to the rest of the film. The third column of Table
gives the parameters of the film Yb–He-2, which was co
densed at a partial pressure in the ampoule equal to
31021 Pa, and columns 4–6 give those for films conden
at a He partial pressure of'4.431021 Pa ~these films are
denoted by Yb–He-3...5, respectively!.

Figure 2 shows the variation of the resistivity in th
course of annealing for a pure film~curve 1! and the film
Yb–He-2 ~curve 2!. The parts of the curves forT<20 K

FIG. 2. Variation of the resistivity of films of pure Yb~1! and the film
Yb–He-2 ~2! on heating.
5
-
e
-

e

e
e

I
-
.3
d

correspond to a transition of the samples from the amorph
to the crystalline state. One sees a sharp difference of
resistivities of these samples both in the amorphous state
immediately after the transition. However, after annealing
350 K the resistivity of the film Yb–He-2 at room temper
ture was practically no different from that of the pure Yb fil
and the bulk annealed metal used in this study.2! The film
Yb–He-5, which was obtained at a high rate of condensat
had r'900mV•cm in the as-condensed state. In thea–k
transition process at a temperature of 18–20 K the resisti
decreases by 37% and then declined slowly to;50mV•cm
at 320 K. After the ampoule was placed in a furnace a
temperature of'450 K and held at that temperature for se
eral minutes, the resistivity of this film at room temperatu
agreed~within error limits! with the value ofr for the pure
films and the initial bulk metal, i.e.,'25mV•cm.

At a helium partial pressure in the working ampoule
'7 Pa a black condensate with an even surface formed
the substrate. It was easily scratched through to the glas
a copper or even a wooden point. Clearly in this case
ytterbium powder was formed, the black color of which
explained by the circumstance that the size of the grain
much less than the wavelength of light and the absorp
coefficient of the powder is close to unity. Neverthele
there was good contact between the powder grains, so
immediately after condensation the resistivity of this cond
sate was a few thousandmV•cm, RH'6.5310210 m3/C,
and after annealing to room temperaturer4.2'151mV•cm,
r293/r4.2'1.15, RH512.7310210 m3/C ~see the film
Yb–He-6 in Table II!. None of the Yb–He samples showe
signs of superconductivity down to 1.5 K.

It is known that fcc Yb is a compensated metal,15 i.e., in
terms of the two-band model16–18 it has an equal number o
mobile electrons and holes. At different stages of their
nealing the resistivity, magnetoresistance, and Hall coe
cient of the crystallized films Yb–He-1...5 were measured
T54.2 K. The field dependence of the magnetoresista
was close to quadratic (Dr/r;H2), and we used the formu
las of the two-band model for calculating the carrier dens
and mobility in these films:

s5r215en~me1mh!;

RH5
1

en

mh2me

mh1me
;

Dr

rB2 5memh .

Heres is the conductivity,n5ne5nh is the number of elec-
TABLE II. Electronic characteristics of the Yb and Yb–He films.
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trons or holes per unit volume,me and mh are the electron
and hole mobilities, andB is the magnetic induction.

We note that in the amorphous state the magnetore
tance of Yb films8 and of the Yb–He films investigated in th
present study is anomalous because of the quantum co
tions to the Boltzmann conductivity.19 In this case the appli-
cability of the two-band model is not indisputable, althou
a description was attempted7 with the use of this model bac
before the development of a theory of the quantum corr
tions.

For comparison Table II gives the electronic characte
tics of a pure Yb film and of the film Yb–He-2 a
T54.2 K immediately after thea–k transition and after an
nealing to temperatures close to room temperature. The m
difference lies in the fact that the carrier density in the p
crystalline Yb films after annealing to 25 K increased on
slightly ~by 10–20%! on heating to room temperature
A more more substantial growth of the parametern ~corre-
lated with a decrease inr! is observed in the annealed film
Yb–He-~2...5!. Interestingly, the carrier density at 4.2 K i
the sootlike sample Yb–He–6 after annealing to room te
perature was close in order of magnitude to that for the p
films ~see Table II!.

The variation of the carrier density and mobility of th
Yb–He films at 4.2 K as functions of the resistivity at di
ferent stages of annealing is showed in Fig. 3. Interestin
the carrier density is practically constant in the resistiv
interval 150–50mV•cm, and it only increases rapidly to va
ues close to those for the pure films as a result of furt

FIG. 3. Increase in the density~a! and mobility~b! of charge carriers at 4.2
K with decreasing resistivity in crystalline films Yb–He-2 and Yb–He
annealed at temperatures from 25 to 350 K.
is-

ec-
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annealing~Fig. 3a!. At the same time, the electron and ho
mobilities increase monotonically with decreasingr ~Fig.
3b!.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

It is known that impurities of oxygen, nitrogen, carbo
boron, phosphorus, etc. substantially retard the growth
crystals in amorphous films of pure metals.12,20 It follows
from the present study that the stabilizing ability of heliu
atoms is much less. There have been several hypothese
tempting to explain the mechanism of stabilization of t
amorphous state of a metal by the admixture of a sec
component.20 According to the hypothesis of Bennetet al.,21

for crystallization to occur the impurity atoms occupyin
pores in the amorphous structure of the metal must mov
least one interatomic distance. Then the growth of the cr
tals will be limited by the hopping frequency of impurit
atoms to the positions ensuring a higher degree of local o
of the metal atoms. The time constantt for this process
should be on a level with the time constant for the diffusi
of the impurity atoms.22 That is, the value oft should be
much larger than for the motion of the amorphous meta
crystal interphase surface in pure systems, which occurs
much shorter atomic displacements~by a diffusionless
mechanism5!. Therein, according to Ref. 21, lies the mech
nism of stabilization of the amorphous state of a metal
impurities. However, in the case of low-temperatu
ytterbium–helium condensates a different picture is o
served.

In the condensation of ytterbium vapor in a residual
mosphere of helium on a liquid-helium-cooled substrate,
helium atoms enter the metallic condensate throu
cryocapture:23 the helium atoms falling on the substrate a
buried by the oncoming flow of metal atoms. In fcc Yb th
radius of the octahedral interstitial site is approximately 0
nm, while that of the tetrahedral one is 0.043 nm,24 and there
is one octahedral interstitial site per fcc Yb atom. Since
density of amorphous ytterbium is lower than the density
fcc Yb ~in amorphous ytterbium at the same shortest int
atomic distances as in fcc Yb the coordination number
smaller4!, one can propose the presence of a large numbe
submicropores, with a size.0.08 nm. Numerous papers o
positron annihilation also attest that the structure of am
phous substances contains vacancy-like defects with a ra
up to 0.7r 0 ,25 wherer 0 is the radius of an atom of the mai
component (r 050.199 nm for Yb!. These submicropores ap
parently fill with helium atoms~the radius of which is 0.122
nm!, having little effect on the electronic properties of th
condensate when the pressure in the ampoule is not
1.731021 Pa and the condensation rate is less than 10
min. In this case the crystallization parameters—the acti
tion energy of the transformation and the velocity of t
avalanche crystallization front—differ little from those of th
pure films~see Table I!. In the process of crystallization o
the ytterbium the helium atoms apparently come to occu
the octahedral interstitial sites of the fcc lattice. This proc
should apparently be diffusionless, since the activation
ergy for crystallization of the Yb–He-1 series of films und
discussion is the same as in the case of pure ytterbium fi
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Indeed, if the transition of the ytterbium atoms throu
the boundary between the amorphous and crystalline ph
in the processes of crystallization of the ytterbium–heliu
samples depended on the diffusion of helium atoms, then
activation energy of the transformation would correspond
the activation energy for diffusion of helium in ytterbium.
is clear that the high stabilizing ability of interstitial atoms
O, N, C, P, and B in the amorphous metal structure is
~unlike the case of a helium impurity! not only to the neces
sity of their diffusion in order for crystallization to occur bu
also to the existence of a strong interaction of the ac
atoms of the impurity with the atoms of the metal.20,21

As was shown above, increasing the helium partial pr
sure in the ampoule top.2.731021 Pa and the rate of con
densation tov>10 nm/min will lead to a situation in which
the resistivity of the unannealed films~Yb–He-2...5! is sev-
eral times higher than in the pure ytterbium films. The high
resistivity of the film Yb–He-5 in comparison with the film
Yb–He-3 and 4~even though they were all grown at th
same helium partial pressure! is due to the higher rate o
condensation of that film. Increasing the rate of evapora
at a constant gas pressure acts in an analogous way t
creasing the pressure at a constant rate of evaporation.26

In the case of the films Yb–He-2...5, instead of t
molecular-stream condensation characteristic for hig
vacuum, we observed signs of deposition of metal partic
by bulk condensation, specifically: smearing of the bou
aries of the molecular shadow as a result of scattering of
molecular stream. The interaction between atoms of
metal does not require an activation energy. Therefore, p
tically any encounter between evaporated ytterbium atom
the poor vacuum will lead to their joining together on t
way to the substrate. Colliding with one another, the me
atoms can form particles consisting of two, three, and,
general, diverse numbers of atoms. The simultaneous d
sition on the substrate of the disperse particles formed
result of bulk condensation and condensation of the mole
lar stream, which at the same time bring about the incor
ration of powder particles, leads to the formation of fil
materials with a high concentration of micropores and a
veloped specific surface.27 These factors can, in the main
account for the high resistivity and substantially lower c
rier density~in comparison with pure ytterbium films! in the
samples Yb–He-2...5 immediately after their crystallizati
~see Table II!. The influence on the resistivity of a possib
increase in the interatomic distance~because of the incorpo
ration of helium atoms in the Yb lattice! should apparently
be the opposite, since the value ofr in fcc Yb increases with
pressure.1,2

It is known that under conditions of intense release o
latent heat of transition~and poor heat transfer! a self-
acceleration of the crystallization of amorphous substance
possible, when the velocity of a single transformation fro
reaches tens of meters per second. The nature of this e
which is called avalanche or explosive crystallization, h
been studied in amorphous films of a number
substances,5,28 including amorphous films of pure ytterbium

It appears that the main reason for the absence o
avalanche crystallization mechanism in the Yb–He-2
samples is the considerably smaller latent heat of transi
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per unit volume of the films as compared with the Yb a
Yb–He-1 films as a result of the higher microporosity.

For pure amorphous metals the heat released in the c
tallization process is approximately one-half the heat of
sion ~see Refs. 5 and 12!. It can be assumed that the heat
crystallization per unit volume of a ytterbium–helium film
substantially smaller than for pure ytterbium films for mo
reasons than just the presence of micro- and submicropo
Judging from the high values of the resistivity of the film
Yb–He-2...5 after crystallization~larger thanr for liquid
Yb29!, they probably retain a high disordering energy, whi
decreases by means of heat release during the long anne
time. Such a situation is observed, for example, in the
nealing of pure films of tin, lead, copper, and gold which a
maximally distorted as a result of condensation at 4.2 K
which do not form an amorphous phase.30 The trend of the
r(T) curves of low-temperature condensates of th
metals20,31 in the interval 4.2–300 K is the same as in th
films Yb–He-2...5 after thea–k transition ~see curve2 in
Fig. 2!. The fact that the carrier density in the films Yb–H
2...5 is practically independent of their resistivity in the i
terval 50–150mV•cm ~see Fig. 3a! may be due to the cir-
cumstance that that the concentration of micropores rem
constant there, while the decrease ofr ~curve2 in Fig. 2! is
due to improvement of the Yb lattice. The latter is accomp
nied by an increase in the carrier mobility~Fig. 3b!. Further
decrease of the resistivity and growth of the carrier den
with increasing annealing temperature is apparently due
the escape of helium from the sample and the healing
micropores, as in the case of annealing of selenium fi
obtained by laser deposition in an oxygen atmosphere.32 In
Ref. 32 the stage of crystallization of selenium films w
preceded by a stage in which the excess gas was releas
the form of bubbles buried in the amorphous matrix. T
formation of oxygen~or argon33! bubbles has also been ob
served during the crystallization~at T'362 K) of amor-
phous gold films grown at a partial pressure of the g
>90 Pa and a substrate temperature close to room temp
ture. Very low values of the temperature and activation
ergy for crystallization of the films Yb–He-2...5~see Table I!
eliminates the need for helium diffusion in order for the tra
sition to occur. The formation of helium bubbles in the cry
talline films Yb–He-2...5, if it occurs at all, occurs at tem
peratures substantially higher thanTa2k . However, it cannot
be ruled out that the possibility of activationless subbarr
tunneling of He atoms at low temperatures has an influe
on the morphology of the films.

Unfortunately, we do not have the technical means at
disposal ~in particular, a low-temperature electron micr
scope! necessary in order to track the dynamics of the cha
in morphology of the Yb–He films in the course of the
annealing from 4.2 to 300–350 K and to link this change
a change in the electronic parameters of the films studie

We took x-ray diffraction patterns in chromium radiatio
for Yb–He films with parameters close to those of the fi
Yb–He-5 after its annealing to room temperature (r293

560mV•cm). The diffraction lines all belong exclusively t
fcc Yb. Photometry of the x-ray patterns showed that
lattice constant of this film is practically no different from
the values for the initial bulk ytterbium.
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CONCLUSION

The electronic characteristics of ytterbium films grow
by low-temperature condensation at a helium partial pres
below 1.731021 Pa ~andp<1.3310210 Pa for the residua
gases! are practically no different from the characteristics
ytterbium films grown in ultrahigh vacuum. The mechanis
of crystallization of the Yb–He films are also ordinary in th
case—both isothermal crystallization on heating and a
lanche crystallization initiated at 4.2 K by a local curre
pulse or arising spontaneously when the film reaches a c
cal thickness are possible. The change of the electronic p
erties of ytterbium and the suppression of the self-sustain
avalanche crystallization mechanism in it occur when it
evaporated at a helium partial pressurep.2.731021 Pa. In
this case besides condensation of a molecular stream
also observes bulk condensation of complexes of ato
which obviously leads to a substantial increase in the po
ity of the condensate~a less-close packing!. Nevertheless,
even here upon heating toT5350– 450 K the parameters o
the Yb films become close to those of films grown in ultr
high vacuum. At a helium partial pressure above 7 Pa
condensate has a black powdery form. However, it reta
the hallmarks of a metal—metallic conduction and a h
density of charge carriers, indicating that the powder gra
are pure metal and maintain contact with one another.
signs of superconductivity were detected in the Yb–He fil
down to 1.5 K.

*E-mail: marbor@roket.kharkov.ua
1!The valence of 3 in the latter compound is due to the excited state 5d16s2,

which arises as a result of a transition of one electron from the 4f to the 5d
level.11

2!The value ofr for the initial Yb after rolling was 35.7mV•cm, and after
annealing atT5400 °C for 2 hours it was'22.4mV•cm.
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‘‘High-temperature’’ oscillations of the magnetoresistance of bismuth: a possible
alternative explanation
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It is shown that the known experimental results on the properties of the ‘‘high-temperature’’
oscillations of the magnetoresistance of bismuth—in particular, the angular dependence of the
oscillation periods on the direction of the magnetic field—can be described by the
Polyanovski� theory with the use of the condition that the cyclotron frequencies are equal or
multiples. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614238#
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The goal of this communication is to explain the unus
‘‘high-temperature’’ oscillations~HTOs! of the magnetoresis
tance of bismuth on the basis of the Polyanovski� theory,1–3

which, with some additional assumptions, can provide
adequate description of the experimental results.

The observation of new quantum oscillations of the m
netoresistance of bismuth, with a period in the inverse m
netic field, DH21, which is 2–3 times shorter than that o
the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations and with an order
magnitude smaller amplitude but a slower temperature de
was reported by Bogod and Krasovitski� in 1973.4 Since then
the new oscillations have been studied in detail in crystal
Bi and the alloys Bi12xSbx and also in crystals with dono
~Te! and acceptor~Sn! impurities.5–14Experiments have bee
done to study the manifestation of the oscillations in
thermopower15,16 and the behavior under pressure a
uniaxial deformation17,18 and in strong magnetic fields.19–21

Based on the data of these experiments it was concluded
the period of the HTOs is not determined directly by t
Fermi energy of the electronsEF

e or holesEF
h but is somehow

related to the value of the band overlapEov . The latter con-
clusion served as a stimulus for the dubious assertion22 that
the HTOs are ‘‘quantum oscillations of the probability
quasielastic intervalley scattering of charge carriers w
deep-lying energies,’’ specifically, with states at the bott
of the electron bandEc

e and the top of the hole bandEc
h .

However, the deep-lying states are traditionally considere
be completely filled. Although it was shown in a subsequ
paper23 that the deep-lying states in connection with ‘‘col
sional’’ broadening of the energy levels can contribute to
conduction, the scope of that work did not encompass a tr
ment of the detailed picture of the observed oscillation p
ods in different crystallographic directions and their we
temperature decay.

Polyanovski�1–3 singled out from the magnetocondu
tance the term involving intervalley transitions and descr
ing the properties of the HTOs—a small periodDH21 and
weak temperature decay. Meanwhile, Polyanovski�’s theory
was not accepted by the authors of the experimental pa
~see the critique in Ref. 14!, since the physical cause of th
new oscillations remained unclear. Recently Kirichenko a
Kozlov24 obtained a result similar to Polyanovski�’s in an
9341063-777X/2003/29(11)/5/$24.00
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analysis of a completely different object—a layered cond
tor in which, as in bismuth, there are two types of extrem
sections that govern oscillations of the magnetoconducta

Bismuth is a semimetal, with a weak overlap of the v
lence and conduction bands, as a result of which electron
hole valleys form. Taking the spectrum of a semimetal in
magnetic field as

En
e5S n1

1

2D\Ve1
pz

e2

2me

and

En
h5Eov2S n1

1

2D\Vh2
pz

h2

2mh

(Eov is the overlap energy of the bands!, Polyanovski�1–3

obtained for the conductivity in a magnetic field two term
describing interband transitions,see and shh, which deter-
mine the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations25,26 for the elec-
tron and hole valleys, and a termseh describing the inter-
band transitions. The last term contains the product of
densities of states in different valleys. This product of tw
oscillatory characteristics gives rise not only to terms d
scribing the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations in each of
valleys but also to a ‘‘cross’’ term with combination param
eters, arising as a result of the interference of the densitie
states in the different valleys. This term in the conductiv
can serve as an explanation for the ‘‘high-temperature’’
cillations of the magnetoresistance of bismuth. It has
form27

seh5
3

8
scl

\~Ve1Vh!

Eov
(

k,l 51

}
~21!k1 l

Akl

3H AF2p2kBT

\ S k

Ve 2
1

VhD Gsin
2p

\

3S k
EF

e

Ve 1 l
Eov2EF

e

Vh D 1AF2p2kBT

\ S k

Ve 1
l

VhD G
3cos

2p

\ S k
EF

e

Ve 2 l
Eov2EF

e

Vh D J . ~1!
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Here Ve and Vh are the cyclotron frequencies of the ele
trons and holes,A(x)5 x/sinh(x) 'xexp(2x) for x@1.

Taking into consideration that

2pEF
e

\Ve 5
cSe

\eH
,

2pEF
h

\Vh 5
cSh

\eH
, Eov2EF

e5EF
h ,

we obtain Polyanovski�’s result:

seh5
3

8
scl

\~Ve1Vh!

Eov
(

k,l 51

`
~21!k1 l

Akl

3H AS 2p2kBT

\V2 D sinS cS1

\eHD
1AS 2p2kBT

\V1 D cosS cS2

\eHD J . ~2!

Equation~2! contains the combination areas

S65kSe6 lSh ~3!

and the combination inverse cyclotron frequencies

1

V6 5
k

Ve 6
1

Vh . ~4!

According to Eq.~2! there are two series of oscillation
with periods

DH215
2p\e

cS6 , ~5!

the temperature decay of which is governed by the facto

expS 2
2p2kBT

\V7 D . ~6!

We are mainly interested in the oscillations determin
by the combination areaS1, for which the periodDH21 is
smaller than for the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations and
temperature decay determined by the combination freque
V2 is slower than for the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillatio
These oscillations can explain the HTOs. The second typ
oscillations—long-period, with faster temperature dec
have not been detected in experiment.

The results obtained explain well the whole complex
experimental observations. For example, adding a donor
purity ~Te! to bismuth increases the electron concentrat
and decreases the hole concentration. Additionally,EF

e in-
creases andEF

h decreases, but the period of the HTOs
mains unchanged,13 since the sum of the areas~3! remains
practically unchanged. An analogous result is obtained w
an acceptor impurity~Sn! is added to bismuth. When th
isovalent impurity antimony is added to bismuth, both en
giesEF

e andEF
h decrease, and accordingly both areasSe and

Sh decrease, leading to an increase in the oscillation pe
DH21 ~Ref. 12!. Similarly, one can explain the results of
study18 on the influence of uniaxial deformation on the pe
ods of the HTOs and also the fact that the ultraquantum li
at high magnetic field is reached simultaneously for both
Shubnikov–de Haas and ‘‘high-temperature’’ oscillations19

~Note that this would not be the case if the HTOs were
lated to some energy other than the Fermi energy, as in
model of Ref. 22!.
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The most important result of the experimental study
HTOs is the dependence of the oscillation periodsDH21 on
the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the cr
tallographic directions7,9,16~Fig. 1!. Let us discuss these find
ings.

As was noted in Refs. 1–3, the HTOs are due to int
valley transitions of electrons which occur at resonant val
of the magnetic field, fields at which Landau levels in t
different valleys are simultaneously found near the Fe
energy. However, the frequency with which such events
cur as the magnetic field is varied is determined exclusiv
by the frequency with which Landau levels pass through
Fermi energy in the band with the higher cyclotron fr
quency~lower cyclotron mass!, and so this does not give ris
to a new periodDH21 of the magnetoresistance oscillation
The new period is due to the appearance of a combinatio
cyclotron processes in the two valleys. Polyanovski�’s theory,
of a formal mathematical construction, does not allow one
understand the physical nature of the simultaneous osc
tory terms. As we have said, the crossing terms appear
result of the interference of the oscillatory dependences
the densities of states in the different valleys. The rea
why the amplitudes of these oscillations are not small~unde-
tectable! is apparently of a quantum nature, like that whi
was pointed out by Adams and Holstein26 in an analysis of
the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations in the single-band c
having to do with the influence of electric field on the col
sion integral.

It is important to note that for the intervalley conversio
transitions, the density of states has features~maxima! in
both the initial and final states. In addition, expression~2! for
the ‘‘high-temperature’’ oscillations, unlike the case of th
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations,26 does not contain the
value of the chemical potential, and the energiesEF

e andEF
h

are related through a constant, nonoscillatory quantity—
overlap energyEov . For this reason the amplitude of th
oscillations is not very sensitive to temperature smearing
the Fermi boundary, i.e., the temperature decay of the os
lation amplitude is weak.27

Experimental observations show that the amplitude
the HTOs in bismuth increases with temperature in the ra
1.5–10 K, passes through a maximum~at 10 K!, and then
falls off slowly.9,14 The authors justifiably surmised tha
high-frequency thermal phonons excited at the higher te

FIG. 1. Angular dependence of the periodsDH21 of the ‘‘high-
temperature’’ oscillations in bismuth, obtained in measurements of the d
onal and off-diagonal components of the magnetoresistance tensor~d—data
of Ref. 7; n—mean period;9 3—period obtained from the angular shift o
the extrema9! and from thermopower measurements~s—Ref. 16!.
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FIG. 2. Angular dependence of the cyclotron mass in bismuth, constructed from the data of Refs. 28–30.
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peratures play a role in the formation of the HTOs. This r
may reduce to the circumstance that the turning on
electron–phonon scattering leads to the appearance of
electron states below the Fermi energy, which are needed
isoenergetic intervalley transitions.

The possibility of electron intervalley conversion tran
tions is obvious when the cyclotron frequencies on the
tremal orbits in the different valleys are equal, since in t
case the electron states remain coherent. That was the
considered in the paper by Kirichenko and Kozlov.24 How-
ever, in bismuth it is only when the magnetic field directi
is along the trigonal axisC3 that the cyclotron frequencies o
electrons and holes are approximately equal~the cyclotron
effective masses are equal to 0.0630m0 for electrons and
0.0639m0 for holes!. When the field deviates from theC3

axis, and especially for a field direction along the bisectorC1

and binaryC2 axes, the cyclotron effective masses of ele
trons and holes are considerably different. Meanwhile,
HTOs in bismuth are observed for arbitrary directions of
magnetic field.

We note that the possibility of electron intervalley co
version transitions remains present for multiples of the
clotron frequencies as well. Indeed, if the cyclotron frequ
cies for the two valleys are multiples of each other, th
with a frequency equal to the lower of the two cyclotro
frequencies, the coherence of the electron states is per
cally recovered, i.e., the conditions for a resonant transi
of an electron from an orbit in one valley to an orbit
another valley are restored.

We choose the harmonicsk and l in formula ~2! such
that their ratio corresponds to a multiple of the cyclotr
frequencies, i.e., we let

k

l
5

Ve

Vh 5
mh

me 5K, ~7!
e
f
ee
for

-
t
ase

-
e
e

-
-
,

di-
n

where K51,2,3... are integers. This assumption was a
made in Refs. 1 and 2.

To check stated assumptions we calculated the poss
oscillation periods according to Eq.~5! with the use of rela-
tion ~7!. Figure 1 illustrates the experimental data for t
periodsDH21 of the HTOs in bismuth upon variation of th
magnetic field direction. The angular dependence of the
riods DH21 for the bisector planeC3C2 was taken from
Refs. 7 and 16 and for the binary planeC3C1 from Refs. 7
and 9. It is seen that the values of the HTO periodsDH21

have a considerably larger scatter than for the Shubnikov
Haas oscillations~see Ref. 7!; in particular, the pattern for
the bisector planeC3C2 does not have mirror symmetry. I
Ref. 9, observations of the HTOs were made as the angl
rotation of the magnetic field in the binary planeC3C1 was
varied with a step of 1 – 2°, and it was found that in ma
cases two close periods were observed, and in some d
tions oscillations were not detected.

The results of calculations of the periodsDH21 accord-
ing to formulas~5! and~3! with the use of~7! are extremely
sensitive to the initial data for the cyclotron massesm* and
the cross-sectional areasS in bismuth, and for this reason w
give in Figs. 2 and 3 the angular dependences ofm* andS
adopted in the calculations. The angular dependences fo
masses were constructed according to the data of cyclo
resonance studies,28–30 the data for the areas were gener
ized according to studies31–34of the Shubnikov–de Haas an
de Haas–van Alfven effects in bismuth. The values ofm*
andS for the principal directions of the magnetic field~along
the C1 , C2 , andC3 axes! correspond to the numbers give
in the review by Edelman.35

If the periodsDH21 are calculated according to Eqs.~5!
and ~3! for the values of the harmonicsk5 l 51, then good
agreement with experiment is obtained only forHiC3
efs. 31–
FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the areas of sections through the hole and electron ellipsoids in bismuth, constructed according to the data of R34.
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(DH2150.6331025 Oe21). For the directionHiC2 the
calculated value ofDH21 (0.25331025 Oe21) is almost
one and a half times larger than the experimentally obser
value (0.1831025 Oe21). For the directionHiC1 the differ-
ence reaches a factor of 2.5: the calculation gives 0
31025 Oe21 while the experimental value is approximate
0.1831025 Oe21. Accordingly, the angular dependences
DH21 for the bisector (C3C2) and especially for the binary
(C3C1) planes differ appreciably from the picture observ
experimentally. Consequently, this version of Polyanovsk�’s
theory does not give numerical agreement with experime

A completely different result is obtained when conditio
~7! is used. Figure 4 shows the results of calculations of
periodsDH21 with the use of that condition.

The calculations were done for values up toK510,
since beyond that the error of the calculations gro
strongly. The dashed curves in Fig. 4 show proposed ex
sions of the calculated curves ofDH21 to values for mag-
netic field directions along theC1 andC2 axes. It is seen tha
the calculated picture~Fig. 4! reproduces the experimental
observed picture~Fig. 1! to a satisfactory degree of approx
mation.~One must consider the error of both the experim
tal observations and of the initial data for the calculation!

We note that in the case when high harmonics particip
in the formation of the oscillations~for a strong deviation of
the field from theC3 axis!, the oscillations take on a les
perfect sinusoidal form and their amplitud
decreases.6,9,16,18,19

On account of the Dingle smearing of the levels, osc
lations of an interference nature can be observed not on
exact integer values of the ratiomh/me but also close to thes
values. For an exact integer value of the ratiok/ l 5mh/me

the inverse combination cyclotron frequency tends tow
zero, i.e., the temperature suppression of the oscillations
cause of smearing of the Fermi distribution vanishes,
only the Dingle smearing remains. The same result was
tained by Kirichenko and Kozlov24 in considering a layered
conductor in which the cyclotron frequencies on two cro
sections are equal.

We note that the oscillations shown by the dark dots
Fig. 4 cannot be designated as hole or electron; they are o
interference nature and are combination oscillations.

We note another important result of the calculations:
the planes (C3C1) and (C3C2) ~see Fig. 4! the calculated
points form two chains of possible oscillation periods w

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the calculated values of the periodsDH21

of the ‘‘high-temperature’’ oscillations in bismuth. For the trigonal pla
C1C2 , as in Fig. 1, a 30° sector is given; the rest of the pattern is mi
symmetric.
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slightly different values, as has been noted repeatedly by
authors of experimental papers~see Refs. 9 and 13, etc.!

Thus formulas~2!–~5!, which were obtained by Poly
anovski� for explaining the ‘‘high-temperature’’ oscillation
of the magnetoresistance in bismuth, give a completely s
cessful description of the properties of those oscillations a
in particular, describe the angular dependences of the o
lation periodsDH21 with respect to the magnetic field direc
tion. In our view it remains necessary to solidify the physic
grounds for the nature of the combination areas and to
plain the temperature dependence of the oscillation am
tude at lower temperatures (,10 K). The above consider
ations are only of a preliminary character.

We are grateful to V. B. Krasovitski�, Yu. A.
Kolesnichenko, V. G. Peschanski�, and A. A. Slutskin for a
helpful discussion of the problem, and to I. V. Kozlov fo
communicating valuable information.
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High-frequency characteristics of contactless electromagnetic excitation of transverse
sound in quasi-two-dimensional conductors
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The contactless electromagnetic excitation of transverse sound with frequencyv in the semi-
infinite space (z>0) of a quasi-two-dimensional conducting medium is considered. The
distribution of the displacement fieldu(z), the electronic damping of sound, and the asymptotic
behavior of the displacement field of an anomalous sound wave under conditions of the
anomalous skin effect are calculated. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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Electromagnetic and sound waves in conductors form
coupled system that permits their interconversion.1,2 The
method of direct electromagnetic excitation of sound, wh
is based on this phenomenon, has become an impo
method of theoretical and experimental research on me
and has opened up the possibility of contactless excitatio
high-frequency sound3 through the action of various kinds o
forces on the elastic medium.1,2 At high frequencies in the
absence of a constant magnetic field the main forces
strain-related. Here two mechanisms of conversion are p
sible. The first is the excitation of a so-called ordinary sou
wave ~OSW!, the damping length of which is greater tha
both the skin depthd of the electromagnetic field and th
mean free pathl of the conduction electrons. Such a wa
propagates at the sound velocitys, and all the electrons par
ticipate in its excitation.4 The second mechanism is due
the dragging of the sound field directly by the conducti
electrons. The excitation of such a wave involves the part
pation of the electrons of the reference points and the e
trons of the Fermi surface, for which the velocity compone
in the direction of propagation of the sound reaches the h
est value.5,6 This is a so-called anomalous sound wa
~ASW!. The electrons incident on the surface of the condu
ing medium at any angles participate in the conversion
electromagnetic energy into sound; because of this, the
version coefficient depends substantially on the characte
the scattering of electrons by the boundaries of the samp7,8

Thus the conversion of electromagnetic energy into so
energy can be counted among the effects which are sens
to the surface quality of the conducting medium.

The search for new superconducting materials in
1960s brought attention to conductors of organic origin, h
ing a layered or filamentary structure. In addition to the gr
practical value of layered structures and the possibility
using them in modern electronics and computational te
nique, these conductors are in large measure attractiv
connection with their unusual behavior in strong magne
fields and their having a series of phase transitions at c
paratively low pressures.

The propagation of both electromagnetic fields and hi
frequency longitudinal acoustic waves in quasi-tw
9391063-777X/2003/29(11)/6/$24.00
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dimensional conductors has been quite well stud
theoretically.9 At the same time, the contactless conversi
of electromagnetic energy into sound energy in quasi-tw
dimensional conductors has not been adequately studie
view of both the theoretical and practical value, in this pap
we consider the high-frequency characteristics of contact
electromagnetic excitation of sound in quasi-tw
dimensional conductors. The acoustic field of OSWs and
asymptotics of the acoustic field of the ASWs are calculat
and the electronic damping of sound is analyzed.

A number of quasi-two-dimensional organic conducto
are now known;10 these have typical metallic conduction in
certain plane and anomalously low conduction along the n
mal to that plane. The anisotropy of the electrical conduc
ity is due to anisotropy of the electron energy spectrum
such objects: the Fermi surface of a quasi-two-dimensio
conductor can be represented in the form a slightly cor
gated open cylinder, the smallness of its corrugationh re-
flecting the weak conduction in the open direction.

Thus the energy«~p! of the conduction electrons in th
unstrained conductor can be written in the form

«~p!5 (
n50

`

«n~px ,py!cos
anpz

\
, ~1!

where \ is Planck’s constant,p is the momentum of the
conduction electrons,a is the distance between conductin
layers,«n(px,py) are arbitrary functions of their argument
the maximum value«n

max on the Fermi surface falling off
substantially with increasingn, so that«1

max5h«F and«n11
max

!«n
max.
Suppose that an electromagnetic wave of frequencv

(Ex5E, Ey5Ez50) is incident normally on a conductin
half space (z>0). For such a configuration only a transver
sound wave is excited, traveling in the positivez direction.
Here the displacement vectoru of the ions is directed along
the x axis (ux5u, uy5uz50). The problem is to calculate
the amplitude of the wave. The total system of equatio
describing the propagation of coupled electromagnetic
sound waves in a conducting medium consists of the co
nuity equation for the nonequilibrium termf (p,r ,t) added to
the equilibrium distribution functionf 0(«) of the electrons,
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Maxwell’s equations, and the equations for the vibration
the elastic medium under the force density exerted on
lattice by the electric field and electrons.1,2 In the chosen
geometry this system has the form

] f

]z
2 i

v*

vz
f 5

evx

vz
E2

iv

vz
Lxz

]u

]z
, ~2!

]2E

]z2 1 ivm0^vxf &50, ~3!

]2u

]z2 1q2u5
1

rst
2 FeK vxLxz

vz
EL 1 iv* K Lxz

vz
f L G , ~4!

wherev* 5v1 in, v and n51/t are the frequency of the
field and the frequency of collisions of the conduction ele
trons;q5v/s, s is the velocity of transverse sound;r is the
density of the medium;m054p31027 N/m is the magnetic
permeability of the vacuum;e is the charge, andv is the
velocity of the conduction electrons. The angle brackets
note integration over the Fermi surface:

^...&52
2

~2p\!3 E ~ ...!
] f 0

]«
d3p.

The system of equations~2!–~4! must be supplemente
with the boundary condition on the surface:

f 2~p, z50!5P f1~p, z50!, ~5!

where f 2 and f 1 are the nonequilibrium terms due to th
conduction electrons incident on and reflected from the s
facez50, andP is the Fuchs phenomenological specular
parameter, which depends on the angle of incidenceQ of the
electron on the surface of the sample11 and is defined in such
a way thatP51 for purely specular reflection andP50 for
purely diffuse reflection.

The electromagnetic wave is assumed monochroma
so thatf , E, andu are proportional to exp(2ivt).

Here we use the simplest form of quasi-two-dimensio
dispersion relation for the charge carriers:

«~p!5
px

21py
2

m
1h

\

a
v0 cos

apz

\
, ~6!

wherem is the effective mass andv0 is the Fermi velocity of
the conduction electrons. Elastic straining of the crystal le
to a renormalization of the charge carrier energy by
amount

d«5L i j ~p!ui j , ~7!

whereui j 5]ui /]xj is the strain tensor of the crystal. In th
calculation we need theLxz component of the deformatio
potential, which we write in the form

Lxz~p!5hmvx
2L cos

apz

\
2mhv0vxD sin

apz

\
. ~8!

The dimensionless parametersL andD are related to the
genesis of the electron energy spectrum in the strai
crystal.1! We shall assume that the parametersL and D are
specified. The nonequilibrium termf added to the equilib-
rium distribution functionf 0 of the conduction electrons sa
isfies boundary condition~5!; the boundary conditions on
equations~3! and~4! are the usual electrodynamic ones~con-
f
e

-

e-

r-

ic,

l

s
n

d

tinuity of the tangential component of the electric and ma
netic fields! and the dynamic theory of elasticity. The boun
ary condition for the displacementu is obtained from the
expression for the momentum flux density,1,2 and with the
use of condition~5! can be written in the form

]u

]zU
z50

1
P21

P11

1

rs2 K vzLxz

uvzu
f sL U

z50

50, ~9!

where

f s5
1

2
@ f ~vz ,z!1 f ~2vz ,z!# ~10!

which is symmetric with respect to the componentvz of the
nonequilibrium term in the distribution function.

The system of equations~2!–~4! with the appropriate
boundary conditions will be solved by the Fourier method.
calculating the electromagnetic wave amplitude in t
sample we will drop the second term in Eq.~2!, which is
quadratic in the small parameter characterizing the interc
version of electromagnetic and sound waves. However,
term must be kept when obtaining an expression for the e
tronic damping coefficient of sound. We obtain the followin
equations for the Fourier componentsEk of the electric field
anduk of the displacement field:

Ek@k21 ivm0s~v,k!#1
1

p
E8~0!5E

2`

`

K~v,k,r !Erdr,

~11!

uk@q22k2#5
e

rs2 EkL1~v,k!

2
i

2p

~P21!ev*

rs2 E
2`

`

L2~v,k,r !Erdr,

~12!

E8(0)5dE/dzuz50 is the derivative atz50, and

K~v,k,r !52 ivm0e2
P21

2p

3K ~v* !2vx
2vz

2

uvzu@~kvz!
22~v* !2#F S vz

r D 2

2~v* !2G L ,

~13!

L1~v,k!5k2K Lxzvzvx

~kvz!
22~v* !2L .

s~v,k!5 ie2v* K vx
2

~kvz!
22~v* !2L , ~14!

L25K k2vz
3vxLxz

uvzu@~kvz!
22~v* !2#F S vz

r D 2

2~v* !2G L . ~15!

It follows from Eq. ~12! that the surface scattering o
conduction electrons influences the value of the acou
field in two ways. First, through the electric field, which
determined as the solution of the integral equation~11!: the
kernel K(v,k,r ) of the integral equation, according to E
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~13!, depends on the conditions for scattering of conduct
electrons~through the value of the parameterP). Second, by
the presence of ad-function-like surface force,7,8 due to the
second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~12!. The integra-
tion in ~13!–~15! can be done exactly using the expressio
for the dispersion relation~6! and deformation potential~8!.
One obtains the following expressions:

K~v,k,r !5 i
P21

p2da
3

1

k22r 22

3Farcsin~hv0uku/v* !

A~v* /khv0!221
2

arcsin~hv0 /v* ur u!

A~v* r /hv0!221
G ,

~16!

s~v,k!5 i
2

3

ns0

v*
1

A12~khv0 /v* !2
,

s05
ne2

mv
, n5

p0
2

4p2\2a
, ~17!

L1~v,k!52D
2

3

mns0

e2 F12
1

A12~khv0 /v* !2G , ~18!

L2~v,k,r !52D
4

3

mns0

pe2hv0

1

r 222k2

3F 2

arcsinH hv0uku
v* J

A~v* /khv0!221

1~kr !2

arcsinH hv0

v* ur uJ
A~v* r /hv0!221

G , ~19!

where

da5S 3

2

hv0

vm0s0n D 1/3

~20!

is the skin depth under conditions of the extremely anom
lous skin effect:

hul * u@da , l * 5
l

12 ivt
, l 5v0t. ~21!

Under conditions of the anomalous skin effect~21! the elec-
tromagnetic field interacts efficiently with conduction ele
trons, which ‘‘glide’’ in the skin layer. Such electrons feel th
surface of the sample only weakly, and the scattering of
conduction electrons is almost specular.13 Because of this the
term due to the surface character of the scattering on
right-hand side of Eq.~11! is a small quantity. This allows
one to solve equation~11! by the method of successive a
proximations, in which the following asymptotic expressi
must be used for the conductivitys(v,k):

s~v,k!.
2

3

s0

ukuhl
. ~22!

Keeping this in mind, we emphasize that the smallness of
term on the right-hand side of Eq.~11! is unrelated to the
n

s

-

e

e

e

value of the specularity parameterP. Nevertheless, becaus
of dispersion relation~6!, 12P.h, i.e., the reflection is
almost specular.

The diffuseness of the scattering, as it turns out, giv
correction of the same order to the field and to the surf
force. Therefore, the electric field must be calculated
second-order accuracy.

The Fourier component of the displacement,uk, is con-
veniently represented in the form of a sum of three terms

uk5uv
k1~uv

k!s1us
k . ~23!

The term

uv
k52

1

p

e

rst
2

E8~0!

q22k2

L1~v,k!

k21 ivm0s~v,k!
~24!

is conditioned by the bulk mechanisms. The term

~uv
k!s52

1

p

e

rst
2

E8~e!

q22k2

L1~v,k!

k21 ivm0s~v,k!

3E
2`

`

K~v,k,r !
dr

r 221 ivm0s~v,r !
~25!

describes the influence of the diffuseness of the scatterin
conduction electrons on the elastic field via the correction
the electric fieldEk due to the diffuseness of the scatterin
The last term in Eq.~23!

us
k5

i

2p2 ev*
~P21!

rst
2

E8~0!

q22k2 E
2`

`

L2~v,k,r !

3
dr

r 221 ivm0s~v,r !
~26!

is due to the surface force arising on account of the diffu
ness of the scattering of the conduction electrons.

The acoustic fieldu(z) is obtained using the invers
Fourier transformation:

u~z!5E
2`

`

ukeikzdk, ~27!

whereuk is given by formulas~23!–~26!. Since the conver-
sion of electromagnetic energy into sound energy is a proc
involving all the electrons, in calculating the integral~27! we
used the exact expressions~16!, ~18!, and~19!. According to
Eqs.~24!–~26!, the integrand in~27! has simple poles which
are determined by the zeros of the dispersion relations
coupled electromagnetic and sound waves. To obtain it
needs the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~2!.
Owing to the weak coupling between the electromagne
and sound waves, the wave vector of the sound wave is c
to the unperturbed valueq5v/s and is determined by the
equation

k25q21
1

rs2

2m2ns0

3e2 D2S 12
1

A11~khl * !2D
3Fvv* 2

2

3

ns0m0v2

k2A11~khl * !21 ihl * da
23

3~A11~khl * !221!G . ~28!
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The OSW dampingg is determined by the imaginary part o
the wave vector. It must be taken into account when writ
the final form of the OSW amplitude. Besides poles,
integrand of expression~27! has a branch pointk5k1

5v* /hv0 . In the case of a quasi-two-dimensional electr
spectrum, when the Fermi surface is a slightly corruga
cylinder open in the direction of propagation of the acous
field, the branch point is due to a belt on the Fermi surfa
with the maximum value of the electron velocityvz

max. The
branch point determines the ASWs.

Let us investigate the electronic damping of transve
sound. Since it is known7,8 that the nonuniformity of the
electromagnetic field in a sample promotes the conversio
electromagnetic energy into sound energy, the coefficien
electronic absorption will be studied under conditions of
anomalous skin effect~21!. For the case of an isotropic dis
persion relation of the conduction electrons, the electro
damping coefficient has been studied by many authors. It
been shown14,15 that the frequency dependence of the el
tronic damping coefficient of sound,g~v!, requires a more
exact analysis as a function of the mean free pathl than the
use of the single conditionql@1. For this let us analyze th
expression forg, using the spacing between characteris
frequencies of the electron gas and the electrodynamic
quencyvem ~the frequency at which the wavelength of th
sound is equal to the penetration depth of the electrom
netic field4!. For the anomalous skin effect~21!, we obtain
using the asymptotics of the conductivity~22!, the following
expression for the electromagnetic frequency:

vem5
s

d0
S 2

3h

s

v0
D 1/2

, d05
c

v0
, ~29!

wherev0 is the plasma frequency. Depending on the me
free path of the conduction electrons,vem falls into one of
the following frequency intervals: if (hv0 /s)1/2d0!hl

!d0(hv0 /s)3/2 then (s/hv0)n!vem!n, while if hl

@d0(hv0 /s)3/2, thenvem@n.
Considering the second term of~28! as a small correc-

tion to q2, we obtain the following frequency dependence
the coefficient of electronic damping of sound:

g[Im k.qD2
m2ns0

3re2

3H 1

vt
1hql

vt11/~vt!

@11~vt!2#@11~qda!6#J . ~30!

With the use of the spacing of the characteristic frequenc
Eq. ~30! yields rather simple formulas. If (hv0 /s)3/2d0

@hl @d0(hv0 /s)1/2, then

g1.hD2
m2v0

2v0

3re2s2 v, v!vem; ~31!

g2.
4

3h
D2

m2v0
6s4

re2c0
4v0

1

v3 ,

vem!v!vemS h
s

v0

l 2

d0
2 D 1/6

;

g
e

d
c
e

e

of
of
e

ic
as
-

c
e-

g-

n

r

s,

g3.D2
m2v0

2n

3re2s
, v@vemS h

s

v0

l 2

d0
2 D 1/6

.

Here the frequencyv can be lower or higher than the coll
sion frequencyn. The first two formulas in~31! describe the
collisionless Landau absorption: the coefficient of electro
damping of sound first grows linearly with increasing fr
quency, reaches a maximum atv5vem, and then falls off
by an v23 law. For higher frequenciesg;n. If h l
@d0(hv0 /s)3/2 the frequency part on whichg;n is shifted
to higher frequencies. However, in this case it is necessar
take other mechanisms besides the strain mechanism
account. Such a frequency dependence also takes place
case of an isotropic dispersion relation for the conduct
electrons.14,15 The difference is that in the case of the qua
two-dimensional dispersion relation under conditions of c
lisionless Landau damping,g is a function of the corrugation
parameterh.

Let us determine the amplitude of OSWs. For this w
calculate the contribution of the poles of the integrand
~27!. Using ~24!–~26! and also the coefficient of electroni
damping of sound~31!, we obtain the following result for the
contribution to the sound amplitude from the purely bu
mechanisms of conversion of electromagnetic energy
sound energy:

uv
USW.D

mhv0E8~0!

erm0s2v
eivz/se2g1z,

v!vem; ~32!

uv
USW.D

mhv0E8~0!

erm0s2v
eivz/se2g2z~qda!23,

vem!v!vemS h
s

v0

l 2

d0
2 D 1/6

;

uv
USW.D

mhv0E8~0!

erm0s2v
eivz/se2g3z~qda!23,

v@vemS h
s

v0

l 2

d0
2 D 1/6

.

Substituting the Fourier components~25! and ~26! into the
integrand of~27!, we obtain the contribution to the soun
amplitude due to the diffuseness of the scattering of cond
tion electrons from the surface of the sample. We obtain

us
USW.D

mhv0E8~0!

erm0s2v

P21

p2 eivz/s lnS da

hl * D
3 ln~qda!e2g1z, v!vem;

us
USW.D

mhv0E8~0!

erm0s2v

P21

p2 eivz/se2g2z~qhl * !21,

vem!v!vemS h
s

v0

l 2

d0
2 D 1/6

;

us
USW.D

mhv0E8~0!

erm0s2v

P21

p2 eivz/se2g3z~qhl * !21,
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v@vemS h
s

v0

l 2

d0
2 D 1/6

. ~33!

For v!vem the contribution of the purely bulk mecha
nism, by virtue of the relation 12P.h, exceeds the contri
bution from mechanisms due to the surface scattering of c
duction electrons. At higher frequencies, whenv@vem,
because of the strong nonuniformity of the field, the para
eter (qda)3/(qu l * u)@1 can become much greater than uni
In this case the conversion of electromagnetic energy
sound energy on account of diffuse scattering mechani
exceeds the contribution from purely bulk mechanisms. U
der the given conditions such behavior also occurs for
isotropic dispersion relation of the conduction electrons.8 We
note that in the case of an isotropic dispersion relation,
two effects are of the same order forv!vem. The
asymptotic behavior of the OSWs at large distances from
surface of the sample is governed by an exponentially de
ing function. At low temperatures and for pure samples
main damping mechanism is the electronic one. The o
mechanisms can be taken into account phenomenologic

The amplitude of the ASWs is determined by the in
grals along the two banks of the branch cut, from the bra
point k15v* /hv0 to infinity. Performing the necessary ma
nipulations, we obtain the following asymptotic expressi
for the amplitude of the displacement of the ASWs due
purely bulk mechanisms at large distances from the sur
of the sample:

uv
ASW~z!.A2

p
D

mv0hE8~0!

erm0s2v

1

~qhl * !1/2

3
1

~qz!3/2e2z/hl eivz/hv0. ~34!

The corresponding contribution to the asymptotics of the d
placement, because of the diffuse character of the scatte
of conduction electrons, is determined by the expression

us
ASW~z!.

2&

p2Ap
D

mv0hE8~0!

erm0s2v

P21

~qhl * !1/2

3
ln2~da /hl * !

~qz!3/2 e2z/hl eivz/hv0. ~35!

Expressions~34! and ~35! were obtained under condition
where inequality~21! holds. At distancesz satisfying the
inequality uh l * u>z@1/g, where 1/g is the OSW damping
length andh l is the mean free path of the conduction ele
trons in the direction of propagation of the sound wave,
asymptotics of the acoustic field is determined by the asy
totics of the ASWs, i.e., formulas~34! and~35!. This asymp-
totics is a power-law functionz23/2, i.e., the acoustic field
falls off nonexponentially at large distances from the surfa
of the sample. We recall that in the case of an isotro
dispersion relation the asymptotics is determined by a pow
law functionz22, i.e., the damping is faster.

Let us briefly list the main results. The general theory
direct electromagnetic excitation of transverse sound, p
posed in Refs. 7 and 8 for the case of an isotropic disper
relation of the conduction electrons, finds confirmation in
case of a quasi-two-dimensional electron energy spectrum
n-
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one may be convinced. The conversion of electromagn
energy into sound energy is a process in which all the e
trons participate, and the efficiency of the strain mechan
increases with increasing nonuniformity of the electroma
netic field in the sample. Therefore the frequency dep
dence and the influence of the surface on the conver
effect are the same as in the case of an isotropic disper
relation of the conduction electrons. However, owing to t
quasi-two-dimensionality of the electron energy spectru
which is specified by the corrugation parameterh, the elec-
trons almost glide toward the surface of the sample, a
therefore over a mean free pathl they traverse a slightly
nonuniform field. Because of this the results obtained h
for the displacement field of an OSW whenv!vem are
smaller by a factor ofh in relation to the corresponding
results in the case of an isotropic dispersion relation. At h
frequencies, forv@vem, the results are independent ofh
and agree in order of magnitude with the corresponding
pressions for an isotropic dispersion relation.

At large distances from the surface, such thatuh l * u>z
@1/g, the acoustic field atvt@1 falls off nonexponentially,
by a z23/2 law, and is determined by the amplitude of th
ASW. We recall that in the case of an isotropic dispers
relation the field of the ASW decays by az22 law.5,6 The
contribution to the amplitude of the ASW from bulk mech
nisms exceeds the contribution from the surface mechani
by a factor of 1/h. In the case of the OSW, under condition
of the anomalous skin effect andv@vem the surface mecha
nisms of conversion can become the governing mechanis
For this it is necessary that the electron mean free pa
satisfy the conditionl @d0(v0 /s)1/2.

In electronics, in connection with the existing interest
quasi-two-dimensional conductors, we emphasize once a
the importance of studying the contactless electromagn
conversion of sound in such media. The method permits
citation of high-frequency sound, which cannot be done
ing contact methods. It can be used for nondestructive q
ity control. This is especially important for studying th
surface quality, since the conversion effect is sensitive
roughness of the sample surface. Finally, the influence of
spectrum on the sound characteristics allows one to d
conclusions about the parameters of the spectrum and
about the electron–phonon coupling.

We wish to thank V. G. Peschansky and O. V. Kirichen
for helpful discussions.
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1!Although, strictly speaking, the expression for the deformation poten

~8! does not agree completely with the dispersion relation adopted for
conduction electrons, this model can nevertheless be used to obtain q
tative results.
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Phonons in conductors with magnetoimpurity electron states
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A study is made of the changes in on the phonon spectrum and damping in a conductor in a
quantizing magnetic field under the joint influence of quasilocal vibrations of impurity atoms in the
lattice and magnetoimpurity electron states at those atoms. A system of equations for the
electron and ion Green’s function is obtained on the basis an electron–ion model of a nonideal
conductor in a magnetic field with the quasilocal vibrations and the magnetoimpurity
states taken into account. At a low concentration of impurity atoms the magnetoimpurity states
give resonance contributions to the polarization operator. They have a substantial influence
on the phonon spectrum and damping. The magnetoimpurity states cause a crossover splitting of
the phonon dispersion curves and give rise to new branches in the spectrum of elastic
vibrations. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614230#
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INTRODUCTION

The description of the dynamic properties of conduct
is based on separation of the electron and ion subsystems
taking the coupling of these subsystems into account. A
separation of the problem, the low-temperature propertie
conducting systems are treated using the Frohlich mo1

and the adiabatic approximation.2 However, it is well known
that both of those methods have some drawbacks. In par
lar, the use of the Frohlich Hamiltonian does not permi
correct investigation of the ion subsystem. In turn, the ad
batic approximation is poorly suited for studying the electr
subsystem, although the dynamics of the ions may be stu
to high accuracy in that approach. Another drawback of
adiabatic approximation is the absence of a convenient
gram technique for calculating the nonadiabatic correcti
to the observable quantities. It can be stated that a consi
microscopic theory of the electron–ion interaction in deg
erate conductors is far from completion, although attempt
create such a theory have been undertaken for a long
now. The situation is more complicated in real conducto
which contain impurities and other lattice defects,3–8 and in
organic conductors.9

The problem of the influence of impurity atoms on t
properties of crystals was raised to a higher level in the
mous series of papers by I. M. Lifshits on the theory
vibrations of nonideal crystal lattices, which were written
the 1940s.3 In them he stated and solved the problem of
influence of impurity atoms on the phonon spectrum, p
dicted local vibrations of a nonideal lattice, and develope
method of calculating the physical composition of syste
perturbed by impurity atoms. Before long that theory h
been used to study impurity states of other quasiparticle
electrons and magnons.10

Ordinarily impurity states of phonons and electrons
studied separately. This can be done if the energy of an e
tron on a quasilocal level is substantially different from t
frequency of quasilocal vibrations of the lattice. Under c
tain conditions, however, these quantities can beco
comparable.11 The effects of the coupling of a quasiloc
9451063-777X/2003/29(11)/9/$24.00
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electron with the optimum degrees of freedom of an impur
ion have been studied since long ago. It has been show12

that the electron–phonon coupling has a substantial influe
on the shape of the curve of the cross section for scatterin
an electron on an impurity atom as a function of the elect
energy. This is related to the electron mobility in an impu
conductor. The problem of the scattering of an electron
hole on a resonant impurity center in the presence
electron–phonon coupling was considered in Ref. 13. T
influence of this coupling on the scattering cross section
electrons on an impurity atom was found. The electro
phonon coupling in impure conductors was studied in R
14. Using the Keldysh diagram technique, the authors of
paper obtained the collision integrals describing the rel
ation of electrons and phonons in impure normal metals
superconductors.

The electron–phonon coupling in metals in a quantiz
magnetic field was considered in Ref. 15, where the featu
of the phonon spectrum and damping due to the Lan
quantization were investigated on the basis of the Froh
model. Nonadiabatic effects in the phonon spectrum of p
conductors in a magnetic field were considered in Ref.
with allowance for Fermi-liquid effects. As a natural contin
ation of the studies on this topic, impurity states of electro
in a magnetic field were studied in Refs. 17 and 18.

The problem of impurity states of electrons in a ma
netic fieldH has the peculiarity that an impurity that attrac
electrons can localize a particle in a three-dimensio
sample only in the case when the uncertainty of the energ
the particle in the impurity potential well does not exceed
well depth:19

1

mr0
2,U0 , ~1!

wherem is the mass of the electron andr 0 and U0 are the
radius and depth of the well. Here and below the quant
constant is taken equal to unity. If condition~1! does not
hold, then the states do not form, and only potential scat
ing of the electron by the impurity atoms occurs, accom
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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nied by a slight phase shift in its wave function. In the pre
ence of a magnetic field the situation changes. The motio
an electron in a magnetic field is similar to one-dimension
and in the one-dimensional case a potential well of arbitra
small intensity can localize a particle.19 In a magnetic field
field impurity states exist even in the case when inequa
~1! does not hold. An attractive impurity, by partially liftin
the degeneracy of the electron energy levels with respec
the position of the center of the Larmor ‘‘orbits,’’ splits sub
levels off from each Landau level. The sublevels that
split off from the ground Landau level go into the forbidde
energy region and are local. The sublevels split off from
higher Landau subbands hybridize with the states of the c
tinuous spectrum and remain quasilocal. These states are
to the joint influence of the attractive impurities and ma
netic field on the electrons, and they are therefore ca
magnetoimpurity states.17,18,20It was shown in Refs. 20 and
21 that magnetoimpurity states make it possible for n
types of collective excitations, called magnetoimpur
waves,20 to propagate in conductors.

As we have said, the quasilocal states of the phon
and electrons are considered separately. Meanwhile, an
purity atom can be a source of both quasilocal lattice vib
tions and quasilocal electron states. The joint study of
impurity states of electrons and phonons is a topical prob
in solid-state physics. Here we consider the effects on
phonon spectrum and damping in degenerate conductors
to the combined influence of the quasilocal lattice vibratio
with heavy impurity atoms and the magnetoimpurity electr
states. In Sec. 1 we describe the model used—an elect
ion model of a nonideal metal in a quantizing magnetic fie
Section 2 is devoted to the derivation of the main equati
of the theory by the temperature Green’s function method
Sec. 3 we consider the influence of the magnetoimpu
electron states on the phonon polarization operator. The p
non spectrum and damping in conductors with quasilo
lattice vibrations and magnetoimpurity electron states
considered in Sec. 4.

1. MODEL

We consider a system of conduction electrons in
simple crystal lattice of ions. We write the radius vector of
ion in the formrn5rn

01un , wherern
0 is the equilibrium po-

sition of the ion andun is the displacement vector. At som
sites there are impurity ions. We introduce the occupat
numbers of the sites:

cn5H 1, site n impurity,

0, site n host

The mass of the ion at thenth site will be given by

Mn5M01~M12M0!cn ,

whereM0 is the mass of a host ion andM1 is the mass of an
impurity ion.

The Hamiltonian of the ion subsystem in the harmo
approximation is5,6
-
of
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1

2M0
(
nn

~ p̂n
n!21

1

2 (
nn8nn8

Fnn8
nn8ûn

nûn8
n8

1
1

2 S 1

M1
2

1

M0
D(

nn
cn~ p̂n

n!2, ~2!

where

p̂n
n5Mnu6 n

n

is the momentum operator of the ion at siten, Fnn8
nn8 is the

dynamic matrix, andûn
n is the operator of Cartesian compo

nents of the displacement vectorun of the ion at siten (n
5x,y,z). The first two terms on the right-hand side of E
~2! represent the Hamiltonian of the ideal lattice, and t
third term is the part due to the impurity perturbation. W
assume that the impurities do not perturb the dynamic ma
F ~the isotopic approximation for the vibrational spectrum!
but do scatter electrons. It should be noted that in the cas
a large difference between massesM0 andM1 that approxi-
mation is rather accurate. That is because a local adjustm
of the properties of the lattice occurs near an impurity io
substantially reducing the relative change in the force c
stants, especially in the presence of conduction electron6

The Hamiltonian of an electron in the field of the ion
and in a magnetic field has the form

ĥ5
1

2m0
S 2 i¹2

e

c
AD 2

1(
n

un~r2rn!2m̂H,

wherem0 ande are the mass and charge of a free electronm̂
is the spin magnetic moment operator,A5(0,Hx,0) is the
vector potential in the Landau gauge,un(ur2rnu) is the po-
tential energy of the electron in the field of thenth ion, and
c is the speed of light. We assume that the ions execute s
vibrations about the equilibrium positions and we keep in
expansion ofun(r2rn) only the terms linear in the displace
mentsun . Then the electron Hamiltonian becomes

ĥ5
1

2m0
S 2 i¹2

e

c
AD 2

1(
n

u0~r2rn
0!

1(
n

cn@u1~r2rn
0!2u0~r2rn

0!#

1(
n

ûnan~r2rn
0!2m̂H, ~3!

where

an
n~r2rn

0!52
]

]xn
un~r2rn

0!,

andu0 andu1 are the energies of interaction of an electr
with a host or impurity ion, respectively. The second term
formula ~3! is the energy of interaction of an electron wi
the ideal lattice. Thus the first two terms in Hamiltonian~3!
correspond to the problem of a Bloch electron in a magn
field. Using the effective-mass approximation, we replacem0

by the effective massm of an electron in the lattice. The
third term in formula~3! is the impurity potential, which
scatters electrons. The fourth term in~3! describes the inter-
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action of the electron with vibrations of the ions. We wri
the Hamiltonian of the electrons and ions in secon
quantized form as

Ĥ5Ĥ01V̂,

where

Ĥ05
1

2M0
(
nn

~ p̂n
n!21

1

2 (
nnn8n8

Fnn8
nn8ûn

nûu8
n8

1(
ks

jksâks
1 âks

is the part that is unperturbed by the impurity atoms, and

V̂5
1

2 S 1

M1
2

1

M0
D(

nn
cn~ p̂n

n!2

1(
qn

e2 iqrn
0

(
kk8s

I k8k~q!âk8s
1 âks

3@Du~q!cn2 i ~qûn!un~q!#

is the interaction Hamiltonian. Herek5(n,ky ,kz) are the
Landau quantum numbers,s is the spin quantum numbe
jks5«ks2m is the energy of an electron measured from
chemical potentialm, «ks is the Landau spectrum,âks and
âks

1 are the annihilation and creation operators for electr
in statesuks&, un(q) is a Fourier component of the potentia
Du5u12u0 , and I k8k(q)5^k8ueiq"ruk& are the matrix ele-
ments of a plane wave in the Landau basis. Here and be
the volume of the system will be taken equal to unity.
these formulas we have used the second-quantized repr
tation for the electrons, while the Hamiltonian of the io
subsystem is written in first-quantized form.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

To derive the equations describing the dynamic prop
ties of an electron–impurity conductor, we use the tempe
ture Green’s function technique.22 For this purpose we intro
duce the electron and ion Green’s functions

Gss8~kt,k8t8!52^Tt$âks~t!aC k8s8~t8!%&, ~4!

Dnn8
nn8~t,t8!52^Tt$ûn

n~t!ûn8
n8~t8!%&, ~5!

whereûn
n(t), âks(t), andaC ks(t) are the Matsubara opera

tors for the ion displacement and electron annihilation a
creation,t is the Matsubara ‘‘time’’ (0<t<b, whereb is
the inverse temperature!, Tt is the symbol for chronologica
ordering of the operators, and the angle brackets denote
eraging over a Gibbs canonical ensemble.

The equation of motion for the electron Green’s functi
~4! has the form
-

e

s

w

en-

r-
a-

d

v-

S 2
]

]t
2jksDGss8~kt,k8t8!

5dkk8dss8d~t2t8!

1 (
qnk1

e2 iqrn
0
I kk1

~q!Du~q!cnGss8~k1t,k8t8!

1 i (
qnnk1

e2 iqrn
0
I kk1

~q!qnun~q!

3^Tt$âk1s~t!aC k8s8~t8!ûn
n~t!%&. ~6!

The analogous equation for the ion Green’s function is

2
]2

]t2 Dnn8
nn8~t,t8!52

1

Mn
dnn8dnn8d~t2t8!

2
1

Mn
(
n1n1

Fnn1

nn1D
n1n8

n1n8
~t,t8!

2
i

Mn
(

q
qnun~q!e2 iqrn

0

(
kk8s

l k8k~q!

3^Tt$aC k8s~t!âks~t!ûn8
n8~t8!%&. ~7!

The functionD is related to the Green’s functionD0 of
the ideal lattice by Dyson’s equation22,23

Dnn8
nn8~t,t8!5D

0

nn8
nn8~t,t8!1 (

n1n1

E
0

b

dt1 (
n2n2

E
0

b

dt2

3D
0

nn1

nn1~t,t1!Pn1n2

n1n2~t1 ,t2!D
n2n8

n2n8
~t2 ,t8!,

~8!

whereP is the polarization operator.
The right-hand sides of equations~6! and~7! contain the

mixed Green’s function

P
ss8

n1 ~kt,k8t8,n1t1!5^Tt$âks~t!aC k8s8~t8!ûn1

n1~t1!%&.

It is related to the vertex functionG as

P
ss8

n1 ~kt,k8t8,n1t1!

5 (
k18s18

E
0

b

dt18 (
k28s28

E
0

b

dt28 (
n38n38

E
0

b

dt38

3Gss
18
~kt,k18t18!G

s
18s

28

n38 ~k18t18 ,k28t28 ,n38t38!

3Gs
28s8~k28t28 ,k8t8!D

n
38n1

n38n1~t38 ,t1!.

After a Fourier transformation with respect tot, we can
write Eq. ~8! in the form

Dnn8
nn8~vm!5D

0

nn8
nn8~vm!1 (

n1n1
n2n2

D
0

nn1

nn1~vm!

3Pn1n2

n1n2~vm!D
n2n8

n2n8
~vm!, ~9!
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wherevm are the even Matsubara frequencies. The Fou
component of the polarization operator is

Pn1n2

n1n2~vm!5~M12M0!cn1
vm

2 dn1n2
dn1n2

2 i(
q

qn1un1
~q!e2 iqrn1

0

(
kk8s

I k8k~q!

3 (
k18s18

(
k28s28

1

b (
s

Gss
18
~kk18 ,zs!

3G
s

18s
28

n2 ~k18k28n2 ;zs ,zs2vm!

3Gs
28s~k28k8,zs2vm!, ~10!

wherezs are the odd Matsubara frequencies.
Doing the Fourier transform with respect tot in ~6!, we

obtain

~ i zs2jks!Gss8~kk8,zs!

5dkk8dss81 (
qnk1

e2 iqrn
0
I kk1

~q!Du~q!cn

3Gss8~k1k8,zs!1 i (
qnnk1

e2 iqrn
0
I kk1

~q!qnun~q!

3 (
s18k18

(
s28k28

(
n38n38

1

b (
m52`

`

Gss
18
~k1k18 ,zs1vm!

3G
s

18s
28

n38 ~k18k28n38 ;zs1vm ,zs!

3Gs
28s8~k28k8,zs!Dn

38n

n38n
~vm!. ~11!

This equation can be written in the form

Gss8~kk8,zs!5Gs
0~k,zs!dkk8dss8

1Gs
0~k,zs! (

k1s1

Sss1
~kk1 ,zs!

3Gs1s8~k1k8,zs!, ~12!

where Gs
0(k,zs) is the Fourier component of the single

particle Green’s function of an ideal electron gas, and

Ss1s2
~k1k2 ,zs!

5(
q

Du~q!(
n

cne2 iqrn
0
I k1k2

~q!ds1s2

1 i (
qnnk

qne2 iqrn
0
I k1k~q!un~q!

3 (
s18k18

(
n28n28

1

b (
m52`

`

Gs1s
18
~kk18 ,zs1vm!

3G
s

18s
28

n28 ~k18k28n28 ;zs1vm ,zs!Dn
28n

n28n
~vm! ~13!

is the self-energy function. Using the electron–ion mode
a nonideal conductor in a magnetic field, we obtain an ex
system of equations~9!, ~10!, ~12!, and~13! for the electron
r

f
ct

and ion Green’s functions. In this model, as in Ref. 16,
phonons are not introduceda priori but are obtained as a
result of solution of the dispersion relation. The main dif
culty in solving these equations is to calculate the ver
functionG. It appears not only in the expression for the se
energy part~13! of the electron Green’s function but also
the exact ion polarization operator~10!.

3. CONTRIBUTION OF THE MAGNETOIMPURITY STATES TO
THE POLARIZATION OPERATOR

In this paper we ignore the Coulomb interaction of t
electrons. In addition, following Ref. 1, we replace the to
vertex function by a simple one. It has the form

G
0

s1s2

n2 ~k1k2n2 ;zs ,zs2vm!

5ds1s2
E dr1wk1

* ~r1!wk2
~r1!an2

n2~r12rn2

0 !

52 ids1s2(q
qn2un2

~q!I k1k2
~q!e2 iqrn2

0
. ~14!

wherewk(r ) is the orbital wave function of the electron in
magnetic field. Substituting the simple vertex~14! into ~10!,
we obtain the temperature polarization operator of the ion
the isotopic approximation:

Pn1n2

n1n2~vm!5~M12M0!cn1
vm

2 dn1n2
dn1n2

1 (
q1q2

q1
n1q2

n2un1
* ~q1!un2

~q2!ei ~q1rn1

0
2q2rn2

0
!

3 (
kk8s

I kk8
* ~q1! (

k18k28s18

1

b (
s

3Gss
18
~kk18 ,zs!I k

18k
28
~q2!

3Gs
18s~k28k8,zs2vm!. ~15!

The first term on the right-hand side of this formula is fou
in Refs. 4–6. The second term is due to the electron–
interaction in impure conductors. In a graphical represen
tion of the polarization operator it corresponds to an elect
loop with the exact functionsG.

Using in ~15! the spectral representation of the electr
Green’s function~4!, we do the summation overs by the
contour integration method.22 As a result we obtain

Pn1n2

n1n2~vm!5~M12M0!cn1
vm

2 dn1n2
dn1n2

1 (
q1q2

q1
n1q2

n2un1
* ~q1!un2

~q2!ei ~q1rn1

0
2q2rn2

0
!

3 (
kk8sk18

(
k28s18

I kk8
* ~q1!I k

18k
28
~q2!

3E
2`

`

dj1rss
18
~kk18 ,j1!E

2`

`

dj2

3rs
18s~k28k8,j2!

f ~j2!2 f ~j1!

ivm1j22j1
. ~16!
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Herer is the spectral density of the single-particle tempe
ture Green’s function, andf is the Fermi function.

The deformation of the phonon spectrum of the crys
and the phonon damping due to the first term in formula~16!
have been studied previously.4–6 Here we are interested i
the influence of the resonance scattering of electrons by
purity atoms on the phonon spectrum and damping of a c
ductor in a magnetic field. This effect is described by t
second term on the right-hand side of formula~16!. For this
purpose we drop the first term on the right-hand side of~16!.
This can be done if the quasilocal frequency of the vibratio
of the impurity atom are substantially different from the fr
quencies of the resonance transitions of the electrons
tween magnetoimpurity levels and the Landau levels.
shall neglect the contribution of the vibrations of the imp
rity ions in the second term of~16!. This effect has been
studied in the papers of Kagan and Zhernov~see, e.g., Ref.
8!. On the right-hand side of Eq.~11! only the first two terms
remain. They are due to the elastic impurity scattering
electrons in a magnetic field. In order to take the elect
impurity states into account, we must go beyond the B
approximation in the electron–impurity interaction in calc
lating the scattering amplitude. For this we write Eq.~12! in
the usual form

Gss8~kk8,zs!5Gs
0~k,zs!dkk8dss8

1Gs
0~k,zs! (

k1s1

Ukk1
Gs1s8~k1k8,zs!,

~17!

whereUkk1
are the matrix elements of the operator for t

electron–impurity interaction energy. The solution of th
equation can be obtained by using the standard iterative
cedure. Doing the averaging of Eq.~17! over positions of the
impurity atoms,22 we obtain

Gks5Gks
0 1~Gks

0 !2Tks , ~18!

whereTks is the average value of the operator for the sc
tering of electrons by impurity atoms. Since we are int
ested in impurity states of the electrons in the field of is
lated impurity atoms, we can limit consideration to the line
approximation in the series interval ofTks in powers of the
concentrationni of the impurity atoms. In the graphical rep
resentation this means that among the diagrams forTks ,
only those with one cross are important~the single-center
approximation!. Taking such diagrams into account mea
that the amplitude of multiple scattering of electrons by
isolated impurity atom is calculated exactly. This allows
to take into account the poles of the amplitude, which cor
spond to magnetoimpurity electron states. In this approxim
tion we obtain

Tks5nitks~zs!.

where

tks~zs!5
u0

12u0(
k1

Gk1s
0 ~zs!

~19!

is the temperature operator for single-center scattering
deriving this formula we have limited consideration to sho
-

l
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In
-

range impurity atoms, when one needs to keep only the F
rier component of the electron–impurity interaction potent
for q50: u(q)5u0 . The methods of removing the dive
gence of the series that appears here were discussed in
24.

Carrying out an analytical continuation of expressi
~18! with a discrete set of pointsi zs on the real energy axis
we can see that the retarded and advanced electron Gr
functions have additional poles which are roots of the L
shitz equation.3,10 They correspond to magnetoimpurity ele
tron states that must be taken into account in calculating
polarization operator.

We also average expression~16! over configurations of
impurity atoms in the sample. Here we shall neglect the d
ference byu0(q) andu1(q). We omit the vertex corrections
arising in the averaging of the product of spectral densitie22

Then the integrand in~16! contains the product of densitie
averaged over configurations of the impurities:

^rss8~kk8,«!&c5dss8dkk8rs~k,«!.

We do the analytical continuation of expression~16! ac-
cording to the ruleivm→v1 i0. Then the retarded phono
polarization operator in an isotropic crystal has the form

Pn1n2

n1n2~v!5
dn1n2

3 (
q

q2uu0~q!u2eiq~rn1

0
2rn2

0
!

3 (
kk8s

uI kk8~q!u2E
2`

`

d«1E
2`

`

d«2

3rs~k,«1!rs~k8,«2!
f ~«2!2 f ~«1!

v1 i01«22«1
.

~20!

The method of calculating the spectral density with
lowance for bound and quasibound states of the electron
a plasma is set forth in the monograph by Kraeftet al.25 We
apply that method to the electron–impurity system in a m
netic field. Following Refs. 21 and 25, we expandr in a
series about the point at which the damping of the electr
vanishes. Such an approximation is sufficient for consider
the high-frequency properties of conductors provided that
frequency of the external field is greater than the elect
collision frequency. To remove the divergence of the serie
~19!, we use a self-consistent approximation. This means
an electron undergoing multiple collisions with impurities
not free but is all the time sensitive to their presence.22,25

Graphically this corresponds to replacing the fine elect
lines in the diagrams for the electron Green’s function
heavy lines.

In the approximation linear in the concentration of im
purity ions the spectral density of the averaged elect
Green’s function is equal to

r5r01dr, where rs
0~k,«!5d~«2«ks!;

and the impurity contributiondr;ni has the form

drs~k,«!5
1

p

gs~«!

@«2«ks2Ds~«!#21gs
2~«!

2d~«2«ks!. ~21!
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HereDs2 igs is the retarded self-energy function due to t
electron–impurity interaction. The real partDs determines
the shift of the Landau levels, and the imaginary partgs the
damping. In the case of short-range impurity atoms that s
ter solutions independently, we find

gs~«!5
pu0

2nigs~«!

@12u0Fs~«!#21@pu0gs~«!#2 , ~22!

wheregs(«) is the density of electron states in the magne
field, and

Fs~«!5PE
2`

1`

d«8
gs~«8!

«2«8
.

In the Born approximation the denominator in formu
~22! must be replaced by unity. Thengs goes over to the
known collision frequency for electrons with the impuri
atoms.22 We see from~21! and ~22! that the spectral densit
has complex poles at points which are roots of the Lifsh
equation. They correspond to magnetoimpurity elect
states. Their characteristics are found in Ref. 20. The
tance between a Landau level and the magnetoimpurity l
split off from it is given by

D5
1

2
VS a

l D
2

,

whereV is the cyclotron frequency,l is the magnetic length
anda is the scattering length. The width of theNth magne-
toimpurity level is equal to

GN52DAD

V (
n

~N2n!21/2.

The residue of the electron–impurity scattering amplitude
the pole is

r 5
25/2pD3/2

m3/2V
.

These formulas have been obtained forD!V. The concrete
form of the functiongs ~22! will not be used below. Only the
fact of the existence of poles of the spectral density will
used. The characteristics of the magnetoimpurity states
sented here will be used only for numerical estimates.

In the approximation linear in the concentration of im
purity atoms we obtainP5P01dP, whereP0 describes
the change and damping of the phonon spectrum due to
electron–phonon interaction in the ideal conductor, anddP
is an impurity contribution. The termP0 for the longitudinal
phonons withqiH is obtained in Ref. 15:

ReP0~q,v!5
m2g2V

4p2qz
(

nn8s

Ns

Cnn8~q'!

3 lnUF S qz

k0
2xn8sD 2

2xns
2 G2

2S v

m0
D 2

F S qz

k0
1xn8sD 2

2xns
2 G2

2S v

m0
D 2U ,

~23!
t-

c

z
n
s-
el

t

e
e-

he

Im P0~q,v!5
m2g2V

4puqzu
(

nn8s

Cnn8~q'!@ f ~«nk
2
0s!

2 f ~«n8~k
2
02qz!s!#, ~24!

whereg;m0 /d is the constant of the deformation potenti
(m0 is the chemical potential of the electrons andd is the
density of the conductor!,23 xns5(12«ns /m0)1/2, «ns are
the Landau levels,k05(2mm0)1/2, Ns is the number of filled
Landau levels,

kz
05

m

qz
@v12V~n2n8!#, v15v1

qz
2

2m
,

(
kyky8

uI kk8~q!u25
mV

2p
dqz ,kz2k

z8
Cnn8~q'!,

and q'5(qx
21qy

2)1/2. Expression~23! was obtained at zero
temperature. We note that in formulas~23! and~24! we have
used the normalization of the polarization operator adop
in Ref. 23. It differs from ours~15! by an additional factor of
q2d. This is because our Green’s function~5! is constructed
on the displacement operators of the ions, while in Ref. 2
was constructed on density fluctuations. Formulas~23! and
~24! can be obtained from~20! if the spectral densityr0 of
an ideal conductor is used, andu0(q) is replaced by a con-
stant.

Using the resonance character of the imaginary part~22!
of the self-energy of the electrons, we write the contributi
dP in the form

dP~q,v!52
mg2niV

~2p!2 (
Ns

r Ns(
nn8

E
2`

`

dkz

3
f ~«Ns!2 f ~«nkzs

!

@«n8~kz1qz!s2«Ns#2 Cnn8~q'!

3S 1

«nkzs
2«Ns2v2 iGNs

1
1

«nkzs
2«Ns1v1 iGNs

D . ~25!

Here«Ns andGNs are the position and width of theNth
magnetoimpurity electron energy level with spin projecti
s; r Ns is the residue of the scattering amplitude for electro
on an impurity atom at the pole of«Ns2 iGNs . In this paper
we are ignoring the broadening of the Landau levels.

The effect we are interested in is due to the poles of
integrand in ~25!, which are roots of the equations«nkzs

2«Ns6v6 iGNs50. Here the upper sign corresponds
transitions of the electrons in the field of the vibrating latti
from the Landau levels to the magnetoimpurity levels, a
the lower sign corresponds to the inverse transitions.

We now specialize to the caseqiH. Near the frequencies
vs of the resonance transitions of the electrons from
magnetoimpurity levels to the Landau levels, the contrib
tion ~25! has the form

dPs~v!52 i
as

~v2vs1 iG!1/2, ~26!
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wherevs5v01sV (s50,1,...) are thetransition frequen-
cies,v05D, and

as5
m3/2g2Vnir

21/2pvs
2 (

N
@ f ~«N!2 f ~«N1vs!#. ~27!

The values ofas play the role of oscillator strengths of th
resonance transitions. In formulas~26! and ~27! we neglect
the dependence ofD, G, andr on the number of the Landa
level. This is allowable ifD!V. The square-root singulari
ties of~26! reproduce the singularities of the density of sta
of the electrons at the Landau levels involved in the tran
tions, and the difference of the Fermi functions in~27! takes
the Pauli principle into account. Near the frequencies of
resonance transitions of the electrons from the Landau le
to the magnetoimpurity levels the polarization operator c
tains the contribution

dPp~v!52 i
bp

~vp2v2 iG!1/2, ~28!

wherevp5pV2v0 (p51,2,...) are thetransition frequen-
cies, and

bp5
m3/2g2Vnir

21/2pvp
2 (

N
@ f ~«N2vp!2 f ~«N!#

are the oscillator strengths. In the formulas for the oscilla
lengths strengths we neglect the spin splitting of the ene
levels.

It is seen from formulas~26! and ~28! that the magne-
toimpurity states of electrons give rise to resonance con
butions to the real and imaginary parts of the phonon po
ization operator. The imaginary part of the contribution~26!
has a square-root singularity atv→vs10, and the real par
has one atv→vs20. This means that the magnetoimpuri
states have a substantial influence on the damping
phonons with frequenciesv>vs . In the case of transitions
at frequenciesvp the situation is reversed: the phonons a
strongly damped in the regionv<vp .

Let us consider the limiting caseH50. We assume tha
the electron energy spectrum has is only one resonance
« r of width G, and the residue of the scattering amplitude
electrons on impurity atoms is equal tor . Then, passing to
the limit H→0 in formula ~20!, we obtain dP5dP1

1dP2 , where

dP1~q,v!52 i
&m3/2g2rni

p
@ f ~« r !2 f ~« r1v!#

3
~« r1v1 iG!1/2

~v11 iG!224«q~« r1v1 iG!
,

dP2~q,v!52 i
&m3/2g2rni

p
@ f ~« r2v!2 f ~« r !#

3
~« r2v2 iG!1/2

~v21 iG!224«q~« r2v2 iG!
,

v65v6q2/2m; «q5q2/2m. The contributiondP1 is due to
transitions of electrons from the resonance level to the ba
anddP2 is due to the inverse transitions. As in the caseH
s
i-

e
ls
-

r
y

i-
r-

of

vel
f

d,

Þ0, the contributionsdP1 anddP2 are proportional to the
density of electron band states. The imaginary partiG is due
to the natural width of the resonance line.

4. PHONON SPECTRUM AND DAMPING IN CONDUCTORS
WITH MAGNETOIMPURITY ELECTRON STATES

The ion Green’s function~5!, averaged over positions o
the impurity atoms, satisfies Dyson’s equation23,23

^D&c5
1

D0
212^P&c

.

In Refs. 4–6 the averaged polarization operator^P&c is cal-
culated in a linear approximation in the concentration of i
purity atoms. Such an approximation is based on the se
tive summation of diagrams for^D&c . Diagrams are summed
which take into account the multiple scattering of elas
waves by an isolated isotopic defect. This result can be
tained from Eq.~7! in which the last term on the right-han
side is neglected. In the previous Section we set^P&c5P0

1dP, where the termdP ~25! is also calculated in the
linear approximation in the concentration of impurity atom
In the calculation we restricted the summation of diagra
for ^G&c to those with one cross,22 which take into account
multiple scattering of electrons by isolated impurity atom

The dispersion relation for the phonon spectrum in co
ductors with magnetoimpurity electron states has the for

v22u2q2

q2d
2RedP~q,v!5ReP0 ,

whereu is the renormalized sound velocity. The term RedP
takes into account the influence of magnetoimpurity state
electrons on the phonon spectrum.

As in Sec. 3, we limit consideration to longitudina
phonons propagating along the magnetic field. Near the
quencyv0 of the resonance transitions of electrons from t
magnetoimpurity level to the adjacent Landau level, the d
persion relation for such longitudinal phonons has the fo

AS x22
u2q2

v0
2 D 1B~12x!21/22Cx2~x22xk

2!215 ln E,

~29!

where

x5v/v0 , A52p2S D

m0
D 2 k0

q S l 2d

mk0
D ,

B516p2S l

aD 2

ql4ni ,

C52p2nia0
3S vD

m0
D 2 k0

q S l 2d

mk0
D ,

E5US q

k0
22x0D 2

2S D

m0

k0

q
xD 2UUS q

k0
12x0D 2

2S D

m0

k0

q
xD 2U21

,

xk5vk /v0 (vk is the frequency of quasilocal vibrations!, a0

is the lattice constant,vD is the Debye frequency, andx0

5(12V/2m0)1/2. The second term on the left-hand side
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dispersion relation~29! is due to the magnetoimpurity state
and the third term takes into account the quasilocal vib
tions of heavy impurity atoms in the lattice.4–6 The spin
splitting of the Landau and magnetoimpurity levels has
been taken into account in these formulas, and only one t
in the sum~23! is being considered. A graphical analysis
Eq. ~29! shows that in the caseA(uq/v0)2.2 lnF21 in the
parabolic window of transparency (x,x2) of the conductor
for elastic waves in the absence of magnetoimpurity sta
there exists a longitudinal vibrational branch of the spectru
There

x65
m0

v0

q

k0
S 2x06

q

k0
D , F5U q

k0
22x0US q

k0
12x0D 21

.

When the magnetoimpurity states are taken into acco
a crossover splitting of the dispersion curve under consid
ation occurs which is analogous to the crossover situatio
a lattice with quasilocal vibrations.5 This occurs if the fol-
lowing inequalities hold:

x2.1, AS uq

v0
D 2

2B.2 lnF21.

In the parabolic window the spectrum has not one
two branches: a low-frequency branch and a high-freque
branch. The frequency of the low-frequency branch lies
the intervalv,v0 , and that of the high-frequency branc
betweenv0 and the boundary of the transparency window
instead

AS u2q2

v0
2 21D , ln E21~x51!,

then the high-frequency branch vanishes. Only a lowering
the frequency of the initial branch of vibrations occurs.

Let us clarify what happens to the phonon spectrum
scribed above when the quasilocal vibrations are taken
account. Let 1,xk,x2 . Then it follows from Eq.~29! that
for

AS u2q2

v0
2 21D 2C~xk

221!21, ln E21~x51!

the crossover situation described above is preserved. A
ther decrease of the vibrational frequency occurs in the
terval x,1, while the frequency of the high-frequenc
branch increases. Its frequency lies betweenvk and the
boundary of the transparency window.

Near the frequency of the electron transitions from
Landau level to the magnetoimpurity levelv15V2v0 the
dispersion relation has the form

A1~x22x1
2!2B1~x21!21/22C1x2~x22xk1

2 !215 ln E1 ,

~30!

where

A15S V

v0
D 2

A, B15225/2S a

l D
5

, C15C,

x15
uq

V
, xk1

5
vk

V
,

-

t
m

s
.

t,
r-
in

t
cy
n

f

f

-
to

r-
-

e

and E1 is obtained fromE by replacingv0 with V in the
argument of the logarithm. It follows from this equation th
in the case

A1x1
2,2 lnF21, x2.1

there are no solutions of the dispersion relation in the pa
bolic transparency window in the absence of magnetoim
rity states. If magnetoimpurity states do exist, such a solu
appears. The root of the dispersion relation lies in the in
val (1, x2). It corresponds to magnetoimpurity phonons.
in the case of electromagnetic waves,20,21 magnetic localiza-
tion of electrons on impurity atoms promotes the propagat
of vibrations in conductors. Taking the magnetoimpur
states into account leads to a lowering of the phonon
quency in the collisionless damping resistivitiesx2,x,x1

and to growth of the vibrational frequency in the regio
x.x1 . If xk1

,1, C1(12xk1

2 )21, ln E1
21(x51), the third

term on the left-hand side of dispersion relation~30! causes a
splitting of the magnetoimpurity phonon branch. The lo
frequency branch lies in the interval (xk1

,1) and the high-
frequency branch at 1,x,x2 . The vibrational frequency
decreases in the regionx2,x,x1 and increases for
x.x1 . If instead C1(12xk1

2 )21. ln E1
21(x51), the low-

frequency branch vanishes and the high-frequency bra
remains.

The phonon damping decrementg is related to the
imaginary part of the retarded polarization operator by
relation1,23

g~q!52
dq

2u
Im P~q,vq!, ~31!

wherevq is the phonon spectrum. It follows from formul
~26! that near the resonance frequencyvs the damping dec-
rement contains a contribution due to the magnetoimpu
states. It is equal to

dgs~q!5
asqd

23/2uas~vq!
@as~vq!1~vq2vs!#

1/2, ~32!

where

as~v!5@~v2vs!
21G2#1/2.

If we neglect the width of the magnetoimpurity level, expre
sion~32! has a square-root singularity forv→vs from above
and is equal to zero belowvs . Taking G into account leads
to a smoothing of this singularity. The absorption line of t
phonons is asymmetric. It is shifted to higher frequenc
with respect tovs . A maximum of the sound absorptio
coefficient analogous to that predicted here has been
served in InSb samples doped with donor impurities.26 It can
be explained as an activation by the field of the sound w
of electrons which had been magnetically frozen at the lo
levels.

Near the frequencyvp the contribution to the phonon
damping decrement has the form

dgp~q!5
bpqd

23/2uap~vq!
@ap~vq!1~vp2vq!#1/2.
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This expression has a square-root singularity as the
quency goes tovp from below. The corresponding absor
tion line is also asymmetric, shifted to lower frequenc
with respect tovp .

It is seen from formula~24! that for v,qv02q2/2m,
when v05@2/m(m02V/2)#1/2, there is no collisionless
damping in a degenerate conductor. In this region the rati
the maximum value of the damping decrement~32! with
frequencyv0 to the damping of the quasilocal vibrations5 is
of the order of

S M0

M12M0
D 3/2S m0

D D 2AD

G

v0

vk

q

ua0
3d

.

If the parameter valuesm0 /D510, D/G510, v0 /vk

50.8, q/(ua0
3d)51022, andM1 /M053, which are typical

of semimetals and degenerate semiconductors, are su
tuted into this expression, we obtain a value of 0.9 for t
ratio. If

qv02q2/2m,v,qv01q2/2m,

then the phonons undergo collisionless damping. The rati
the maximum value of the decrement~32! at frequencyv0 to
the value found in Ref. 15 for the contribution from th
regionx2,x,x1 is of the order of

27/2pS l

aD 2AD

G
~ql !~ l 3ni !.

At the parameter values indicated above andl /a525, ql
51022, and l 3ni51022, this ratio is equal to 7.

5. CONCLUSION

Usually quasilocal vibrations of the crystal lattice a
quasilocal~resonance! states of electrons in impure condu
tors are considered separately. Meanwhile, the same imp
can be a source of both quasilocal vibrations and resona
electron states. In semimetals and degenerate semicondu
the frequency of quasilocal vibrations can turn out to
comparable to the energy of the electron resonance. T
these resonances must be taken into account simultaneo

In this paper we have shown that quasilocal vibrations
heavy impurity atoms and resonance electron states at t
atoms influence the phonon spectrum and damping in imp
conductors in the presence of a quantizing magnetic fi
The treatment is done on the basis of an electron–ion m
of a nonideal conductor in a magnetic field. In this model
phonons are not introduceda priori but arise as a result o
solution of the dispersion relation. The magnetoimpur
electron states at isolated impurity atoms are taken into
count. In the framework of this model we have obtain
equations for the electron and ion Green’s functions by
temperature Green’s function method. We have shown th
a low concentration of impurity atoms in a conductor, ma
netoimpurity states give resonance contributions to the p
non polarization operator. They depend on the type of tr
sitions of electrons between the Landau levels and
magnetoimpurity levels in the field of an elastic wave. T
magnetoimpurity states have a substantial influence on
phonon spectrum and damping. When the vibrational
quency coincides with the frequency of resonance transit
e-
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of the electrons, a crossover splitting of the phonon disp
sion curve into two branches occurs. Under certain con
tions new branches of the vibrational spectrum can exis
the windows of transparency for elastic waves; the
branches are absent in conductors without magnetoimpu
states. The corresponding phonons are called magnetoim
rity phonons. Their damping is due to the scattering of el
trons and elastic waves by the impurity atoms in the cond
tor.
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Spin–plasma wave in a one-dimensional metal
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It is shown that a new type weakly damped acoustic plasmons can propagate in a quasi-one-
dimensional conductor in an external static magnetic fieldH. These are due to the presence of spin
subbands in the electron spectrum and are accompanied by forced oscillations of the
magnetic moment of the sample. The dependence of the velocity and amplitude of these waves
on the magnetic field strengthH is found. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A number of conducting crystals are now known whi
are so anisotropic that they can be regarded to a known
gree of accuracy as one-dimensional~1D! metals with a
charge carrier spectrum that depends only on the projec
of the quasimomentump on the C axis, the direction of
maximum conductivity. Some of these materials, e.g., TaS3 ,
the polymers (SN)x , and organic polymers of the typ
(TVTSF)2CeO4, do not undergo a Peierls transition and r
main metallic at all temperatures;1,2 obviously, these are nor
mal ~nonsuperconducting! metals in rather high magneti
fields. The kinetic coefficients of a 1D electron gas can
calculated in an elementary manner, and their behavior in
external~static and uniform! magnetic field—independentl
of the direction ofH—is determined solely by the spin1!

splitting of the levels:

«6~p!5pC
2 /2mC6bH; ~1!

b[e\/2mc is the Bohr magneton.
Adopting spectrum~1! ~i.e., restricting discussion fo

simplicity to a 1D model in the effective-mass approxim
tion!, we shall show that weakly damped longitudinal plas
waves, similar to acoustic plasmons in an ordina
conductor,2! can propagate in such a metal at low tempe
tures. However, the wave velocity here depends on the m
netic field strength, and that circumstance can in principle
used in constructing adjustable wideband ‘‘delay lines’’ for
signals.

2. NONLOCAL CONDUCTIVITY AND THE ‘‘ACOUSTIC’’
MODE

Let us calculate the contribution of each of the subba
~1! to the longitudinal conductivity:

s6~k,v!5
ṽe2

ik2 K kvC

kvC2ṽ L [
ṽe2

ik2 P6 , ~2!

wherev[]«/]p; the angle brackets denote integration ov
the Fermi surface3! with a weight uvu21(2p\)23, ṽ[v
1 i /t, and t—the relaxation time with respect to both th
9541063-777X/2003/29(11)/3/$24.00
e-
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e
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r

momenta and the spin variable—is assumed constant
large in comparison with the period 2p/v of the external
perturbation. Formula~2! follows directly from the kinetic
equation in thek representation and the definitions of curre
density and the nonequilibrium carrier density:

i ~k"v2ṽ !ck52ev"Ek ;

j k52e^vck&;

^ck&5~ ieEk /k!P. ~3!

To within constant common factors, the contributions
the subbands to the conductivity are proportional to

s6}
Am6

122k2m6 /mCṽ2 ,

and the reduced chemical potentialm6(H)[m(H)6bH
~the filling depth of each of the subbands! is determined by
the condition that the equilibrium particle number densityN
be equal in a magnetic field and in zero field~subscript 0!:

Am11Am252Am0,

m65m0S 16
bH

2m0
D 2

[m0~16h!2. ~4!

It is easy to see that the total conductivitys11s2 van-
ishes for a wave with a linear dispersion relation

k~v!5K[
ṽ

v0A12h2
. ~5!

Its velocity V15v0A12h2, where v0[A2m0 /mC, is the
geometric mean of the Fermi velocities for each of the s
bands; V1→0 as H approaches the critical valueH1

52m0 /b for which the carriers leave the upper spin ban
The wave damping decrement is of a collisional nature an
independent of frequency.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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3. ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION IN A SEMI-INFINITE
SAMPLE

Let us estimate the value of the effect, assuming that
wave is excited by an electric fieldE(0)exp(2ivt) applied
normal to the surface of a semi-infinite conductor (xC>0)
with an ideal boundary that reflects the conduction electr
in a specular manner. The Fourier transform of the long
dinal electric field inside such a sample is known to be~see,
e.g., Refs. 5 and 6!

Ek5
2E~0!

ike~k,v!
, ~6!

wheree(k,v)[114p is(k,v)/v is the dielectric function,
and the total conductivity calculated according to formula~2!
can be written in the form

s~k,v!5
ṽe2

ik2 ~P11P2!

5s~0,v!
12z2~12h2!

@12z2~11h!2#@12z2~12h!2#
, ~7!

where

s~0,v!5 iNe2/mCṽ; z[kv0 /ṽ. ~8!

At frequencies small compared to the plasma frequen
expression~6! has a pole that practically coincides withK
defined in Eq.~5!; the residue at that pole gives the followin
expression for the electric field in the wave:

dE~xC ,t !'
v

ips~0,v!
E~0!

h2

12h2

3expS i ṽxC

v0A12h2
2 ivt D . ~9!

For a general value of the reduced magnetic fieldh @see
Eq. ~4!# the pre-exponential factor here is of the same or
of magnitude as in the always-present homogeneous ter4!

E`~ t !5
E~0!

e~0,v!
exp~2 ivt !

'2
vE~0!

4p is~0,v!
exp~2 ivt !; ~10!

therefore, conductors with a comparatively low density
free carriers ~and, accordingly, low wave conductivit
s(0,v)) are the preferred objects of study. However,
depthsxC much less than the mean free pathv0t, the ampli-
tude of the ratiodE/E` can turn out to be rather large i
magnetic fields close toH152m0 /b. Indeed, the maximum
absolute value of theh-dependent factor in~9! is reached at
h'12(xC /v0t)2/8 and is equal to (2v0t/exC)2, where e is
the base of the natural logarithms~see Fig. 1!.

4. MAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS

On the other hand, the wave under consideration re
sents antiphase oscillations of the partial densities of e
trons with spins directed parallel and antiparallel toH, i.e., it
e

s
-

y,

r
:

f

t

e-
c-

should be accompanied by forced oscillations of the to
magnetic moment. Its oscillatory part should obviously
written as

dMk5b~^ck&12^ck&2!5b
ieEk

k
~P12P2!. ~11!

Using formulas~3!, ~6!, and ~7! and introducing, as above
the dimensionless Fourier indexz[kv0 /ṽ, we find the
transform of the magnetization as

4pdMk'
\v

mcṽ
E~0!

P12P2

P11P2

5
\v

mcṽ
E~0!h

11z2~12h2!

12z2~12h2!
~12!

and, by the inverse Fourier transformation, the distribution
the magnetization in the sample:

4pdM ~xC ,t !'
\v

imcv0
E~0!

h

A12h2

3expS i ṽxC

v0A12h2
2 ivt D . ~13!

As expected, the coefficient in front ofE(0) is small: even at
comparatively low Fermi velocitiesv0.106 cm/s, takingv
.1012 s21 we obtain\v/mcv0.331025, i.e., an hf elec-
tric field .1 c.g.s. e.s.u. applied to the sample will produ
magnetization oscillations with an amplitude of.3
31025 G. As in the case~9!, the assessment may be mo
favorable for samples of small thickness compared to
mean free pathv0t, in fields close toH1 , so that for small
xC /v0t the h-dependent factor in~13! has a maximum am-
plitude there, with a value.v0t/xC .

FIG. 1. Curves:1! the velocity of spin–plasma waves~in units of v0); 2,3!
amplitudes of the oscillations of the electric field~in units of E` ; see Eq.
~10!! and magnetic moment~in arbitrary units!, as functions of the applied
static magnetic field. The parameterxC /v0t51.15. The dashed lines show
the Fermi frequencies of electrons in the spin subbands.
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It is possible that the magnetic oscillations~13! will be
easier to identify in experiment than the electric oscillatio
~9!, since here there is no homogeneous term like~10!.

5. SPECIAL TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE

Of course, at a high enough magnetic field, the situat
in which only the two lowest subbands~with opposite carrier
spins! are filled is possible, even in systems of high
dimensionality. However, in that case for a wave of t
acoustic plasmon type—with a velocityV in the interval
((vk2)max,(vk1)max)—electrons can be found which are mo
ing ‘‘in phase’’ with the wave, and that leads to its collisio
less damping. The latter can be made weak only in fie
corresponding to a relatively low occupation of the next-
last subband, i.e., fields close to the critical valueHc

5m(Hc)/b.
As an example, let us consider the two-dimensional e

tron spectrum in the special case mentioned above, when
field H applied along the plane of motion of the particl
gives only spin splitting of the levels:

«6~p!5
px

21py
2

2m'

6bH. ~14!

The total longitudinal conductivity calculated according
formula ~2! ~see also Refs. 7 and 8! here is equal to

sx~k,v!5
ie2

k2 ^1&(
6

S 12
ṽ

Aṽ22k2v6
2 D ;

v65A2
m06bH

m'

[v0A16h̄ ~15!

—the maximum carrier velocities;^1& is the energy density
of states; forD52 it is independent of energy and is ther
fore the same for both subbands. It is easy to check tha
h̄'1 expression~15! goes to zero if the following dispersio
relation holds:

k~v!'
ṽ

V2
S 11

i

3)
A12h̄

11h̄
D ; V2'2v0A12h̄

3
.

~16!

6. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The waves under discussion exist in an extremely w
range of magnetic field strengths. However, as may be s
from what we have said, conditions for realization of t
effect ~and, possibly, for applications in the controllable d
lay of hf signals! are more favorable in the case of relative
low occupations of the upper spin subband, i.e., for fie
close to the maximumHc . Let us estimate it, returning to th
caseD51:

H15
2m0

b
5

\c

e

m

2mC
S pn

aC
D 2

, ~17!

wheren5NaCa'
2 is the number of carriers per cell of th

crystal. For a ‘‘good’’ metal withn.1 ~andmC.m) formula
~17! would give H1.108 Oe, whereas it is ordinarily no
technically feasible to obtain a static magnetic field grea
than 106 Oe. However, a peculiarity of the one-dimension
s

n
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case, for whichm0}n2, leads to rapid improvement of th
assessment with decreasing free carrier density, i.e., for
stances such as organic metals with an ordinarily nar
conduction band, and doped~degenerate! semiconductors.
Thus for valuesn.0.01 the quantum limit in terms of the
magnetic field would be achieved at quite realistic fie
strengthsH1.104 Oe. At that value the necessary tempe
ture regime (T,m0) would be achieved forT,1 K.

Of course, the simple calculations presented here o
illustrate the possibility of a new type of plasmons propag
ing in quasi-one-dimensional conductors: for example, d
persion relation~5! may be altered somewhat in the case o
strong Fermi-liquid interaction; the situation would also
complicated by the presence of several valleys in the elec
spectrum. In addition, for magnetic fields very close toH1

and/or frequencies comparable to the plasma frequenc
more detailed treatment is necessary; in particular, the fin
ness of the temperature should be taken into account. T
and other refinements are planned for future publications

The author is grateful to V. G. Peschansky and Yu.
Pashkevich for a discussion of the results.

*E-mail: gokhfeld@host.dipt.donetsk.ua
1!This is because there is no orbital motion and, hence, no Landau qu

zation in the one-dimensional case. An analogous situation exists
two-dimensional electron system in a magnetic field parallel to the plan
motion of the particles~see Sec. 5!.

2!For this it is necessary that the electron spectrum have at least two va
with substantially different Fermi velocities.3,4

3!In the 1D case the Fermi surface inp space consists of planesupCu
5A2mCm6.

4!This term is due to the continuity of the electric displacement and is
scribed by one-half the residue of the function~6! at the pointk50.

Strictly speaking, the electric field in the sample also contains a scree
part that decays with a decrement'A4pe2^1&. However, in view of the

macroscopic depthsxC , the latter can be ignored; this corresponds to t

neglect~here and below! of the term of unity in the dielectric function
e(k,v).
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Setup for calorimetric measurements at temperatures below 1 K
V. N. Eropkin† and T. V. Chagovets*

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, pr. Lenina 47, 61103 Kharkov, Ukraine
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A compact, top-loading3He evaporation refrigerator is built for doing heat-capacity studies on
various samples at temperatures below 1 K. It uses adsorption pumping and utilizes a
portable helium Dewar of the STG-40 type as the cryostat. A calorimetric cell is built which
permits investigation of the heat capacity of samples with masses of less than one gram. The lowest
measurement temperature is 0.32 K. The dependence of the temperature of the3He
evaporation chamber on the power delivered to it is established. The refrigerator can operate
continuously for two hours at a heat load of 50mW. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614242#
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INTRODUCTION

Many physical problems now require calorimetric me
surements at temperatures below 1 K in magnetic fields
above 1 T. In particular, such problems include the inve
gation of ternary intermetallic compounds, which are char
terized by an extremely wide spectrum of transformations
all of their subsystems of elementary excitations. Amo
these compounds are some for which a strong correlatio
the electrons leads to the formation of heavy fermions, wh
is manifested as growth of the electronic component of
heat capacity with decreasing temperature below 4 K. O
compounds of this class display non-Fermi-liquid behav
of the electron subsystem, which is also accompanied
unusual behavior of the low-temperature heat capacity.

As the magnetic subsystem of these compounds can
dergo phase transitions in the low-temperature region,
necessary to study the heat capacity in magnetic fields.

In a number of compounds we have previously obser
a superconducting transition at temperatures ranging fro
to 25 K, depending on the composition.1 It has not been ruled
out that other compounds may exhibit superconductivity
lower temperatures.

One can extract the most information from studies
single-crystal samples, but their masses are usually sm
less than a gram, and therefore the measurement cell i
must have small dimensions and a small intrinsic heat ca
ity.

For these tasks we have designed and built an appa
for calorimetric measurements, based on a3He evaporation
refrigerator with a loading lock and adsorption pumpin
having a short cooling time to the base temperature. The
weight and knock-down construction of the refrigera
makes it transportable; a standard portable Dewar of
STG-40 type may be used as the cryostat, making it poss
to use the refrigerator in any laboratory equipped with a
lium system.

There are various designs of3He ~Ref. 2! evaporation
9571063-777X/2003/29(11)/3/$24.00
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refrigerators. We tried to choose the variant which wou
best suit the problems at hand. The refrigerator was desig
with the following requirements: working temperature inte
val ;0.3– 3 K, compactness, short cooldown and hea
time, low consumption of liquid helium and electrical e
ergy.

Heat-capacity measurements are usually made by a
batic methods of calorimetry, with pulsed or continuous he
ing. However, the use of such methods in experiments
temperatures below 1 K requires large samples and g
thermal isolation, which make for longer cooling times to g
the sample down to the lowest temperature. Therm
switches are usually used to reduce this time, but at the
pense of additional heat released into the evaporation ch
ber. For this reason we chose the thermal relaxation met
which does not require adiabatic conditions.

CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THE
REFRIGERATOR

We designed and built a compact, top-loading evapo
tion refrigerator intended for physical research at tempe
tures down to;0.3 K. The height of the part of the refrig
erator immersed in the cryostat is 1 m, and the ou
diameter is 24 mm. These parameters and the specially
signed hermetic locks made it possible to use a stand
portable helium Dewar of the STG-40 type as the cryos
For measurements in magnetic fields we designed and m
transition flanges, making it possibility to use a Dewar with
small volume (;5 liters) and a diameter of 105 mm as th
cryostat. The small diameter of the cryogenic insert make
possible to use solenoids with a small inner diamete
(;30 mm), in which one can obtain magnetic fields up to
T with good uniformity.

Either 3He or 4He can be used as the coolant in t
refrigerator. Its low-temperature part is made as a unit, w
control and coolant storage systems. Everything is moun
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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on a movable platform, making the refrigerator an auto
mous unit.

The evaporation refrigerator, illustrated schematically
Fig. 1, consists of the following units:3He evaporation
chamber11 and4He pumping chamber3, placed in vacuum
can12, adsorption pump1, and systems for communication
and for the storage and collection of residual helium~not
shown in the figure!.

The 4He pumping chamber, of toroidal form, was ma
of copper and was placed on the pumping tube of the3He
evaporation chamber. It serves for condensation of the c
ant inside the evaporation chamber and to reduce exte
heat leakage. It is filled automatically from the outer bath
the cryostat through a throttle2 and an intake tube with a
filter 13. The throttle had a hydrodynamic resistance to fl
of 1011 cm23. The filter is a copper cylinder filled with
pressed and baked ultradisperse copper powder. The u
the4He pumping chamber reduced the expenditure of hel
substantially, rendering it unnecessary to to pump out
whole helium bath and making it possible to add heliu
during an experiment. The4He evaporation chamber work
continuously if the helium level in the external bath of t
cryostat is kept above the intake tube. The working tempe
ture of the chamber is;1.5– 1.8 K.

The 3He evaporation chamber is a copper vessel wit
volume of 2 cm3. The bottom of the chamber has a thread
socket for mounting the measurement cell. The vapo
pumped out by an adsorption pump placed in the helium b
of the cryostat and having its own vacuum can. The synth
adsorbent SKN is used in the pump. The amount of ad
bent was calculated to be able to absorb all the coolant f
the evaporation chamber.3 The vacuum can of the adsorptio
pump is an inverted cup, from under which a drainage tu

FIG. 1. Diagram of the3He evaporation refrigerator:1—adsorption pump,
2—throttle, 3—4He pumping chamber,4—adsorbent of the vacuum can
5—threaded contact,6—thermal coupler,7—graphite rod,8—jacket of the
calorimetric cell,9—sapphire substrate with heater deposited on it,10—
germanium resistance thermometer,11—3He evaporation chamber,12—
vacuum can,13—intake tube with filter.
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discharges into the vapor region of the cryostat~gas vessel!.
The pump is equipped with a heater for regeneration of
adsorbent, the electrical resistance of which is 130V.

The refrigerator works as follows. At room temperatu
a small amount of4He (;1 mm Hg) is admitted into the
evacuated vacuum can to improve the heat exchange. At
temperature this helium is absorbed by the inner adsorp
pump 4, which is placed on the3He evaporation chamber
During cooling the insert is immersed in liquid helium an
the pump evacuating the4He chamber is turned on. Th
drainage tube of the pump is closed off at this stage to p
vent the liquid from penetrating under the cup and cool
the adsorbent. The4He pumping chamber and the3He evapo-
ration chamber come to a temperature of;1.5 K in 15 min
~Fig. 2!, after which the condensation of3He from the stor-
age cylinder into the3He chamber can begin. The condens
tion of the gaseous3He occurs on the wall of the4He pump-
ing chamber. To improve the condensation process a sc
thread was deposited on the surface of this wall. The c
densation of3He takes 5 min. Then the adsorption pump
cooled. This is done by opening the drainage tube and
mitting liquid 4He under the cup, thereby cooling the pum
The time required to establish the working temperatu
(;0.3 K) is not more than 10 min.

When all the liquid from the evaporation chamber h
been pumped out, the cooling process can be repeated
this the pump must be warmed to a temperature
;20– 25 K. At such temperatures the desorption of heli
from the pump and repeated condensation occurs~Fig. 2!.
The pump can be warmed in two ways: either it can be rai
above the helium level in the outer bath of the cryostat
helium can be evaporated from under the cup with the aid
a heater mounted on the wall of the pump. The reconden
tion process takes 10 min. After the heater of the adsorp
pump is turned off, a new cooling cycle begins.

FIG. 2. Diagram of the cooling cycles of the refrigerator:1—pumping down
of the 4He evaporation chamber;2—condensation of3He into the 3He
evaporation chamber;3—pumping down of the3He evaporation chamber
4—heating of the adsorption pump and repeated condensation of3He;
5—pumping down of the3He evaporation chamber.
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The communications system of the evaporation refr
erator is mounted on a separate panel and serves for m
toring and control during operation. The system for stora
and collection of residual coolant from the communicatio
system~when taking down the apparatus! is assembled as a
individual unit and is connected to the communications s
tem of the refrigerator by a flexible metal hose. For colle
ing the residual coolant a special adsorption pump is u
which may be cooled in a standard portable helium Dewa
cylinder with a capacity of 1.8 liters is used to store the m
supply of3He.

The operating time and minimum temperature of the
frigerator depend on the heat load. To determine the relat
ships a copper cylinder equipped with a heater (;60 V) and
a RuO2 resistance thermometer was mounted to the threa
socket. As a test, different voltages were fed to the heater
the temperature was tracked. Figure 3 shows the depend
of the temperature on the power delivered. The external p
sitic heat leakage is estimated to be 0.5mW.

In addition, we performed several tests on the length
time the temperature was maintained. With a constant ex
nal heat leak of 50mW a temperature of 0.6 K was main
tained for 2 h. With no external heat leak a temperature
0.32 K was maintained for more than 4 h and then the tes
was terminated. In the heat-capacity measurements the
leak was less than 1mW.

CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THE
CALORIMETER

The copper jacket of the calorimetric cell8 ~see Fig. 1!
is made in the form a hollow cylinder 15 mm in diameter a
is mounted in the3He evaporation chamber with the aid of
threaded contact5. It is equipped with a heater (;60 V) and
a resistance thermometer and plays the role of an isothe
shield. Inside the shield is a sapphire substrate with a he
9 deposited on it and a small germanium resistance t
mometer10 placed at the center of the substrate. Cold
transferred from the shield to the sample, which is moun

FIG. 3. Dependence of the temperature of the3He evaporation chamber on
the power delivered to it.
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on the substrate, through a thermal coupler—a fine cop
wire 6 of small diameter, the length and diameter of whi
must be chosen experimentally. Since the thermal coup
element should be the main path of heat exchange betw
the shield and substrate, the substrate was thermally isol
from the shield and rested on a graphite rod7 ~9 mm in
diameter!. Thus the construction has a low thermal condu
tivity and a long heat-transfer path, since the relaxation ti
in the sample should be shorter than the relaxation time
tween the sample and the jacket of the calorimeter.

In the thermal relaxation method used in this device,
temperature of the bath is held constant. The jacket of
calorimeter is stabilized at the necessary temperature,
sample is heated above the temperature of the bath, and
the sample cools exponentially to the initial temperature. T
variation of the sample temperature with timet corresponds
to the equation

T~ t !s5DT exp~2t/t!1T0 , ~1!

whereTs is the sample temperature,T0 is the bath tempera
ture,DT is the initial temperature difference between sam
and bath,t is a time constant (Cp /K), Cp is the heat capac
ity of the sample, andK is the thermal conductivity of the
thermal coupling element.4 The thermal conductivity of the
thermal coupling element is determined by measuring
temperature differenceDT between the sample and bath
various heating powersQ̇ according to the relation

K5DQ̇/DT. ~2!

If t andK are measured, the heat capacityCP is determined
from the equation

Cp5tK. ~3!

In conclusion we note that in working with this devic
which is based on the top-loading transportable3He evapo-
ration refrigerator with adsorption pumping described abo
we have found it to be convenient and reliable. While o
tasks include making heat-capacity measurements belo
K, the refrigerator can also be used to study other phys
characteristics, such as thermal conductivity, electrical c
ductivity, magnetoresistance, etc., since the measuremen
is dismountable from the3He evaporation chamber. Its com
pactness and economy makes it extremely useful for do
physical research at ultralow temperatures.

The authors thank Prof. V. M. Dmitriev and A. M
Gurevich for their support and interest in this topic, and V.
Maidanov for consultation and fruitful discussions.
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Anomalous charge transport in a quasi-one-dimensional electron system over liquid
helium
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The conductivitys in a quasi-one-dimensional electron system over liquid helium is measured in
the temperature interval 0.5–1.7 K over a wide range of electron densitiesn. It is shown
that the quantitys/ne (e is the charge of the electron! initially increases with decreasing
temperature and then, after passing through a maximum, begins to decline forT'1 K.
In this temperature region the value ofs/ne, above a certain value of the drift potentialVd ,
decreases with increasingVd . It is conjectured that the anomalous charge transport
observed in this study is due either to spatial ordering of the electrons in the quasi-one-
dimensional channels or to the formation of many-electron polarons in the nonuniform potential
along the channels. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614243#
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Progress in nanoelectronic technology is stimulating
tive research on two-dimensional conducting systems w
restricted geometry. A quasi-one-dimensional electron s
tem over liquid helium was realized in Ref. 1, and in Refs
and 3 the transport of carriers in such a system was con
ered in detail. It was found that, as in the case of tw
dimensional electron systems over liquid helium, the mo
ity of the carriers for T.0.8 K is governed by their
interaction with the helium atoms in the vapor, while forT
,0.8 K the transport characteristics are governed by the
teraction of the electrons with thermal oscillations of the l
uid surface—ripplons. It has been found3 that the conductiv-
ity of electrons in a quasi-one-dimensional electron sys
over liquid helium falls off atT,0.8 K, that the electron
drift velocity v has a nonlinear dependence on the driv
electric field Ei in this temperature region, similar to th
dependence ofv on Ei for a two-dimensional electron crys
tal. Therefore the authors have concluded that a spatia
dering of the electrons in quasi-one-dimensional chann
occurs.

In this paper we report a study of the conductivitys of
electrons over liquid helium in quasi-one-dimensional ch
nels over a wide range of electron densitiesn in holding
fields of up to 900 V/cm. Studies were done in the tempe
ture interval 0.5–1.7 K at a frequency of the measured sig
of 100 kHz. In contrast to Ref. 3, where the electrons w
held across the channel by a square potential well, the c
ducting channels in this study were formed by a poten
well of quadratic form. In this study we used a profiled d
electric substrate placed a certain height above the liq
helium level. Liquid helium leaking onto the substra
formed ‘‘grooves’’ on the surface of the liquid, which in th
presence of the holding electric fieldE' made it possible to
create a potential well across the channel. Electrons local
in such a channel move freely along the channel, while th
9601063-777X/2003/29(11)/3/$24.00
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motion perpendicular to the channel is quantized and is
cillatory with a frequencyv05AeE' /mr ~heree andm are
the charge and mass of the electron, andr is the radius of
curvature of the surface of the liquid in the channel!. The
experimental cell and measurement techniques are desc
in detail in Ref. 2.

The results obtained are presented in Fig. 1 in the fo

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the value ofs/ne for different values of
the electron densityn @cm22#: 2.183105 ~1!, 5.773106 ~2!, 1.353108 ~3!,
1.73108 ~4!. The solid curve is the theoretical calculation for a quasi-on
dimensional system.6 The inset shows the calculated distribution of the ele
tron density across the channel.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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the dependence ofs/ne on the temperatureT for different
values of the electron density in the channel. The techni
used to measures is analogous to that of Ref. 2. In con
structing the curves1, 3, and4 we used the theoretical valu
of the mobility at 1.6 K. The inset shows the distribution
electrons across the channel for an average density of
3108 cm22, obtained with the use of the calculation of Re
4. It is seen thatn is substantially nonuniform along th
channel. Curve1 in Fig. 1 was obtained for an electricall
neutral substrate and pertains to the case of a low elec
density in the channel, when the electrons form a lin
chain. The value ofs/ne for this curve increases expone
tially in the region of gas scattering of electrons. At low
temperatures, in the region of ripplon scattering, the te
perature dependence ofs/ne is smoother. Curve2 describes
the case when an electric charge is deposited on the
strate. It is seen that the electron mobility is substantia
lower for a charged substrate and is practically independ
of T at low temperatures. In the low-temperature region
mobility is apparently governed by the tunneling of electro
between the potential wells formed by electrons localized
the solid dielectric substrate. The values ofs/ne for curve2
were determined under the assumption that there are
channels of carrier scattering: 1! scattering of electrons on
helium atoms in the vapor and on ripplons, as in the cas
the uncharged substrate; 2! scattering on potential variation
caused by the presence of charges on the solid subs
Furthermore, it was assumed that the electron mobility a
ing due to the presence of variations of the potential is in
pendent of temperature.

Curves3 and 4, taken at a value of the drift potentia
Vd'30 mV, pertain to the case of wide conducting chann
with a high electron density. It is seen that the temperat
dependence ofs/ne for such channels differs from that rep
resented by curves1 and2. The value ofs/ne, after passing
through a maximum, the position of which depends on
electron density, begins to decrease with decreasingT.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the quantitys/ne on
the value of the drift potentialVd , corresponding to curve3
in Fig. 1. It is seen in Fig. 2 that in the high-temperatu
region ~1.5 K! the value ofs/ne is practically independen
of Vd . In the low-temperature region, where the anomalo
temperature dependence is observed, it is seen that abo

FIG. 2. Dependence ofs/ne on the value of the drift potentialVd in a
quasi-one-dimensional electron system.
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certain value ofVd the value ofs/ne decreases with increas
ing Vd . In that temperature region the carrier transport is
a nonlinear characteristic at sufficiently high values of t
driving field.

One of the possible explanations for the anomalous e
tron transport in narrow channels, which was proposed
Ref. 3, consists in the fact that in quasi-one-dimensio
channels as in the case of a two-dimensional electron sys
spatial ordering of the electrons occurs, with the formation
dimples beneath them. It was shown in Ref. 5 that in narr
channels formed by a parabolic potential~as was the case in
the present study! the effective mass of a dimple is aniso
tropic and extremely large (;105me). It can be assumed tha
at sufficiently low temperatures the motion of these mass
dimples will be determined by the viscosityh of the liquid
helium. Since the viscosityh of liquid helium increases with
temperature forT<1.1 K, the mobility of the electron–
dimple complexes should decrease. Here it should be kep
mind that, since the average distance between electrons
hence the dimensions of the dimples was;1024 cm, it is
possible that the motion of the dimples takes place in a tr
sitional regime between viscous and Knudsen, so that
temperature dependence of the mobility of the dimple w
not be governed entirely by the dependence ofh on T. It is
not ruled out that the character of the motion of the dimp
is influenced to some degree by the surface viscosity of
uid helium.

The conjecture that dimples are formed in the quasi-o
dimensional channels atT,0.8 K is also supported by the
dependence ofs/ne on the drift potential. For a quasi-one
dimensional system in the ripplon scattering region the m
bility should increase with increasing value of the drivin
electric field.7 In the present study we observed the oppos
tendency for the quasi-one-dimensional channels:s/ne de-
creases with increasingVd . Such a dependence, which wa
also observed in Ref. 3, may serve as additional evidenc
ordering in the electron system.

It is interesting to note that the temperature at which
decrease ins/ne starts is considerably higher than the me
ing temperature of the two-dimensional electron crystal
the same density. Crystallization in a two-dimensional el
tron layer of restricted geometry has been studied theo
cally in Refs. 8–10 by the Monte Carlo and molecular d
namics methods. It was shown that, depending on
conditions for realization of the two-dimensional electr
system of restricted geometry, the crystallization tempera
can be higher or lower than the analogous value for a sys
of large dimensions with the same particle density.

Another possible mechanism that could lead to anom
lous transport in quasi-one-dimensional channels may be
to the formation of many-electron polarons. Such polaro
can form, e.g., as a consequence of the variation of the
tential along the channels due to the nonuniform charge d
sity on the thin film along the sides of the conducting cha
nels or because of a variation of the depth of the chann
due to ellipticity of the nylon filaments forming the ‘‘liquid’’
channel. At those places where the potential wells are loca
the electron density is higher, and that leads to a microsco
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deflection of the liquid and, consequently, to the formation
many-electron polarons. The effective mass of such polar
will be very large, and the kinetic characteristics should
largely analogous to those of dimples in an electron crys
Unfortunately, calculations of the properties of such polaro
are lacking at the present time.

Thus in this study we have observed anomalous tra
port in quasi-one-dimensional electron channels formed b
parabolic potential well. We have conjectured that t
anomalous transport is due to either spatial ordering of
electrons in one-dimensional channels or to the formation
many-electron polarons.

The experiments will be continued into the region
higher electron densities and holding electric fields.

The authors thank Yu. P. Monarkha and S. S. Soko
for interest in this study and a discussion of the results.
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Phonon Raman scattering in LaMn 1ÀxCoxO3 „xÄ0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 1.0 …
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The Raman-active phonons in perovskite-like LaMn12xCoxO3 (x50, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 1.0! are
studied by measuring the Raman spectra at temperatures of 295 and 5 K. The changes in
the spectra with Co doping are correlated with the decrease of the orthorhombic distortions.
Surprisingly, more phonon lines are observed than are allowed for the rhombohedral
LaCoO3 structure. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614244#
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The manganese perovskites of the typeR12xAxMnO3

(R5rare earth,A5Ca, Sr, Ba, or Pb! have been subject o
scientific investigations for many decades. Recently,
interest has been renewed due to the observation of a c
sal magnetoresistance1,2 and of charge, spin, and orbital o
dering effects as a function of the Mn31/Mn41 ratio.3–5 An-
other system, Mn-site-doped, with the compositi
LaMn12xDxO3 (D5Cr, Fe, Co, or Ni! was intensively stud-
ied in the 1960s, but colossal magnetoresistance in th
compounds was not mentioned until the 1990s.6 While Ra-
man spectra of La-site-doped compounds have been rep
in numerous of publications,7–13 surprisingly nothing was
done on Mn-site-doped compounds. In this work we rep
the results of an optical phonon study in the perovskite
ides LaMn12xCoxO3 (x50, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 1.0!. The end
member of this system, LaCoO3, has been the subject o
continuing interest since the 1950s due to unusual magn
properties and two spin-state transitions.14,15

Raman scattering measurements were carried ou
quasi-backscattering geometry using 514.5 nm argon l
line. The incident laser beam of 10 mW power was focus
onto a 0.1 mm spot of the mirror-like chemically etch
as-grown crystal surface. The sample was mounted on
holder of a He-gas-flow cryostat using silver glue. The sc
tering light was analyzed with a DILOR XY triple spectrom
eter combined with a nitrogen-cooled CCD detector. T
measurements were done in thexx(zz) scattering configura-
tion, wherex andz are the@100# and@001# quasicubic direc-
tions, respectively.
9631063-777X/2003/29(11)/4/$24.00
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The structural properties of LaMn12xCoxO3 have been
characterized in several publications.15–19 The crystal struc-
tures of the end members, LaMnO3 and LaCoO3, were
found to be orthorhombic~space groupPnma, Z54)16 and
rhombohedral~space groupR3̄c, Z52),17 respectively. The
compounds with 0.15,x,0.50 have been found to b
orthorhombic.18,19 When x.0.50 and near to 1.0, the com
pounds have a rhombohedral structure.19 Around the 0.5 dop-
ing level the compounds show a mixture of two structu

FIG. 1. Unit cell of the simple perovskite structure.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Factor group analysis and selection rules for the zone-center vibrational modes of orthorhombic LaMnO3 and rhombohedral LaCoO3
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phases, the orthorhombic and rhombohedral.19 The idealized
cubic perovskite structure of the LaMn~Co!O3 crystal is
shown in Fig. 1. The orthorhombicPnmastructure can be
obtained by two consecutive rotations of the Mn~Co!O6 oc-
tahedra around the@010# and @101# directions of cubic per-
ovskite. The rhombohedralR3̄c structure is generated by th
rotation of the same octahedral about the cubic@111# direc-
tion.

Results of a group-theoretical analysis for zone-cen
vibrations are presented in Table I for orthorhombic LaMn3

and rhombohedral LaCoO3. Of the total 30G-point phonon
modes, only 5 (A1g14Eg) are Raman active for the rhom
bohedral LaCoO3 structure, and of 60G-point phonon
modes, 24 (7Ag15B1g17B2g15B3g) are Raman active fo
the orthorhombic LaMnO3 structure. The increase in th
phonon modes from 5 to 24 on going from rhombohedra
orthorhombic structure is due to~i! lowering of crystal sym-
metry which splits the doubly degenerateEg modes into non-
degenerateB2g1B3g , ~ii ! displacement of oxygen atom
into the lower symmetry site of the La plane, which intr
duces new Raman-active vibrations,~iii ! doubling of the unit
cell, which folds the zone-boundary modes of the rhom
hedral structure into zone-center modes of the orthorhom
structure.

Raman spectra of LaMn12xCoxO3 compounds at 295 K
are shown in Fig. 2. Room-temperature measurements,
tice dynamical calculations, and an assignment of the Ra
modes of undoped LaMnO3 were done previously by Iliev
et al.20 Our spectra of LaMnO3 are consistent with the spec
tra at 300 K reported earlier.9,20 Three broad bands centere
near 280, 490, and 610 cm21 are observed. The line nea
280 cm21 was assigned to a rotation-like mode.20 The other
r

o

-
ic

at-
an

two bands near 490 and 610 cm21 are related to Jahn–Telle
octahedral distortions.20 Given that the Jahn–Teller distor
tions are static and ordered in orthorhombic LaMnO3, these
bands are Raman-allowed modes of bending- and stretch
type character, respectively. The fourth peak in the spect
at ;310 cm21 is associated with vibrations of the apic

FIG. 2. Raman spectra of single crystals of LaMn12xCoxO3 at 295 K. The
spectra are shifted for clarity. The right part of the spectra are multiplied
a factor indicated there.
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oxygen (O1) atoms along the x direction. The spectra of t
x50.2, 0.3, and 0.4 samples look quite similar to thex50
sample, except for the width and position of the bands in
region of 500 and 600 cm21. At room temperature the spec
tra of the LaCoO3 sample exhibit peaks centered near 13
160, 480, 555, 610, and 780 cm21, and four broad bands a
70, 270, 340, and 400 cm21.

Upon lowering of the temperature, more phonon pe
become visible in the Raman spectra of LaMn12xCoxO3. In
Fig. 3 we present spectra measured at 5 K.

LaMnO 3 : The spectra on the LaMnO3 sample show 10
resolved peaks at 80, 110, 130, 154, 184, 257, 280, 314,
and 610 cm21. The strong high-frequency lines in th
sample studied are broader than the corresponding line
the spectra measured earlier.9,20 The reason for this broaden
ing is the presence of a small amount of excess oxyge
our sample. By using x-ray diffraction, magnetic susceptib
ity, and chemical analysis, the oxygen content was estim
to be 3.071.

LaMn 1ÀxCoxO3 „xÄ0.2, 0.3, 0.4…: It is well known that
Raman spectroscopy is a sensitive tool for the study of b
local and spatially coherent structural changes. The spe
of the samples withx.0 differ from that of pure LaMnO3,
and in the following we will concentrate on the effe
of Mn substitution by Co on the rotation-, bending-, a
stretching-like vibrations of the MnO6 octahedra. The rota
tional mode at 280 cm21 in LaMnO3 shifts to lower energy
(;270 cm21) in the samples withx50.2, 0.3, and 0.4. The
frequency of this mode is a measure of the degree of
rotational distortions~the averaged angle of octahedral tilts!.
For example, in comparing the spectra of the more-disto
YMnO3 and less-distorted LaMnO3, a large shift from 396
to 284 cm21 was observed.20 Therefore, the softening of th
rotation-like mode with Co doping is an indication of a d
creasing orthorhombic distortion.

FIG. 3. Raman spectra of single crystals of LaMn12xCoxO3 at 5 K. The
spectra are shifted for clarity. The right part of the spectra are multiplied
a factor indicated there.
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The scattering intensity of the phonon modes at 496
610 cm21 decreases in the Co-doped samples. The decr
ing intensity of these modes can reasonably be related
the reduction of the Jahn–Teller distortions in the avera
structure, introduced by the presence of Co. Moreover, e
of these modes splits into two components. This splitting c
be attributed to the coexistence of two types of octahed
namely MnO6 and CoO6, in the composition. The frequenc
positions of some high-frequency lines are plotted in Fig.

LaCoO3 : The spectra of LaCoO3 are, however, some
what surprising since~i! they are not similar to the spectra o
isostructural rhombohedral LaMnO31d ,9,10,21,22

La12xAxMnO3,9,10 and LaAlO3 ;22 ~ii ! according to the
neutron-diffraction data the sample should have a rhombo
dral symmetryD3d

6 and only 5 Raman-active phonon mod
are expected. The main peaks in the spectra are at 75,
169, 486, 560, 656, and 785 cm21. Note that high-frequency
lines, with large intensity in LaCoO3 even at room tempera
ture, are not observed in the spectra of isostructural co
pounds. Moreover, wide bands centered approximately
198, 281, 366, 407 cm21 and a shoulder at 702 cm21 are
present in the spectrum. Probably a part of the features
served in these spectra are a contribution of second-o
Raman processes, but it is more reasonable to assume
the LaCoO3 crystal has a lower than rhombohedral symm
try. Precise measurements of polarized Raman spectra c
provide valuable information about the structure of this co
pound.

In conclusion, we have performed a phonon Ram
study on the LaMn12xCoxO3 (x50, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 1.0!
system at temperatures of 295 and 5 K. Characteri
changes have been observed in the phonon spectra with
concentration and are assigned to the reduction of octahe
distortions. The spectra of pure LaCoO3 exhibit a larger
number of peaks than are allowed for the rhombohed
(D3d

6 ) symmetry, and a more accurate determination of
crystal structure of this compound is necessary.

This work was supported by INTAS Grant No. 01-027
and NATO Collaborative Linkage Grant PST.CLG.977766

y

FIG. 4. Raman shift of some high-frequency phonon modes versusx in
LaMn12xCoxO3 single crystals. The lines are a guide to the eye.
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This paper was originally published in the June 2003 issue ofLow Temperature Physics. It is reprinted here with the
corrections reported by one of the authors. The publisher apologizes for the errors.

Erratum: Thermal conductivity of solid parahydrogen with methane admixtures †Low
Temp. Phys. 29, 527–529 „June 2003 …‡

A. I. Krivchikov* and O. A. Korolyuk

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering of the National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, 47, Ave. Lenin, Kharkov, 61103, Ukraine

V. V. Sumarokov, J. Mucha, P. Stachowiak, and A. Jeżowski

W. Trzebiatowski Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Structure Research of the Polish Academy
of Sciences, P.O. Box 937, 50-950 Wroclaw, Poland

The thermal conductivity of a solid parahydrogen crystal with methane admixtures was measured
in the temperature range 1.5 to 8 K. Solid samples were grown from the gas mixtures at 13 K.
The concentration of CH4 admixture molecules in the gas varied from 5 to 570 ppm. A very broad
thermal conductivity peak with an absolute value of about 110 W/~m•K! was observed at 2.6 K.
The data were interpreted using Callaway’s model with resonance scattering of phonons by
quasilocal vibrations of CH4 molecules and phonon–grain boundary and phonon–phonon
scattering. As grain boundary scattering increases, the broadening of the peak decreases. The
analysis shows that a solid mixture ofp-H2 and CH4 is a heterogeneous solution for CH4

concentration higher than 0.1 ppm. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1582336#
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Crystalline parahydrogen can be used as an ‘‘inert’’ m
trix to study the dynamics of matrix-isolated atoms and m
ecules and their interaction with the crystal environment1–5

The thermal conductivity is very sensitive to the dynam
impurity–matrix interaction. At liquid-helium temperature
(T,Q) the inelastic anharmonic phonon–phononU pro-
cesses inp-H2 freeze out. A considerable fraction of th
p-H2 molecules are in the rotational ground state. As a
sult, a defect-free purep-H2 crystal has a very high therma
conductivity.6–9 The introduction of even small amounts
molecular or atomic impurity decreases strongly the va
and temperature dependence of the thermal conduct
K(T) at temperatures near the phonon peak.9–11 The main
source of phonon scattering is the dynamic disorder p
duced in the crystal by the sharp mass difference between
substitution impurity and the matrix molecule. Another fa
tor reducingK(T) could be resonance phonon scattering
molecular clusters—orthohydrogen clusters or impurity m
ecules with rotational degrees of freedom.12,13

In the present studyK(T) of purep-H2 and CH4-doped
p-H2 was measured to determine how the rotational mot
of the CH4 molecules affectsK(T) in p-H2 . A CH4 mol-
ecule in a H2 matrix can be treated as a heavy point def
@(mCH4

2mH2
/mH2

)57# and as a weakly hindered quantu

CH4 rotor.1,2 Strong resonance phonon scattering by the
tational CH4 excitations has been detected previously. It
manifested as a dip in the temperature dependenceK(T) for
solid krypton with CH4 impurity.14

The experiment was performed using a specially
9671063-777X/2003/29(11)/3/$24.00
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signed liquid-4He cryostat.15 The samples were prepared an
K(T) was measured directly in a glass ampul~6.7 mm in
diameter and 67 mm long! in the sample chamber of th
cryostat. The samples were grown fromp-H2 gas near 13 K.
After controlled cooling down to 4.2 K,K(T) of the sample
was measured by the steady-state flow method in the t
perature range 1.5–8 K. The samples were prepared u
H2 gas, 6.0 ~99.9999 vol %, Messer Co.! and CH4 gas
~99.95%!. The chemical impurities in H2 were O2

<0.5 ppm, N2<0.5 ppm, H2O<0.5 ppm, HC<0.1 ppm,
CO(CO2)<0.1 ppm. The CH4 gas contained 1.76% CH3D,
0.12% CHD3, 0.043% N2, and 0.007% O2. Parahydrogen
containing less than 0.2% orthohydrogen was obtained
conversion of L-H2 in contact with Fe(OH)3 below 20 K.
The gas mixtures were prepared in a stainless steel vess
room temperature. The error in the estimated CH4 concen-
tration in the mixture was less than 20%. Optical polariz
light observation showed that the solid samples all consis
of several~two or three! parts, which differed with respect to
the directions of thec axis of their hcp lattice. Unlike pure
p-H2 , the p-H2– CH4 samples were multicolored and the
colors changed with the angle between the light polarizat
vector and thec axis.

K(T) was measured for several purep-H2 samples and
(p-H2)(12c)(CH4)c solutions. The CH4 concentration (c) in
the initial gas mixture varied from 5 to 570 ppm. The expe
mental temperature dependencesK(T) for purep-H2 in this
work and in the published data7–9 are shown in Fig. 1.K(T)
for pure p-H2 at temperatures near the phonon peak agr
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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well with the published data,7,9 but it is one-tenth the record
high value reported in.8 The good agreement observed f
the thermal conductivity in purep-H2 measured in three in
dependent experiments could be due to the close isot
~natural! compositions of the H2 gas used in this work. In
other wordsK(T) at its peak was limited by phonon scatte
ing by H2 isotopes, mainly HD molecules. The isotopic ra
R5@D#/@H# for H2 with the natural composition is
(1.39– 1.56)•1024. Mass-spectrometric analysis of H2 gas
showed that HD molecules were present in the initial g
The large difference between the record-high value ofK(T)
and the results of this study can be interpreted as an isot
effect in K(T) for p-H2 . The isotopic composition of H2
was not specified in Ref. 8. However, judging from the va
of the K(T) peak, the HD content in H2 is an order of mag-
nitude lower than in gas with the natural isotopic compo
tion. At temperatures below the phonon peak the struct
imperfections of the sample affectK(T). Above the peak
K(T) is influenced byU processes which are in turn sens
tive to the hcp lattice anisotropy ofp-H2 .16 The contribution
of the CH4 impurity to K(T) in solid p-H2 can be detected
only if it exceeds the isotopic effect. Figure 2 shows t
calculatedK(T) curves forp-H2 with different CH4 concen-
trations ~0.1, 1, and 10 ppm! assuming that the CH4 mol-
ecules scatter phonons as heavy point defects.

The experimental curvesK(T) for pure p-H2 and three
p-H2– CH4 samples are shown in Fig. 3.K(T) for a sample
with 500 ppm CH4 is only slightly lower than for purep-H2

and is even higher than for the sample with 28 ppm CH4.
The CH4 effect onK(T) in p-H2 is found to be weak. One
reason for this could be the very low solubility of CH4 in
solid H2 ~less than 0.1 ppm!. The experimental samples we
heterogeneous solid solutions. The main factors limiting

FIG. 1. The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of s
parahydrogen.s ~Ref. 8!; d ~Ref. 9!; L, n ~Ref. 7!—for p-H2 with 0.2%
o-H2 and p-H2 with 0.34% o-H2 , accordingly;!, *—present data for
samples 1 and 2, respectively.
ic
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thermal conductivity are phonon scattering by grain bou
aries, HD impurity, andU processes. We note that the spe
troscopy of matrix-isolated molecules in solid H2 samples
with 10 ppm grown atT'8 K detected no significant devia
tion of CH4 from a random configuration distribution.1,2

id

FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of par
drogen with a CH4 admixture. The points are our experimental data for pu
parahydrogen; the solid lines are the theoretical calculations forc50.1, 1,
and 10 ppm CH4 in p-H2 .

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity
(p-H2)(12c)(CH4)c . The points are the experimental data: pure hydrog
sample 2~* !; c528 ppm CH4 ~l!; c5116 ppm CH4 ~s!; c5500 ppm
CH4 ~n!. The solid lines are the best-fit curves.
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The experimental results were analyzed using Ca
way’s theory allowing for the special role of normal phono
phonon scattering processes in the thermal conductivity
using the Debye approximation to describe the phonon s
trum. In solid p-H2 the resistive processes are due
phonon-phonon scattering,U processes (tU(x,T)), scatter-
ing by the boundaries of crystalline grains and low-an
boundaries (tB(x,T)), and scattering due to isotopic diso
der ~by HD molecules! (t I(x,T)):

tR
21~x,T!5tU

21~x,T!1tB
21~x,T!1t I

21~x,T!.

The characteristics of three-phononU and N processes are
determined only by the properties of the hcp lattice of H2 and
are virtually independent of the impurity molecules at lo
concentrations:

tU
21~x,T!5AUx2T3e~2E/T!, tN

21~x,T!5ANx2T5.

The parametersAU andE depend on the heat flow directio
with respect to thec axis of the hcp lattice of H2 .16 The
boundary scattering is dependent on the mean crystal g
size L: tB

21(x,T)5s/L, where s is the sound speed. Th
intensity ofN processes is taken from17 (AN56.73105 s21

•K25).
The scattering due to isotopic disorder is characteri

by the Rayleigh relaxation rate

t I
215jS Dm

mH2
D 2 V0

4ps3 v4,

wherej is the HD concentration,V0 is the volume per atom
and Dm51 for HD impurity in H2 . The fit parameters
used to match the calculated curves and the experime
results were the HD concentrationj and the parametersL,
AU , and E ~see Table I!. It was assumed forp-H2– CH4

samples that the concentrationj was invariable from sample
to sample. ParameterL characterizes the structure of defec

TABLE I. The best-fit parameters, the phonon mean-free pathL ~boundary
scattering!, the HD concentrationj, and the parametersAU andE found by
analyzing the experimental results forK(T) in different samples of pure
p-H2 andp-H2– CH4 .
-

d
c-

e

in

d

tal

in the sample.18 L varied nearly five-fold~see Table I!. This
variation of L in samples prepared from the gas mixtur
p-H2– CH4 indicates that the density of low-angle boun
aries in the sample increases as a result of stress appe
when the crystal is grown and cooled.

The new measurements forK(T) in pure p-H2 have
been interpreted as a manifestation of the isotopic eff
K(T) in the samples prepared by depositing gas mixtu
(p-H2)(12c)(CH4)c in the intervalc552570 ppm at tem-
peratures near the triple point ofp-H2 varied only slightly
with concentration. Because of the low solubility of CH4 in
p-H2 we were unable~unlike in the Kr–CH4 case! to detect
resonance phonon scattering by the rotational excitation
the CH4 molecules~a dip in the temperature dependence
K(T) of solid H2 with CH4 impurity!. The upper limit of
CH4 solubility in solidp-H2 was estimated from the therma
conductivity values. It does not exceed 0.1 ppm.
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